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ABS'IRACT 

'!his study explores various aspects of the spelling and 

pmctuation developnent of six Tahono O'cdham (Papago) children during 

their third and fourth grade years. '!be data used, which \\as collected 

in a prior study, consisted of 215 texts (13,793 w:lrds) written in 

natural classroan settings as part of the teacher's ongoing writing 

curriculum. Field notes describing what the subjects did as they wrote, 

as w=ll as w.citten interviews, supplemented the texts themselves. A 

nt.mlber of specific features w=re examined to explore the subjects' use 

of various level of linguistic infonnation about spelling. Those 

features included: initial letters, volEl phonates, consonant digraphs, 

the letters C and G, consonant gemination, round IOOrphemeS, and 

lx:mophones. SI:ellings involving permutation (changes in letter order) 

and the letters E and Y as final narkers, as w=ll as those spellings 

which w=re real ~rds, were also examined. Finally, differences between 

spellers, the subjects I use of pmctuation and c:api talization , and 

orthography in the classroan context were analyzed. 

A number of conclusions w=re drawn fran the analysis. 'lbe 

subjects spelled IOOst ~rds conventionally. 'lhe nore freqtently a word 

appeared in the subjects I writing, the IOOre likely it \\as to be spelled 

oonventionally. Selected orthographic features varied widely in how 

oonventionally they w=re spelled, with those which were less 

xii 



xiii 

predictable or uore abstract tending to be uore difficult. Almost every 

spelling feature examined showed grCMth fran third to foorth grade. The 

invented spellings of particular features tended to reflect 

understandable, logical processes. Invented spellings which \to1eI'e either 

real \\'Ords or pentlutations of the intended \\'Ord were carmon. There were 

differences bet~ children not only in how conventionally they 

spelled rut in the types of invented spellings they produced. 

Punctuation was uore difficult than spelling for the subjects, and its 

use varied greatly between subjects. Olpitalization was carparable to 

spelling in how conventionally it was used. Children used a variety of 

linguistic information and spelling strategies as they wrote. 'lhere was 

evinence that pmctuation usage was driven (at least in saoo cases) by 

conscious hypotheses about how it \\'Orks. Children's netalinguistic 

knowledge about orthography nay or nay not parallel their use of it. 



CHAPl'EF. I 

IN'IROOUCTION AND DISCUSSION OF PRCBLEM 

'!he orthography of English <inclllling both spelling and 

pmctuation) is a carplex system which carries nany types of 

infornation: it operates on phonemic, orthographic, graphic, IOOrphemic, 

syntactic, and semantic levels to help readers create neaning fran 

written text. '!he writer, of course, must l:e able to use the 

orthographic system to create the text in the first place. A nature 

writer has integrated much of the infornation that the orthographic 

system contains and is able to use orthography at a high level of 

canpetence and without much conscioos attention, but developing writers 

are still in the process of acquiring this knowledge and learning to 

use it appropriately. 

'!he purpose of the present research is to explore h<::M children 

learn and use the variety of linguistic infornation found in the 

orth..:grapr..i.c system of English, through examining the spelling and 

pmctuation found in texts written in the classroan by children of the 

'Ibhono Q'cxiham <Papago) tribe of southwestern Arizona during their 

third and fourth grade years. In addi tion to providing insight into the 

nature and developrent of children's orthography, it is hoped that the 

study will contribute to educational practices which influence how 

children learn to spell and p.mctuate. 

1 
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TlEoretical Rationale 

TIE Nature of Err;Jlish Orthography 

'!be orthographic system plays a role in the written version of 

a language similar to the role of the phonological system for oral 

language. Both of them nay be rooghly described as consisting of a set 

of rules for translating underlying representations into surface ones 

for written and oral language respectively. (The orthographic system is 

considered here to consist of the najor systematic visual aspects of 

written language: spelling, punctuation, and capitalization. variations 

in the fom of the letters themselves, which affect handwriting and 

typography, will not be considered.) Orthography has a relationship to 

the phonological system but is not a direct representation of it, since 

oral and written language use different nedia which have different 

constraints. (K.S. Goodnan, 1984.) '!bus spelling is not necessarily a 

representation of pronunciation nor IXlllctuation a representation of 

intonation. As a result, learning orthographic conventions is not a 

sinple natter of establishing one-to-one correspondences between, for 

instance, phonemes and grapl'le!res. Rather, it involves conceptualizing 

the workings of a system which a:presses rreaning in systematic but 

~lex and subtle ways. 

In order to explore how this system is learned, it is necessary 

to take into accoo.nt all the kinds of infonnation that are contained in 

the orthographic system and expressed as visual features. In the case 

of spelling, these include: 

Phonological - the ways in which phonerres are represented by 
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graphemes, such as the phonane If I being represented by the letter F in 

nfish'l and the digraph PH in 'Phone. n Too term "phonane II will be used 

to refer to a surface-level "miniml unit of sound capable of 

distinguishi'ng \\1Ords of different neanings" CHyIran, 1975, p. 59). A 

grapheme is defined as one or lOOI'e letters. 

Orthographic - the ways in which sequences of graphemes \\1Ork to 

cxmnunicate phonemic info:rmation. For instance, in the word !lhopll the 

single vowel graphane is all that is needed to signal a lax vowel 

phonerre, but in IIhowing II the single vowel alone would signal a tense 

vowel and must be supplemanted by a geminate consonant. 

Graphemic - features which exist prinarily for visual purposes, 

such as the E which occurs at the end of "have II because English words 

are not usually allowed to end in V. 

Balnd IOOrpheme - features which camnunicate infonnation about 

llDl-phem:!S, often despite variations in their pronunciation. For 

instance, the p:tst -tense IOOrpheln:! -ED is pronounced three different 

ways Vdl, It I , and Ic}d/) , but is al.m::>st always spelled ED to indicate 

that it remains constant as a morphane. 

lexical/semantic - features which ccmnunicate an underlying 

lexical connection even when phonology varies. In the words "nedical" 

and l'ITedicine, II although the CiS stand for two different phonemes, 

their presence signals a constancy of reaning • CTOOse last two 

ca tegories are similar.) 

Tb=se categories will be further discussed in Chapter 2. 

Punctuation serves primarily to nark off syntactic units Cin 

the case of sentence-ooundary pmctuation) but can also provide 
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information about suprasegrrental phonemes (intonational cues) or 

semantic data (such as the emotional tone signalled by an exclanation 

point or the possession relationship indicated by an apostrophe). 

Develq;nent of Orthographic Knowledge 

~s study works fran the assunption that learning to spell and 

pmctuate involves IIBking and testing hypotheses about how the 

orthographic system of English works. Previous studies, such as the 

~rk of Read Cl975a) and of Henderson and his colleagues (collected in 

Henderson & Beers , 1980, and SUl'IllIarized in H3IXierson, 1981) have 

illustrated what sate of these hypotheses are and how they affect 

spelling. (See also Chapter 2. ) Children's wri tten language is a 

fertile source of data for information about their acquisition of the 

orthographic system. WOOn a child spells a word conventionally, we do 

not know what processes are involved in producing that representation, 

whether he or she is applying phonological, orthographic, nmphemic, 

and other generalizations or whether, on the other hand, the word is 

well enough known to be produced more or less "autanatically" (that is, 

wi thout any apparent attention to generating it). Blt the non-standard 

representations that occur in "invented" spelling (c. Chansky, 1971) 

provide, by their ananaly, clues as to what hypotheses and knowledge 

base the child is working fran. As Hedges Cl98la) carmented, a child's 

spelling is always a representation of his or her internalized spelling 

system at that point in tine: "An individual's spelling errors are 

literally graphic expressions of that person's knowledge of 

linguistic/orthographic reality. 'Ihere are few randan spelling errors 
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in an individual's writing" Cp. 220). 

'!here are parallels be~ looking at invented spelling and a 

similar nethodology used to look at the reading process. Miscue 

analysis, a procedure for recording and analyzing readers' unexpected 

responses to a written text, was developed as a way of providing a 

"window on the reading process." (K. S. Goodman, 1982 , Chapter 9) The 

rationale behind it is that the strategies a reader uses becane visible 

only when a deviation fran what is expected occurs. Similarly, one can 

infer that a child may be using a hypothesis such as "Create a 

progressive verb by adding ING'I not when he or she uses it to proouce 

the conventional spelling "going" (which could have been learned as a 

uni t rather than generated by an affixing rule) but when an 

unconventional spelling like ro1EING occurs. 

It must also be recognized that just as the miscue analysis 

research acknowledges that a single miscue cannot be defined as the 

result of a single cause (K.S. Goodrran, 1982, Appendix), invented 

spelling must be looked at across several dinensions. For instance, the 

spelling BONSING for ''bouncing'' contains two "invented features ": S for 

C and 0 for 00. Each must be considered separately. Even a single 

invented feature nay involve IOOI'e than one possible explanation. In the 

case of the spelling ~ for "ob," the invented spelling is a real word, 

a variant spelling of the single phoneme involved, and possibly related 

to exaggerated articulation, since if the word is drawn out, a /w/ can 

be haard in the off-glide. 

Invented spellings are found to sore extent in writers of all 

ages, and change in frequency and quali ty as writers get older • 
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Children in the third and fourth grades, such as the present subjects, 

use a variety of orthographic strategies 0 '!bey control the 

conventional spelling of nany words, particularly high-frequency ones 0 

'!hey use the phonological strategies that have been fClllld in YCllllger 

children, but also use strategies that reflect zoorphological rules of 

English (such as -ED endings and consonant doubling), and meaning 

relationships between words 0 '!hese strategies produce both 

conventional and non-standard or "invented" spellings 0 Sane words are 

"kna.om" one day but must be re-invented the next (Co Cl'x:lmsky, 1971) 0 

Similarly, children at this age use punctuation marks of all kinds in 

their writing, with varying degrees of conventionality 0 

'IWo further aspects of examining children I s invented spelling 

are awareness of general spelling strategies and of the social setting 

in which writing takes place 0 Children I s hypotheses about the 

linguistic infontation embodied in the orthographic system are 

incorporated into broad strategies such as 'Write down anything if you 

aren't sure," or "try to spell every word correctly 0" These strategies 

are often influenced by classroan nonns , vary fran indi vidual to 

indi vidual, and evel ve over t.ine 0 Also, wri ting usually occurs in a 

social context where spelling and punctuation are affected not just by 

the writer's hypotheses but by the availability of resources such as 

dictionaries and peers, and where those hypotheses are subject to 

IOOdification tbrrugh the influence of personal interaction and, if the 

context is the classroan, curriculum and instruction 0 Fbr instance, the 

progressive verb affixation rule discussed above nay be refined if the 

teacher points out that final E's are dropped before adding -INGo SZ\\eJ 
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(1981) has suggested that we can only really understand reading and 

writing if we replace preconceived, conventional notions about hc::w they 

occur with actual ooservations in the social context. 

statement of the Proolem 

~ najor question addressed by this study is: What do the 

spelling and punctuation occurring in texts wri tten by six 'Ibhono 

O'OOh21" children during their third and fourth grade years reveal about 

children I s knowledge of the orthographic system of English? 

Research Questions 

This larger question will be answered through exploring several 

more specific ones: 

Spelling 

1. 'Ib what extent did the subjects control selected features of 

English spelling? 

2. was there growth fran one year to the next in that control? 

3. What did th: children's invented spellings shaw about how they 

used various types of linguistic knowledge? 

4 • H:IW did invented spellings change over tine? 

5. What differences \liere there between children in their spelling 

strategies? 

Punctuation 

6. 'Ib what extent did the subjects control English punctuation 

and capitalization? 

7. was there growth fran one year to the next in that control? 



8. What patterns did the subjects' unconventional pmctuation and 

capitalization follow? 

9. What differences \Ere there between children in their use of 

punctuation and capitalization? 

General 

10. What does information about the personal, c1assroan, social, 

and instructional context of writing tell us about 

orthographic deve1opnent? 

Significance of the Study 

Treoretica1 Significance 

8 

'!his study provides insights into how children develop and use 

linguistic information about the orthographic system of English. TillS 

study's contribution is unique for several reasons: it uses subjects 

fran a minority population which has seldon been studied: it uses 

orthography occurring in a na.tura1 textual and c1assroan context; it 

inc100es data about the c1assroan context: it looks at punctuation, 

which has been studied only minimally; and it is longitudinal, 

including data fran a group of children followed for two academic 

years. Til; study provides insights that are both specific, concerning 

the features of orthography these children controlled and the kinds of 

linguistic information they used, and general, concerning the way in 

which children's control of a canp1ex system of knowledge eve1 ves • 

Methodological Significance 

'!his study is significant as an indication of how to analyze a 
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large, carplex body of data consisting of invented spelling and 

pmctuation, and as an indication of how mmageable such analysis is 

when the data cares fran connected text rather than spelling tests. In 

addi tion, it is hoped that the specific analytical procedures developed 

will be of use for future research. 

Etlucational Significance 

Knowledge about these matters has significant applications to 

curriculmn and instruction. Many traditional c1.assroan practices are 

oot supported I:!f recently ererging knowledge about how children learn 

to write. Information about how developnent actually takes place 

suggests how schools can encourage and support that developnent. 

Limitations of the Study 

'Ite nature of the data base used inplies Sate limitations to 

the study, particularly in relation to its generalizabili ty • First of 

all, the data base was already collected as of the beginning of the 

study: it was therefore not possible to gather new data in order to 

examine the process or subjects any further. 'lhis data base consisted 

primarily of a non-random sanple of all the writing which the subjects 

did or oould have produced during the tine period involved, and was 

limited to c1.assroan writing. Also, the subjects were a snall, 

non-randanly chosen sanple: results therefore cannot be statistically 

generalized to the Tohono 0' odham as a whole or to ot~ populations. 
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A Note on 'leIm.inolcgy 

'lhroughalt this study, the following conventions are tEied. 

Symbols lEied to refer to pho~s are enclosed in slash !!larJ-'.s V /\ 11 , , .... 

table of symbols tEed appears as AJ;peDcUX A. Chlldren I s invented 

spellings are written in upper-case letters, as are single letters 

referred to in the text. Words referred to in the text and nonstandard 

spellings other than children's (e.g., those used to illustrate how a 

word could be spelled but isn't) are enclosed in qootation marks. Wh:!n 

an invented spelling appears in the text, the conventional spelling 

usually appears with it, separated by a slash (e.g., SHm/sure). 



REVIEW OF LITERA'ltlRE 

Previoos research and theoretical work which is relevant to 

this study of spelling and pmctuation inclu::les: explorations of the 

nature of Er,glish orthography; examinations of children's spelling and 

pmctuation developnent; analysis of invented spellings; and 

considerations of instructional issues. 

Tn: Nature of English Orthography 

Sp:lling 

~lish spelling includes varioos types of infonnation fran 

several levels of language, which can be described as phonerne-graphe.i\e, 

orthographic, graphic, bound morpheme, and lexical/semantic IBtterns. 

It is also izrp:>rtant to consider hc:M English spelling has been 

influenced by its history, as well as its relationship to dialect. 

Phonerne/Grapllerre Correspondences. The IOOSt obvious kind of 

infonnation contained in English orthography, since it is an alphabetic 

system, is phonerne/grapherne correspondences. Since English contains 

nore than 35 phonemes (depending on dialect) but only 26 letters, these 

correspondences cannot be one-to-one but must be nore canplex. Because 

of this lack of one-to-one correspondence and other factors, such as 

etyzoological ones, any single phonerne can be spelled in a variety of 

11 
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\tays. E. H::>rn Cl957) pointed cut that for uany phonemes, the nnst 

CC!!!!1O!l 5p"" ling OCCI.l!'S less t.M'1 90 % of the t.ine. Fbr instance f /t/ is 

spelled T only 82% of the time. In an earlier study Cl929a.), he pointed 

cut that children encounter 47 different sound/letter associations for 

the letter A alone in naterials read in the first three grades. He also 

carried his point about the irregulari ty of phonene/graphene 

correspondences to near absurdity by demonstrating Cl929c) that by 

considering every possible oambination of every possible spelling of 

its phonemes, one could produce nearly a trillion spellings of the word 

"circumference. II .fan himself admitted, hcMever, that phonemes do not 

act independently but are affected by positional and relational 

constraints, making the ~etically possible spelling of 

"p;olokhoegmpphouriadnz II for "circumference II (created by this author 

fran .fan I s phoneme/grapheme correspondences) an inpossible one in 

actuality. 

The most significant work in establishing the nature of 

phonem:/graphene correspondences in English, and one which also takes 

constraints beyond the phoneme into account, is the Stanford studies 

(Hanna., Hanna, H:x'iges, & RuJorf, 1966), which developed an algori thIn 

for translating phonological sequences into graphemic sequences (i.e., 

lXltative English spellings) • The algoritltn was based not only on the 

phonem:s themselves but on their position in the syllable, syllabic 

stress, and environnent (influence of neighboring phonemes). 'lbe 203 

rules in the algorithm, when applied to 17 ,009 words, prcrluced 

spellings that were correct 49.9% of the tine and spellings with no 

nore than one error 86.3% of the tine. These results illustrate both 
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the power and the limitations of phoneme/grapherle correspondences in 

English orthography, the limitations consisting of roth the mmiJer of 

rules necessary and their incanplete efficacy. Indeed, one of the 

authors of the Stanford report (Hcrlges, 1982b) later camented that a 

point overlooked by that study was that the word rather than the 

phonene is the mst appropriate level of analysis for spelling. 

'nI1o other points need to be nade about phoneme/grapheme 

correspondences. First, they apply IOOSt accurately to a mre stressed 

and formal form of speech (Chao, 1968) and do not represent IOOSt of the 

reductions, elisions, and assimilations of rapid nomal speech. Second, 

it nrust be noted that phoneme/grapherle correspondences are not 

necessarily reversible, so that a regular correspondence in spelling 

nay be irregular in reading or vice versa (Croonell, 1978). 

Particularly for consonants, spelling tends to be less regular than 

reading at the phonema/grapherle level, and the rel~tionship between 

specific phonemes and grapherles is often not reciprocal, so that K is 

alIOOst always pronounced /k/, but /k/ is written as C about two-thirds 

of the time, but is also often wri tten as K, CK, or QU (E. Horn, 1957). 

Other Patterns. Orthographic features of spelling can be 

defined as those which work beyond the level of single phoneme/grapheme 

correspondences, and inclu:le the positional and environmental factors 

taken into account in the Stanford studies, as ~ll as other 

influences. Venezky <1967, 1970a, 1970b) has pointed out that nany 

variations and seeming irregularities at the phoneme/grapherne level are 

explicable through orthographic rules which are actually quite regular. 

Examples of orthographic features of spelling inclme: 
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1. Pcsi tional constraints. '!be phoneme Idzh/, when word-final, 

is usually spelled GE or DGE, and is never spelled J, as it often is at 

the beginnings of words (Hanna et al., 1966). 

2. EnvirOIlll'elltal constraints. 'lbe phonene /kl (in ini tial 

posi tion), is usually spelled K before Iii, IE!, lai/, and III and C in 

all other cases (Hanna et al., 1966). 

3. Stress influences. 'lbe phonene Ish!, in syllable initial 

position, is usually spelled SH in accented syllables and TorTI in 

unaccented ones (e .g ., "nation II; Hanna et al., 1966). (The unaccented 

cases are often due to palatalizaticn of an underlying It I , as in 

"native. II) 

4. Markers (Venezky, 1970b, pp. 55-58). 'lbese are patterns 

where letters do not represent phonemes directly but provide 

information about the phonemes represented. by other graphenes. 

a. vee narker. A IIsilent II final E indicates the preceding 

vowel is a tense one. 

b. Consonant narkers. A U is inserted after a G which 

precedes E or I to indicate that it is pronounced as /g/; a double 

consonant narks a preceding lax vowel (e.g., "supper II) • 

Graphemic (or visual) patterns in spelling are those which 

occur for relatively arbitrary reasons, and are often cases where a 

failure to follow the pa.ttern 'NOuld not change the 'NOrd's pronunciation 

(in contrast to nany of the orthographic patterns above). EKaIrples 

incluie a doubling of final F or Z after a lax vowel, as in IIstiff II or 

.... ruzz" (P. Snith, 1980a); an E added after final U or V, as in IIglue II 

or "'have -; and the cluster AL inserted in Sate adverbial forms but 
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usually not pronounced I as in "basic/basically" (Venezky I 1970b). 

'1ba term "bound ncrpheme patterns" is used here to describe 

cases where an underlying bound ncrpheme is spelled consistently 

despite its pronunciation varying in patterned ways (Chao, 1968). The 

IOOst CCJIIOOn exanples of this are the plural and third-parson singular 

IOOI'pheme -8 and the past tense IOOrpheme -ED. An example of where this 

does not usually occur is with the negation prefix IN-, where phonetic 

assimilation (such as /n/ changing to /m! in the presence of /p/) has 

also been reflected in spelling I as in "iIrpossible." 

A final level of spelling pattern is a lexical or semantic one. 

'liese are cases where the spelling refers in sane sense directly to the 

~rd' s neaning. First of all, there are many exanples of what Bolinger 

(1946) refers to as "visual norphemes. " His examples incime: 

hanophones I where spelling distinguishes not pronunciation but neaning; 

senantic evolution of spellings I such as bifurcation, where spellings 

fonrerly in free or regional variation cane to take on different 

neanings (racket/racquet) ; and "eye dialect, " such as "sez" and 

"wimnin," which represent not alternative pronunciation but 

editorialization about the speaker. 

Tre IOOSt elaborated view of the senantic carponent of spelling 

has been presented by Chansky and Blile <1968; see also N. Chansky, 

1970, and c. Chansky, 1970). According to this view, conventional 

orthography is very close to being an "underlying lexical 

representation" of each ~rd, which is then converted into its final 

phonetic form by phonological rules which are known implicitly by 

native speakers of the language. ':rhus, for instance, the ~rds 
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''nedical'' and "nedicinal," although they differ in stress, vowel 

quality, and pronunciation of the consonant C, are spelled in parallel 

ways because they share the sane underlying root farm. (The different 

pronunciations are due to phonological rules invoked after 

suffixation.) dx:Insky and Rille's theory also posits the presence in 

the underlying representation of features such as the double F and 

final E in "giraffe," which do not appear in its phonetic realization 

but help predict the stress pattern. They feel that a nore phonetic 

orthography (i.e., one representing surface-level phonerres) lNOuld be 

unnecessarily redundant for native speakers of the language. 

Historical Cklntext. '!he variety of levels of infonnation 

represented in English orthography, as well as its seening 

inconsistency, can in nany cases be illuminated by reference to the 

history of written English. Scragg (1974) shows how the canplexity of 

English spelling can be traced through its history, which has been 

influenced by linguistic, dialectal, cultural, and technological 

factors. Craigie (1942) accounts for nany seeming ananalies of English 

spelling by reference to patterns related to their language of origin. 

For instance, the silent B in "debt," "doubt," and "subtle" was added 

to earlier forms of those lNOrds (such as "dette") during the fifteenth 

and sixteenth centuries in order to reflect the original latin fonns 

(whose B was preserved in the pronunciation of lNOrds such as "debit" 

and "indubitable "). 

Orthography tends to change nore slowly than does oral 

language, so that spellings which began as phonetic representations are 

not always currently so. In the lNOrds of vallins (1965, pp. 11-12), "we 
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represent in the spelling of nany words their sound as it was five or 

six centuries ago. It is for this reason that English spelling is 

saretiIIes said to be not phonetic but etymological. • • lrbdern spelling 

is I historically phonemic. I " EKanples of this phenarenon are the 

ini tial silent letters in GN- , KN-, and WR-, which \Ere once 

pronounced, and the Great Vowel. Shift of the fifteenth century, which 

resulted in tense and lax vo~l pairs that are represented by the sane 

letter (as in "pin" and "pine ") no longer being phonetically close 

(Balmuth, 1982). Another example of historical influ:mce on spelling is 

that words which contain less ccmnon phoneme/grapherre correspondences 

often do so because of their foreign origin: exanples are the C in 

"cello II and the GN in "poignant II (vachek, 1973: this point is also 

illustrated repeatedly in Venezky, 1970b) • Although historically 

spelling has been rore conservative than oral language, it is not 

inmune to change. Jaqui th (1976) suggests that ananalous spellings 

(often involving sinplification) that appear in advertising nay 

eventually influence spelling change. 

Spelling and Dialect. It is also important to consider the 

relationship of spelling to the various dialects of English. English, 

like every language, consists of a collection of dialects, and the 

orthography could theoretically represent all of these dialects or only 

one (or sare) of them. Chansky and H3.lle (1968) feel that different 

dialects are likely to have the sane underlying representations, and to 

differ primarily in their phonological rules, thus prooucing divergent 

surface representations. 'Ihey state that underlying representations 

sean to have changed little over tine and space, and that as a resul t 
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"cxmventional orthography is prOOably fairly close to q>timal for all 

nmern Err:1lish dialects, as well as for the attested dialects of the 

past several hundred years II (p. 54) • Similarly, Brengelnan (1970) 

suggests that orthography represents a deeper level" than what is heard 

in speech, particularly rapid speech, and that its plrpose is to keep 

norpherles recognizable rather than to reproduce phonology precisely. He 

points rut that althoo.gh speakers of low-status dialects like Black 

English are assumed to find English orthography nore difficult because 

of ~rd pairs like "pen/pin II being hanophonoos for them, similar 

hanophones occur for speakers of nore prestigioos dialects, such as 

"M3ry /marry /nerry II and "lock/lark," so that no one dialect best fits 

the spelling system. 

The Heterogeneity of English Spelling. Given these varying 

kinds of information contained in English spelling, what can be said 

about how regular it is and how these different kinds of patterns 

interact? First of all, since orthography operates at rrany levels, it 

is likely to appear inconsistent when looked at on anyone level (Read, 

1983) • Cri ticism of such irregulari ty focuses nost often on the 

phonene/grapherle level; rrany spelling reformers have reId "the 

theoretical view that an orthography is neant to be a mirror of speech 

and that the uni ts of speech which it mirrors are sounds" (Hcrlges , 

1972, p. 1090). Although English is an alphabetic system, Henderson 

(1981 ) pointed rut that orthographies can range on a continuum of 

abstractness fran detailed phonetic transcriptions to pictographs; 

alphabetic does not necessarily ITEan only phonemic, nor is a IOOre 

concrete (phonetic) system necessarily better. Indeed, English spelling 
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has becate DDre abstract aver tine (Read, 1977). 

Rather than trying to fit it into a phonetic nold nerely 

because it is alphabetic, English orthography is perhaps best 

appreciated for its heterogeneity. (As are other orthographies; Vachek, 

1973, points cut that no written language ignores phonene/graphene 

infornation, but none relies solely on it either.) Even single features 

can be nultiply determined. For instance, the final E in "age" is 

needed to indicate both the pronunciation of the G and the 

pronunciation of the A; although this E has no corresponding phonere, 

eliminating it 'WOuld require two other canpensatory changes. Also, a 

single c:a.tegory of feature nay reflect different levels of infonnation 

in the different 'WOrds where it appears. For instance, a final "silent 

E" nay indicate not only the orthographic patterns already nentioned 

for "age" but also: serve as a graphic narker to prevent final 0, V, or 

Z ("give"); prevent a two-letter content 'WOrd, which are not usually 

allowed in English ( "foe") ; accanpany a syllabic L ("little") ; help 

indicate stress patterns ("giraffe "); indiO'ite that the 'WOrd is not a 

plural fonn ("please" vs. "pleas"); or help indic:a.te French or latin 

origin ("derivative") (P. 9nith, 1980b, p. 35). Strauss (1984) suggests 

that letters, which are alphabetic syrnlx>ls, can perfonn b:>th alphabetic 

and logographic functions (e.g. , the logograpbic di stinction of 

lnnonyrns ) • It is clear, therefore, that any attempt to analyze English 

spelling or how it is used must take into account all the levels of 

information that it contains. 
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Punctuation 

Mtx:h less has been written about punctuation than spelling. It 

has traditionally been assuned to represent intonation, but a llDre 

sophisticated view sees it as a system follC7tling its own logic, one 

which is appropriate for written language. Since it is visual and 

two-dinensional, it c:a.nnot express the fine shades of neaning that 

intonation can, rut there is still a gocxi deal that it can do. Quirk 

and Greer..b=lum G.978, p. 458), for instance, discuss punctuation's role 

in s:parating logically equivalent units; they place the varirus 

pmctuation narks on a hierarchy ranging fran the hyphen through the 

carma, colon, semi -colon, peric:x:i and capital, and paragraph spacing. 

Although this is an oversinplification, it recognizes pmctuation as 

narking off syntactic uni ts rather than nerely signalling intonation. 

Klein, in 1916, advanced the view that punctuation's role is to reveal 

neaning at a glance. He pointed out that inserting a carma between the 

clauses of a sentence such as, ''Respect the rights of children and 

their rrothers will !:espect you" would serve as lithe reader's 

sign-board, " preventing an erroneous prediction of a carpound object 

and the resulting backtracking. F. Snith (1982) similarly CCJlITented 

that pmctuation serves prinarily to provide a visual narking of 

structures such as sentences that have already been defined by the 

syntax; it is therefore an aid to the reader but a sooewhat redundant 

one. 

ScIre pmctuation narks , such as the peric:x:i and capi tal, 

gu:stion nark, and came, serve prinarily as syntactic narkers (as does 

intonation, axoong its other functions). Others, such as capital letters 
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for proper nanes, the apostrophes of possession and contraction, and 

nany parentheses, are IrOre plI'ely visual and sanantic. Bolinger (1946) 

incluled these latter devices in his list of "visual IIDrphelIeS, II and 

Bradley (1919) referred to them as ideographic. AlthCllgh much further 

work renains to be done in exploring the nature of pmctuation, these 

exanples suggest that, like spelling, it operates on several levels and 

conveys varied information. 

Development of Spelling and Punctuation 

General Cogni ti ve Issues 

Before proceeding to a discussion of spelling and punctuation 

deve10prent in particular, it is inportant to REIltion sare relevant 

points about cognitive functioning and dev-elopnent in general. First of 

all, it is useful to think of intellectual deve10pnent as the 

generation of increasingly varied and sophisticated schenata, which can 

be described as nental processes that organize and structure ~ience 

(Neisser, 1976) • Arr:I learner's conceptualization of his or her 

language's spelling and punctuation system is an example of a schema. 

The process of learning can be defined as one of operating at 

increasingly higher levels of organization; it is not priIrarily a 

process of accunrulating information but one of elaborating schemata. 

Knowledge begins globally and develops through both greater 

differentiation and greater abstraction or integrati~ (Gibson & levin, 

1975, pp. 81-83). Fbr instance, a speller must learn to abstract the 

category of past tense words which end in -ED even when that rorpheme's 

pronunciation differs, yet also differentiate those words fran others 
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ending in the sane sounds in order to avoid OI7eI'generalization. 

Vygotsky (1962) similarly describes the process of true concept 

developnent as one in which casual or arbitrary connections are 

replaced by abstract generalizations, involving both analysis, where 

elements are singled out (such as the past tense morpheme) and 

synthesis, where these elernents are uni ted into a single category (such 

as the -ED spelling). 'l'b:! process is a gradual one; in children's 

thinking such generalizations nay be tacit and not clearly articulated 

when they first develop, and only eventually reach the point where the 

concept "is not easily lost again among the other traits.. • and the 

resulting abstract synthesis becorres the nain instrunent of thought" 

(p. 78). 

Several points can be nade about the processes involved in this 

conceptual or schematic developnent. First of all, it appears that much 

of our knaolledge and learning exist taci tly , belaol the level of 

consciousness (Polanyi, 1966) • !ashley (1951) , for instance, has 

demonstrated that nany integrated rootor and conceptual processes, fran 

playing arpeggios to typing to speech, take place far too rapidly for 

each step to be consciously directed; these activities must therefore 

be under th:! control of higher-level patterns which are all that the 

person involved is aware of. Similar conclusions about tacit knaolledge 

and learning can be inferred fran the work of M. K. Srni th (1941); 

extrapolation fran her calculations of the vocabulary size of first

through twel.fth-grade students shCMS that they learn, on the average, 

seven new words a day, 365 days a year. This is cbviously far beyond 

what instruction or other explici t acquisition could account for, and 
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must therefore reflect a gocx:l deal of taci t and incidental learning. 

fer findings are bound to have parallels in other areas of learning. 

It is inportant to rea.liz~ that tacit learning does .not nean 

passive or only gradual learning. It cx::curs actively and sareti.nes by 

leaps and bounds rather than smoothly. Ferreiro and Teberosky (1982), 

taking a Piagetian perspective, suggested that language and other 

CXlgni ti ve developnent takes place throogh an acti ve process of 

assimilation and accuiiiexlation, where learners operate cut of one 

conceptual schema as long as the available data can be mde to fit it, 

but eventually reach a point of cognitive dissonance where the schema 

itself must change. Thus pericxls of gradual growth are pmctuated by 

discontinuous leaps. Similarly, Werner (1957/1978) suggested that 

al though developnent in general tends to be a continuous increase in 

differentiation and integration, the .specific processes that nake it up 

are often subject to qualitative discontinuous change, a change that is 

characterized by the sudden emergence of new forms that cannot be 

reduced to previoos ones. 

Ole further inportant point about cogni ti ve developnent is that 

it cannot be separated fran the social context in which it occurs and 

indeed is groonded in that context. 'It1e Soviet psychologist Luria 

(1983) spoke of children initially responding to cognitive problens 

wi th "primi ti ve" or "prehistorical" forms of their own invention, but 

eventually and gradually taking on devices, such as written language, 

which are part of their culture. Bissex (1980) similarly talked about 

language develc:>prent as noving fran the universal to the 

culture-specific. Luria's canpatriot Vygotsky (1978, p. 88) spoke of 
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culture as providing the franework that enables hunans to learn in a 

way that aninals cannot: "hmran learning presupposes a specific social 

nature and a process by which children grow into the intellectual life 

of those around them." 

'lb:!se basic principles of cognitive develq;:ment provide, 

therefore, a context for looking at spelling developnent in particular, 

in a nanner sunmarized by Forester (1980, p. 190): 

The learner internalizes patterns and structures rather 
than discrete elements. The rules generated for dealing with 
spoken or written language are based upon the internalization 
of these patterns at a subconscious leVel. Developnent is 
gradual, moving fran gross processing to fine discrimination. 
It is not simply a natter of assembling the parts of spelling 
or gramrar into a IOOSaic of language. Instead, it constitutes 
the gradual developnent of an inner program or code that 
becomes the tool for receiving and creating language. 

Orthographic Developnent in Children 

The following section will describe studies that have looked at 

how knowledge of spelling and pmctuation develops in learners of 

various ages. EXanples and discussion will refer to speakers and 

writers of English unless otherwise specified. Studies that focus nore 

specifically an analysis of invented spellings or types of punctuation 

will be considered in a later section. Findings fran the Y. Gocrlman 

study (1984) which provided the data base for the present study will be 

discussed in ctapters 3 and 4. 

Spelling. Grouping studies of spelling develorm=nt according to 

the ages of the children involved suggests that knowledge about 

spelling begins somewhat globally and eventually becomes nore specific. 

'lb:! child's first task in learning about spelling is to discover same 
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basic principles about orthography and about the particular system his 

or her culture uses, such as the Ranan alphabet. Ferreiro and ~rosky 

(1982) , in their najor study of Spanish-speaking latin Alterican 

preschoolers, describe lDw children cane to learn about print as a 

representation of language. 'Itri.s inc100es distinguishing letters fran 

other narks and learning about other "formal aspects of the graphic 

system"; learning that all p:trts of an utterance (not just nouns and 

verbs) are represented in print; and becaning capable of an increasing 

fineness of analysis, leading eventually to alphabetic writing. This 

learning is described as the constant fonnulation of hypot~ses which 

are then IOOdified by contact with the way writing is used in the larger 

society. Aspects of written language which are taken for granted by 

adults have to be discovered by children; Ferreiro (1985) discusses heM 

y01.mg children only gradually cane to understand the relationship of 

p:trt to whole in written language, so that at an early stage five 

letters nay be used to represent five oojects, or each word in a 

sentence nay be thought to "say" the whole sentence. Clay <1975 ) 

similarly discusses heM very early writers gradually discover general 

principles of written language such as di recti onali ty, generati vi ty i 

contrast, and pa.ge arrangem:mt. 

Several authors have discussed the evolution from "scribble 

writing" to recognizable alphabetic writing. An early exanple is 

Hildreth (1936), who found that what was a directionless scribble when 

children below the age of three \t.1eI'e asked to write their nanes becaIlE 

IOOre horizontally arranged with up-and-down strokes for 

three-year-clds, while both letters and letter-like shapes emerged in 
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four-year-olds. Harste, Wcxxiward, and Burke Cl984, pp. 93-94) showed 

that three-year-old children's scribble writing can be clearly 

differentiated fran their scribble drawing, although it varies in style 

fran one child to another. Im'ia Cl983) found that Russian children 

similarly began with scribbling; 

stage (that gradually becane 

alphabetic writing. Heald-'Iaylor 

they also went through a pictographic 

uore abstract) as a precursor to 

(1984 ) described heM first graders' 

scribble writing showed directionality, lines, and spacing for words 

and sentences; letters ~e eventually added to the children's writing, 

wi th scribble writing ending either gradually or quickly. Children's 

wri ting, even at the scribble stage, reflects the visual features of 

their culture's orthography; French-speaking children's scribble may 

oontain accent marks (M.uy Maguire, personal canmunication, July, 

1983), and Sau:ii Arabian and Israeli children prcrluce scribbles that 

are recognizably like the orthographies of those countries (Harste et 

al., 1984, p. 82). 

Although this increasing attention to the visual aspects of 

orthography (i.e., going fran scribble to letters) is one of the major 

patterns seen in early writers, there are also attempts to use writing 

as a way of transcribing phonology. Once the child has SatE knowledge 

of the alphabet and can conceive of writing as operating on a syllabic 

or alphabetic principle, invented spelling can be said to begin, with 

"phonetic spelling. " (The terms "phonetic spelling II and ''phonetic 

representation" will be used throughout as a.."lalogous to "broad phonetic 

transcription": using the alphabet to represent a sequ=nce of phonerres 

as distinguished at the surface level, but without fine phonetic detail 
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such as that differentiating allophones. Sane sources cited have used 

'ltlonemic spelling" in the same sense.) Ferreiro and Teberosky (1982, 

Chapter 6) described how children evolve to this point: they s~ how 

scribbling is followed by the inportant realization that law read 

different things (that is, attribute different neanings), there must be 

cbjective differences in the written texts" (p. la9). At this point 

wri ting often consists of varied canbinations of whatever letters the 

child knCMS. Changing to a syllabic hypothesis involves a conceptual 

leap to thinking of a written string as being related to a word 

phonetically and in a linear way:, that is, as corresponding to a 

string of sounds. Writing where each letter represents a syllable is 

canmon at this point in developrent, and is eventually followed by the 

further refinement of alphabetic writing, where graplenes nore or less 

represent single phonemes. This particular sequ:r::::e is, of course, true 

only for cultures with alphabetic orthographies: it is interesting to 

note that this develop:rental progression reflects the history of those 

orthographies, which evolved fran logographic and then syllabic systems 

CGe1b, 1952). 

Read (1971, 1975a) has done the earliest and IOOSt influential 

work pertaining to young children's attempts to represent English 

phonology through spelling. His original intention was to explore 

children's phonological systems and how they differ fran those of 

adults, and he succeeded also in explaining features of preschool 

children's spellings that seen unusual to adults. Children produce 

spellings based on their analysis of phoneme/grapheme correspondences, 

often representing phonetic properties which are not represented in 
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standard spelling. Since nany of these properties are predictable in 

context, they nay be belCM the level of awareness of adult speakers 

(such as the similarity between the vowels in "pen" and 'lain "). c. 

Chansky (1972 ) has also written about the process of preschool 

children's phonetic spelling, which is based primarily on the sounds 

contained in letter names • 'Itlrough the process, the child "gets 

practice in thinking about mw words really sound, gets practice in 

representing sounds accurately according to [his or b:r presen~ 

knCMledge of letter names and sounds.. • and. learns this way that the 

wri tten word is for real and not arbitrary II (p. 121). 

Several studies have described developnental changes in 

spelling during the earliest years of school, when children explore, 

refine, and m::we beyond purely phonetic spellings. In several cases, 

these developmental changes have been described in terms of stages. 

Paul (1976) conjectured four stages in kindergarten children's writing: 

use of the initial phoneme only of a word; use of first and final 

phonemes plus SatE long VO\I.1els; representation of short vowels; and 

greater standardization of spelling. Sbe furtb:r remarked that the 

children treated each word as a . new proolern rather than repeating 

previous spellings of it, until eventually standard spellings were used 

consistently for SCJIE words. Beers and Henderson (1977), in a study of 

first graders, identified stages of development for several phonetic 

and zoorphemic features; there \laS an overall pattern in which early 

spellings relied heavily on place of articulation but were later 

modified by zoore conventional phoneme/grapheme relationships and by 

orthographic and morphophonemic patterns. J. R. Gentry (1978) discussed 
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stages occurring in the early years of school which are characterized 

by increasingly sophisticated strategies for spelling: prephonetic 

(those which don • t attanpt to represent all phonelIes) , phonetic, 

transi tional (using xoore orthographic strategies) , and correct. 

SJ;ellings which did not appear to represent phonology at all were 

placed in a "deviant" category. (In a later article, 1982, he replaced 

the terms "deviant" and "prephonetic" with "precarmunicative ll and 

"semiphonetic" respectively.) Beers (1980) observed that first graders 

tended to use a letter-nane strategy for vowe1. Spellings; he felt that 

their use of a wider variety of strategies as they got older reflected 

an advance in their general level of cognitive development to the 

concrete operational stage (in Piaget 's terms) , where mre carplex 

perception is possible. Forester (1980) identified stages of spelling 

ranging fran scribbling to near-accuracy and demonstrated their 

remarkable similarity to analogous stages of oral language developnent. 

Other studies of early spellers focused on aspects other than 

stages. Milz (1983) found that her first-<]rade students began the year 

with knowledge of the nature of spelling and a large proportion (61%) 

of conventionally spelled \t,1Ords. S~ <:bserved grCMth in the em:rrgence 

of increasingly conventionally spelled high frequency vocabulary, and 

in changes in the spelling of individual words. GocxJman and GocxJman 

(1963), in their case study of a single six-year-old who had had no 

formal instruction, found that their subject could spell about half the 

\t,1Ords she was able to read; used phonological, IJDrphemic, and visual 

strategies; and had the mst difficulty in spelling vowel phonemes. 

Bissex (1980), in her extensive case study of her son which began at 
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the age of five, described his intense involvanent in the spelling 

process and his increasing variety and sophistication of strategies, 

~ticularly phonemic ones. SiE pointed out hew his earliest writings 

w=re attempts to ocmnunicate an entire Dessage glcbally, but that he 

moved on to representing specific words h¥ representing their sounds. 

"learning English orthography was not Paul' s concern at this point in 

his spelling history. He was not after correctness but rather phonemic 

transcription - finding sane \>By of representing for himself the 

significant sounds he distinguished in words" (p. 18). Giacoobe (1981) 

administered a 20-word writing test to 1Er first graders the second 

week of school, and found that most children could use initial and 

final consonant sounds to write words, nany also used volfo1el.s, and a few 

CIOuld spell most words. 

If children begin learning to spell by discovering general 

principles and characteristics of written language and continue by 

exploring how to represent phonology, tiEy eventually - and gradually -

nature as writers by moving beyond phonology to use and integrate the 

other kinds of infornation contained in the spelling system. Several 

studies of older spellers illuminate this process. 

N:>len and Mccartin (1984) looked at spellings of children fran 

first through fifth grade, and classified their invented spellings as 

to whether they used "sound" (phonetic) or "print" (orthographic) 

strategies. For instance, for the word "explain, " XPIAN would be 

oonsidered a "sound" spelling because of its use of letter-name 

strategy, and EKPIAINE a "print" spelling because of its analogies to 

other written \toOrds. Although the results cannot be called definitive 
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because the categorization system is sCJtewhat problematic, there 

appeared to be a dramatic shift fran sound to print strategies across 

grade levels (after a rise in sound strategies in second grade) • 

Schwartz and Doehring (1977) found that as children grew fran second to 

fifth grade they showed developrent in their use of both norphological 

and orthographic spelling patterns, with a wider range of use in the 

latter • ~sh, Friednan, Welch, and Desberg (1980) , using nonsense 

w:>rds, found that abili ty to spell short vowels and two types of 

orthographic patterns increased between second and fifth grade, at 

which point there was a ceiling effect. Fk:Iwever, the ability to spell 

new words by analogy to familiar ones was still increasing by college 

age. Marino (1979), in a study of second, third, and fourth graders, 

found that children were slightly less likely to proouce what she 

called phonetic errors (such as lax vowel substi tution) or 

norphophonernic errors (those violating the similarity of spelling found 

in p:l.irs such as "create" and "creation") as grade level increased • 

'IEmpleton's study (1979b), which explored affixation using students 

fran grades six through ten, suggested that relationships between 

spelling and higher-arder phonological rules are still being developed 

even at that age. 

Sp:lling developrent can, tharefore, be seen as a process which 

begins globally with, for instance, a scribble which is intended to 

represent a IrEssage as a whole, and eventually becares far nore 

canplex, incorporating increasingly elaborated knowledge of the various 

linguistic levels represented in orthography. Bissex (1980, p. 206) 

described the process in detail as it was exemplified in her son: 
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He noved fran associating letter fonns in general with ueaning • 
• • to associating specifc letter forms with specific speech 
sounds. Qlce he nastered an invented spelling system that 
transcribed speech phonemically, he becane aware of other bases 
for spelling, and focused on units larger than phonemes - on 
words and on IOOrphenes. Before these differentiated aspects of 
spelling becane integrated, there was sane interference between 
concepts, as in Paul's spelling of "the" as TEH fran visual 
recall after he had JIastered the digraph TH in invented 
spelling. later, he was able to coordinate phonic principles, 
visual recall, and norphemic awareness to help determine 
spellings he was uncertain about or to correct ndsspellings •• 

Paul seems to be asking himself not only, ''What does this 
word sound like?" and ''What does this word look like?" but 
"What does it Dean?" As he grew aware of rore variant spelling 
patterns, he also grew nore aware of the condi tions (such as 
posi tion in word) governing the choice anong these 
possibili ties • ~ationally , he was aware of the carplex 
nature of our orthography. 

Punctuation. Tr.aditionally, thinking about p.mctuation 

(inclu:ling (Bpi talization) has focused on "nechanical errors" 

(particularly in older students) and their correction. Cronnell (1980) 

provides a review of such literature. However, there have recently been 

several studies which view the learning of p.mctuation as a 

developrental process and have d:lserved its energence in young 

children. (As with spelling, analysis of specific features will be 

discussed in a later section.) 

Ferreiro and 'Jeberosky (1982, pp. 45-48) discovered that 

preschool children gradually care to discrindnate pmctuation narks 

fran numl:ers and letters. They describe five stages in this process: 

not distinguishing pmctuation narks fran letters or numbers; 

identifying periods, colons, hyphens, and ellipsis narks as "not 

letters"; distinguishing all p.mctuation narks except those that look 

like letters (e.g. , the qtestion nark) ; stating clearly that 

p.mctuation narks are not letters; and attempting to label and assign 
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function to pmctuation narks. Milz Cl983) described ~ use of 

pmctuation in six first graders. '!bey had sare knowledge of it, using 

the period JOOSt often, but were nore likely to ani t pmctuation than to 

inchDe it. T~ir proportion of conventional pmctuation ranged fran 3% 

to 39%, and different children used it in different ways. Cordeiro, 

Giacobbe, and Cazden Cl983) also worked with first graders, who in Sate 

oases were given individualized instruction about punctuation. '!bey 

ooserved that even with instruction, punctuation narks were used 

conventionally ally about half of the tine, and that progress was 

slower than it was for specific teaching of spelling rules. '!bey also 

found evidence that children often appear to hold alternative 

hypot~ses that must eventually be reconciled, especially for periods, 

so that progress is not steady. De Goes and Martlew also studied 

childr' of first-grade age, who were asked to copy IBssages and then 

asked about the spacing and punctuation in them. The nore visually 

salient narks like the question mark were copied JOOSt often, more than 

50 % of the children ignored the came and period, and all of them 

ani tted the dots of ellipsis. 'liE children I s conceptualizations of 

punctuation marks were described as ''very diffuse" ; IrOst thought they 

weren't neant to be read like words, but could not further define their 

purpose. 

As children grCM older and have more experience with writing, 

their use of pmctuation becanes more sophisticated. EIielsky <1983 ) 

looked at segnentation and punctuation in the writing of first through 

third graders in a bilingual program, and found that aver tiIre usage 

becaIre less idiosyncratic and more conventionalized. Bissex (1980), in 
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b& case study of her son, found he used the exclanation point, which 

is ooviously expressive, before any other pmctuation IIBI'k (when he was 

jl1'3t fi ve ), while he began to use IOOre subtle narks like the colon, 

sanicolon , and ellipsis only around age ten. calkins (1980b) 

intervie~ third graders about punctuation and found that children who 

used it frequently in their writing were familiar with many zoore 

punctuation marks than a non-writing class, and \\'ere able to discuss it 

in functional terms; she saw them as lldeveloping an intuitive sense for 

the nuances of punctuation ll (p. 571), able to cane to tenns with its 

canplexi ties without needing to be dependent on rules. Baldwin and 

Coady (1978) explored the role of p.mctuation and reading caIi'rehension 

for fifth graders and adults, and found that punctuation was useful for 

the adults but not the children in disambiguating sentences with 

unusual word order. Trey suggested that punctuation for fifth-graders 

is not yet a fully active cueing system. Shaughnessy (1977), in her 

discussion of adult rerredial writers, demonstrated that even older 

wri ters may not always have assimilated conventional punctuation and 

nay still be operating with their own idiosyncratic rules. fer students 

for the JOOSt part used only pericx1s, camas, and capitals, often in 

unconventional ways. 

Like spelling, therefore, punctuation seems to develop fran an 

early awareness through a period of exploration and gradual refinement 

and increasing conventionality. Although it involves fewer characters 

than spelling, its suprasegrrental functions appear to nake it more 

difficult to learn; as F. 9ni. th (1982) has suggested, there is no 

dictionary in which to look it up. 
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Analysis of Invented Spelling and Punctuation 

'!here are nany studies which have analyzed collections of 

invented spelling or, in a few cases, pmctuation. itlese studies 

inclme: attempts to establish classification schemes for spellings; 

explorations of general factors (such as ltt'Ord difficulty) which 

influence spelling; analyses of specific features or types of words; 

dialect a.i1d cross-language studies; consideration of varioos spelling 

strategies; and analyses of how specific pmctuation narks are used. 

(In many cases the authors of these studies have used tenns with 

negative inplications such as "spelling errors" and ''misspellings.'' 'It1e 

use of these tenns here in describing those studies does not inply 

endorsement of the theoretical position they suggest.) 

Spelling Classification Schemes 

'Iaxonany is often regarded as the dullest of subjects, fit 
only for mindless ordering and saretiItes denigrated wi thin 
science as nere "stamp collecting" • • If systems of 
classification were neutral hat racks for hanging the facts of 
the ltt'Orld, this disdain might be justified. Slt classifications 
both reflect and direct our thinking. 'It1e way ~ order 
represents the way ~ think. Historical changes in 
classification are the fossilized indictors of conceptual 
revolutions (Gould, 1983, p. 72). 

'!here have been nany attempts CNer the years to classify 

invented spelling. At the simplest level, spellings have often been 

categorized as to whether they were phonetically reasonable or 

non-phonetic (with subcategories of these inclooed in sore cases). 

'lb;se studies will be discussed in chronological order to illustrate 

how this view has changed CNer tine. Woolf (1952) tabulated 5,624 

spelling errors nade by fifth graders, classifying them into IIEchanical 
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(largely capitalization), phonetic (apparent atteDpts to sound out 

words), and non-phonetic (spellings that didn • t apear to be a phonetic 

rendi tion of the word). When the nechanical errors, which are not 

usually spelling problems as such, are anitted, 47% of errors are 

phonetic and 53% non-phonetic. H:Mever, her categorization is not 

always clear; for instance, LISSIN for "lesson" is considered phonetic, 

while (FUN for "often" is considered non-t:bonetic and due to "faulty 

pronunciation." R. A. B:ll.l (1961) referred to "harmless" and "harmful" 

spellings, with harmless ones being those which contain alternative 

spellings of one or more phonemes and are still intelligible to the 

reader. Fe points out that such variant spellings were quite ccmnon 

only two centuries ago. SiIOOn and Simon (1973) ingenioosly carpared the 

ndsspellings produced by a phonetically-based computerized algorithm 

(Hanna et ale , 1966) with those produced by actual children (M:lsters, 

1927b, which was a large, available data base). 'lwo hundred difficult 

words w=re spelled accurately 77% of the tine by twelfth graders and 

50% of the tine by eighth graders, while the computer had only 37% 

success. Tb= students and the computer had similar typ:!s of errors, 

which were prinarily phonetically acceptable, i .e. , due not to an 

inability to represent phonemes but to a failure to make the 

appropriate choice between several possible phonetic spellings. The 

authors suggested that beyond a certain age, phonetically unacceptable 

errors are rare and phonics instruction of little value: "Since the 

PJpils were drawing on stored infOl.-matio;} far nore accurate than that 

provided by the algorithm, it is unlikely that knowledge of the 

algori tltn \<,Ould inprove their spelling" (p. 122) • Fri th Cl978b) 
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criticized error classification sdenes that operate at the level of 

the single letter by looking at such features as insertion and 

anission, since even phonane/grapheme correspondences work IOOre 

broadly. She suggested instead dividing spellings into those which show 

proolems at the phonological level (failing to represent samds the way 

the alphabet does), and at the ueaning level (representing phonology 

well but failing to make the appropriate choice between alternative 

spelligs) • l-Dats (1983) set up three categories: errors that are 

phonetically inaccurate, and two types of phonetically accurate ones

preconventional ones which reflect young children's phonological 

systems as described by Read (1975a) , and those reflecting a IOOre 

na ture phonology. 

Other categorization schemes for invented spelling have 

classified them in various ways, in nany cases attempting to be 

taxonanic; that is, to place every word or error into a single 

appropriate category. Mendenhall (1930) looked at 350 spelling errors 

fran fourth graders, and found that the vast majority of them could be 

classified as addi tions and anissions , or substi tutions , wi th 

subcategories within each of these. S};:ache (1940b) conduct.ed an 

eKhaustive review of previous spelling classification methods and 

proposed his own categories which synthesized all of these, and whose 

min di visions were addi tions , anissions, transposi tions , and 

substitutions of various types. Unlike no::;t of the other studies 

described here, his system was not derived directly fran a corplS of 

spellings. Fisher and Studier (1977) categorized 500 lr.'Ords fran third 

through fifth graders into (in order of frequency) single letter errors 
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(reversals, anissions, and additions), incorrect vowel representations , 

incorrect consonant representations, and hanophones. These categories, 

although sinple, accounted for 80% of the spellings examined. (The 

other 20 % were considel:'ed unrecogni zable • ) Hotopf <1980 ) classified 

slips of the pen, which he described as errors on words whose spelling 

was known. In order of freqtEIlcy, they involved anissions, different 

forms of the root word, hanophones, and repetitions and other order 

errors. Billerich <1982a) found that the ma.in categories of invented 

spelling in a group of fifth graders were those involving phonetics, 

anissions , hanophones, apostrophes, and word endings. Ie pointed out 

that only the last three were arrenable to rule-based instruction. 

Beginning in the late 1970' s, sate studies of invented 

spellings began to classify them according to their possible cause or 

the wri ter 's intent rather than through looking just at surface 

features of the spellings t1enselves. Shaughnessy (1977) described and 

gave exanples of her adult students' spellings as being due to: 

illegibili ty, unpredictabili ties of the spelling systan, pronunciation 

variations, hanophones, unfamiliarity with word structure, failure to 

renember words, word-boundary problens , real word substi tution , and 

reversals. Although these categories were not integrated into a larger 

schema, they are interesting for their fOOlS on the writer's cognitive 

process rather than just the spellings. HI.xlelson (+ 981-2 ) categorized 

the invented spellings in Spanish of bilingual first and second graders 

into those reflecting: phonen'e/grapheme or letter-nane knowledge; 

phonetic generalizations; exaggerated pronunciation; local or 

indi vidual dialect; and English-language influence. Again, the focus is 
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on cause; rather than all substitutions, for instance, being lunped 

together, it is considered whether a J;Brticular one is an alternative 

representation of or phonetically related to tre phoneme involved, or 

due to a local speech variation. WocxUey, Wocdley, and GoodIra.n (1982) 

categorized the spellings of elerrentary-school children as being due to 

influences of alternate spelling rules, alternate real words, bound 

norphemes, and phonology or articulation, focusing therefore on the 

processes underlying the spellings. Bcuffler (1984) carried this line 

of thought even further by developing a set of categories for spelling 

strategies, categorizing spellings as to whether they showed evidence 

of them. I:er categories are spelling as it sounds, sounds rut (as in 

exaggerated articulation), articulates, rreans, and looks; and by 

analogy, linguistic oontext, reference to authori ty , being 

indetenninate, and opting for alternate surface structure. Sane of 

these can only be established as causes through knt:Mledge beyond the 

spelling itself (e.g., whether the writer used a dictionary), 

underlining an important point about the lindtations of spellings 

themselves as an infornation source. Bcuffler also made explicit a 

natter that was only inplicit in sare earlier studies; rather than 

attempting to place every spelling in a single category, she recognized 

that they can reflect multiple categories and indeed looked for 

involverrent of any possible strategy for each spelling. Althoogh her 

approach eventually seems sarewhat unsuccessful and her discussions of 

specific words proolematic because there are too nany asSUITptions made 

about rotivations that can ultinately only be guessed at, she raised 

same valuable issues. 
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In general, the recent enphasis 00 causes underlying invented 

spellings seems far JIOre useful than the earlier surface-level 

categorizations. Nolen (1980) camented that what is inportant is to 

understand the cognitive processes that children use in spelling so 

that instruction can help refine those procesSes. Clearly, categorizing 

BITING as consonant anission and CCJo1EING as vowel insertion obscures 

the fact that both invel ve the sane hypothesis about affixation Ci.e., 

"Den It change the root \«>rd"). If the goal is to understand invented 

spelling, the nnst productive approach is one which will as nuch as 

possible focus not on surface patterns such as insertion and anission 

but on underlying processes such as phonene representation and 

affixation. It also seems llDI'e useful not to attanpt to assign every 

\«>rd to a single category, since IIUltiple processes are taking place; 

instead, one can hypothesize as to what kinds of linguistic infonnation 

spellers need to learn about, and look for exemplifications of what 

they know about it. 

General Factors Influencing Spelling 

Several studies have dealt with general questions about 

spelling and how writers deal with it. '!bose discussed here inclooe 

examinations of spelling difficulty, discussions of differences bet.lt.'een 

spelling and reading, and attempts to quantify spelling growth. 

Difficulty. Sane early studies attempted, often exhaustively, 

to detennine what \«>rds are IOOSt difficult for children to spell. 

Fitzgerald, in 1932, tabulated 20,142 invented spellings Cconsti tuting 

an error rate of 4.4% of total \«>rds written) taken fran 3,184 letters 
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wri tten by inte:rnediate-grade students. (This was, of course, at a tine 

when letter-wri ting by children was prcba.bly DDre carmon than today. ) 

He produced a table of the 100 most freqently misspelled words, which 

were all cx:moon ones, inclming 20 contractions and abbreviations. (The 

list was headed by "too," "you," "received," "teacher's," and "don't." ) 

The greatest flaw in his nethodology was, of course, that it tabulated 

absolute numbers of invented spellings rather than reporting them 

proportionately to use of the word. Gates (1937) administered spelling 

tests involving nearly 4,000 words in all to a large population of 

students, producing over a million invented spellings. His focus was on 

what nade the words difficult, not on how difficult they ~e, so he 

did not tabulate frequency of error. Rather, his report indicated each 

word's IOOSt carm::m invented spellings, and showed the "hard prrts" of 

the word in italics, wi th acconpanying percentages showing what 

propc:rtion of errors corresponded to the spellings listed and to the 

hard parts. Greene (1954) had tests involving 5,507 words administered 

to over 230 ,000 students across the United states, prooucing over 23 

million spellings. His results showed the percentage of conventional 

spelling for each word by students in grades two through eight. These 

t'tK> nassive studies are valuable data sources even though their 

analysis of spelling difficulty is not very deep or sophisticated. 

Other studies have tried to determine in a more general sense 

what nakes Sate words harder to spell than others. (Cahen, Craun, & 

Johnson, 1971, provided a useful review of the literature on this and 

related areas.) Allred (1977) described certain features that cause 

difficulty for spellers: the schwa v()'oo,le1, r-influenced vowels, variant 
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spellings of a single pho."leme, and the letters C, X, and Q. Mendenhall 

<1930 ) looked even nore narrCMly at specific letters, finding that 

errors ~e JOOSt likely to occur on E, A, I, and U and least likely on 

T, N, H, and R. other studies considered causes nore generally; Bloaner 

<1961 ) stated that words ~e easier to spell when tiey had nany 

neanings, were concrete, and were frequent, with frequmcy having tie 

greatest effect. Mangieri (1979) also considered meaning, detennining 

that when the effects of word frequency, word length, and 

phonene/grapheme regularity were eliminated, there was a small but 

significant correlation between knCMledge of a word's meaning and 

abili ty to spell it. 

Many studies have dealt with a word's frequency of occurrence 

in tie language as an index of heM difficult it is to spell. The 

classic reference work on word frequency in children's writing is that 

of Rinsland (1945), who, in a study p:lI'tially funded by the Works 

Progress Administration, collected over 100 ,000 writing semples fran 

first through eighth grade (over six million words) and tabulated the 

frequency of each word. Hildreth (1948) pointed out that Rinsland ' s 

data show that a small nuni::ler of words account for a goOO deal of 

running text. (About 25 , 000 words, or 97 % of the total, were rarely 

used, occurring less than once every 6,000 words.) Hillerich (1978) 

canpiled a list similar to Rinsland's, although his semple was only 

one-fifteenth as big and drawn fran a single camnmi ty. Both Hildreth 

(1947) and a:nderson (1981> felt that children are likely to learn the 

words of highest frequency easily and with little instruction, which is 

I::orne out by several studies (Beers, 1980; 8:!ers, Beers, and Grant, 
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1981; Milz, 1983) showing that high frequency words are 1lm'e likely to 

be spelled conventionally by young children. Similarly , ~en and 

Martin (1977) found that for young teenage boys, spelling accuracy was 

a function of word frequency 1lm'e than of regular orthography. Groff 

(1982 ) , lx:Jwever, pointed rut that to consider only frequency is an 

oversimplification since nany high frequency words are often misspelled 

and often contain less predictable spelling patterns. (Although, as 

Beers and Beers, 1981, suggest, high frequency words nay be spelled 

conventionally through memorization, without needing to grasp the 

orthographic principles involved.) 

~ studies attempted to detennine the relationship between 

frequency and other factors in causing spelling difficulty. Brown 

(1970) discovered that l:x:>th frequency and regulari ty of spelling 

pattern affected difficulty, but that frequency did so to a far greater 

extent. Words of high frequency and low regularity, such as "survey, 1/ 

prcxiuced 15% invented spellings in his experinent, while those of low 

frequency and high regularity, such as "p:llimpsest," prcxiuced 58%. 

Bloaner (1964) developed a formula incorporating both word length and 

frequency to predict the grade level at which 50% of students will 

spell a word conventionally; he found that word length \\as the nore 

important factor. 

An interesting footnote to studies of spelling difficulty is 

provided by several examples of the variety of ways a single word can 

be or has been spelled. As nentioned earlier, Born <1929c) s~ that 

theoretically nearly a trillion phonetic representations of the word 

"circumference II 'Were possible, and he and others looked at how much 
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variation there \toilS in actual invented spellings. Rice Cl897), in an 

early study, noted that 40 fourth graders spelled the word "physician" 

in 40 different ways. Masters Cl927a, 1927b) ooserved that frequently 

misspelled words fell into three different ,;:atterns. "Accuilialate," for 

exanple, had a wide variety of spellings with one of them (A~TE) 

Ii'Ost frequant. "Dropped" also had one most frequ:mt spelling (DROPED), 

but few other variations. And "pneunonia" had an extranely wide variety 

of spellings, wi th none of them particularly frequent. His lists , 

,;:articularly of the 110 different spellings of "pneunonia, " are an 

interesting collection of raw data. H'Jrn Cl929b) also gave examples of 

all the invented spellings prcduced for a single word by students of 

various ages. Thase include, for instance, 61 phonetically reasonable 

spellings of "circus" by first graders. He pointed out that this result 

\laS not unexpected gi ven the CCliplexi ty of phoneme/graphane 

correspondences in English, and that "the hard spot for one student is 

not necessarily the hard spot for another.. • 'Ilha way for any student 

to discover the part of any word that is hard for him [or her] is to 

attenpt to spell it" (p. 288). 

Spelling and Reading. There have been several attempt~ to 

characterize how spelling and reading differ. As mentioned earlier , 

phonane/grapheme correspch'ldences are frequently not reversible, so that 

spelling and reading cannot be sint:>le inverses of ooe another. Also, 

spelling to Sate degree requires equal attention to all the letters in 

a word in a way that reading does not (Slaughnessy, 1977). Read Cl98l) 

described hc:M for young children writing involves a segrrent-by-segnent 

construction which stays close to surface features and has little 
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concern for standardization and audience. In its egocentricity, it is 

very different fran reading, which, although it also involves neaning 

construction, starts fran another person's Dessage. Bissex <1980 ) 

described how, for her son, reading began relatively glcbally, with the 

whole Dessage as the focus of attention, and becane nore specific; 

while writing began with the focus on small segnents characteristic of 

early im.ra1'1ted spelling but gradually becane nore neaning-centered 

Ci .e. , better at spelling phonetically unpredictable rut 

Deaning-related features) • C. Chansky (1971) suggested that writing 

should precede reading because of children's natural ability to analyze 

and represent sounds; since reading always involves dealing with 

representations nore abstract than phonane/grapheme correspondences but 

spelling can begin on a purely phonemic level, the latter is round to 

be easier CC. Clx:msky, 1979). For instance, a word like "one," which 

contains rare phoneme/graphene correspondences, is not very predictable 

for reading and nay thus be hard to identify; but it can be spelled 

phonetically as easily as "sun" Cal though with less conventional 

results) • 

A fewanpiric:a.l studies have illustrated quantitatively sare 

of the differences between reading and spelling. Goodnan and Goodnan IS 

(1963) six-year-old case study subject could read all 65 words on a 

list but could spell only 50% of them conventionally, suggesting that 

spelling a word conventionally nay be harder than reading it (which is 

oorne out by the ccmoon-sense cbservation that Il'V)St adults can read 

nore words than they can spell) • '!his is parallel to the fact that 

young children can hear distinctions in oral language that they can 't 
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yet articulate. BIyant and Bradley (1980) found that in IOOSt cases 

young children could read nore words than they could spell, but that 

there were exceptions, with SCIre words (those with all short vowels and 

no consonant clusters) being easier to spell than read. In another 

study (1983) , they found that easily (conventionally) spelled words 

were those which were phonically regular, while easily read ones were 

camcn and familiar ones. They suggested that spelling begins with a 

phonemic strategy and reading with a visual one, but that after a few 

years of experience with written language, spelHng and reading 

strategies becare more alike. 

Spelling Growth. In addi tion to the developnental studies of 

spelling described earlier, there have been a feM attempts to quantify 

spelling growth. Rice (1897) found that scores on spelling tests he 

devised and administered to a large sarrple of students ranged fran 64% 

for fourth graders to 84% for eighth graders. Eighth graders also 

shCMed 98% conventional spelling in written canpositions. Fitzgerald;s 

1932 study found, in a large sample of children's letters, that 

conventional spelling increased fran 93.1% in fourth grade to 95.8% in 

fifth grade and 96.6% in sixth. The proportion of 'WOrds which were 

always spelled conventionally increased fran 53.3% to 61.3% to 66.5%. 

'!be National Assessrrent of Educational Progress studies of the early 

1970's found an average rate of conventional spelling (in written 

texts) of 92% in 9-year-alds, 96% in 13-year-alds, and 98% in 

17-year-olds, with growth occurring for writers at all levels of 

proficiency (f.el.lon, 1975). (The figure for 9-year-alds is canparable 

to Fitzgerald's fourth grade figure.) M:molakes (1975) gave tests based 
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on spelling textbooks to students beginning grades two thrwgh six, and 

found that they could, on the average, already spell 76% of the words 

incllXled in the spelling program for their grade level, before even 

beginning to study that program. Since they could only spell 64% of the 

words a grade level above their own, they ware presunably steadily 

learning new words other than by instruction. Solanon and MacNeill 

(1967) analyzed data fran the New Iowa Spelling Scale (Greene, 1954) 

and found that a randan sanple of 1,000 \\lOrds was spelled 

conventionally by 5% of second graders, 33% of fourth graders, and 79% 

of eighth graders. (Trese relatively low percentages are due to the 

difficulty of the words inclooed in the scale.) All of these studies 

strongly indicate, therefore, that quantifiable spelling growth does 

occur throughout the years of schooling, and that by the end of 

elementary school students spell the vast majority of \\lOrds 

conventionally. 

Feature Analysis 

A large number of studies over the years have focused on 

specific features of spelling and heM learners caIe to deal with them. 

These will be discussed according to the level of linguistic 

infonnation they represent: phonological, orthographic and visual, 

bound rrorpherne, and semantic/lexical. 

pmnological. '!his incllXles consideration of the spelling of 

both consonant and vowel phonemes. 

C'alsonants. Spellings for various consonantal phonemes have 

b:en studied over the last ten years. MIDy consonants are spelled quite 
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regularly by children; Read <1975a) found that in 1,201 words written 

by 32 preschool children, the consonant phonemes /b/, If I , Igl, /hi, 

Ill, 1m!, Inl, Ipl, Irl, lsi, It/, lvi, Iwl, Itb/, and lObi were 

spelled with the graphene DOst carm:ml.y associated with that phonene 

(usually the related letter nane) 80 % or IOOI'e of the tine. Studies have 

often focused on phonemes such as nasals, flaps, and consonant clusters 

since their spelling by young children tends to differ fran standard 

spelling. 

Read <1975a) ooserved the anission of preconsonantal nasals (as 

in ''bmp" and "sink") in invented spelling and explored it further in 

experirrental stooies. H: conclu:1ed that children do hear the difference 

between \t,1Qrd p:l.irs such as ''bet/bent II but categorize the nasal as part 

of the vowel rather than as a separate segment. In 1985, he ooserved 

that preconsonantal nasals also tend to be ani tted in Dutch but not in 

French, where nasals operate sanewhat differently in the language's 

phonology; he concl lXled that not only speech sounds themselves but 

their phonological role influences spelling. Beers and IS1derson (1977) 

had findings similar to Read's for first grade students; M and N were 

usually used cOllventionally in initial, rredial, or final posi tian, but 

ani tted preconsonantally. Dlring the six DOnths of the study , 

conventional use of preconsonantal fonns increased in frequency • 

HOOelson <1981-2) found similar resulls with young Sp:I.nish speakers. 

Ehr i <1985 ) found that first graders al.Ioost always ani tted 

preconsonantal nasals, while fourth graders always inc! u:1ed them, a 

result which she saw as being due to experience with print. 

'lba intervocalic flap ID/, which represents a neutralization of 
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the phonemes It I and Idl but is voiced and thus phonetically closer to 

Id/, ocrurs in English with spellings of 0, DD, 'I', or 'IT. Read (1975a) 

found that young children sanetines use 0 when the conventional 

spelling is T; perhaps ncre surprisingly, they sanetines adopt a 

general rule to use T, suggesting that voicing is not necessarily a 

highly significant feature for them. Beers and B:nderson (1977) also 

found occasions of 0 being substituted for T or 'IT intervocalically. 

Fehring (1983) found that for Australian students in grades two through 

four, conventional spelling of intervocalic T increased with age. Ehri 

(1985) asked students in the first through the fourth grades whether a 

flap was spelled T or o. Older subjects' responses ~e closer to the 

conventional spellings; those students who nade errors said "0" ncre 

often, reflecting a phonetic strategy. Results ~e no different for 

those words where the flap was created by affixation ("hottest ") and 

those where it was p:trt of a root word ("ladder ") • 

Read (1975a) found that the consonant clusters Itrl and Idrl 

\Ere likely to be spelled CECR) and m or JR respectively, indicating 

that young children analyzed the affricated stop consonant involved as 

being an affricate rather than an unaffricated stop. His experi.nental 

studies, which specifically asked children to classify sounds, showed 

that nany kindergarten children did indeed group sounds in the way 

those spellings would suggest, although only a few first graders did 

so. (He also discovered, in 1973, that the judgment of Itrl as ncre 

like Ich/ nay persist even after the conventional spelling '1R is 

learned. ) Treinan (1983), looking at wri ting sanples fran first 

graders, found that the initial phonare in various consonant clusters 
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was deleted only 1% of the tine but the second phonane 23% of the tine, 

although this diminished by the end of the school year. 

Read <1975a) also found that syllabic Ill, 1m!, and Inl (as in 

"people" or "cpm") tend to be written without vowels by preschoolers. 

Both Beers and Henderson (1977) and Iancaster , Nelson, and l-tlrris 

(1982) ooserved the emergence of double consonants (saretines 

appropriate, saretines not) in primary students. zutell (1979) 

categorized words involving consonant gemination as spelled by first 

through fourth graders and found increasing conventionali ty as age 

increased. Ie ooserved both inappropriate gemination and failure to 

geminate, but except for fourth graders there was far nore of the 

latter. Fehring (1983) had second through fourth grade students spell 

~rds with silent initial K and W and final B. All words increased in 

frequency of conventional spelling wi th age and ability level. She also 

ooserved a few substitution patterns of GN- for KN-, and -MP, -MD, or 

-ID for -+113, as l>.'ell as overgeneralization of initial KN- and WR-. 

Hudelson (1981-2) ooserved many consonant substitutions 

reflecting Sp:lnish phonology and phonare/grapheme relationships, such 

as B/v, S/z/c, and LL/Y. 'lenple (1979) saw similar substitutions in 

5.l;:anish spelling, as well as He and H as substitutions for 01, the 

forner involving a reversal and the latter a letter-name strategy. Gill 

(1980) found that French-speaking canadian elenentary school children 

generally spelled unambiguous consonants conventionally. First graders 

were very likely to spell nore ambiguous consonants phonetically, such 

as failing to double consonants (70% of the tine), anitting silent 

.' letters (83%), and making substitutions such as S for C. By fourth 
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letters (83%), and making substitutions such as S for C. By fourth 

grade, these inventions 'Nere far less catIOOn. 

Vowels. TIE representation of vowels in English orthography is 

far nore carplex than that of consonants, partially because there are 

only six letters which can represent vowel phonenes but about 14 vowel 

Iilonenes (depending on dialect and not inclming rhotacized vowels). 

())e consistency found in children's spelling of vowels is that they are 

rarely spelled with consonant letters; Read <l975a) found only 13 

oon-\7O\rel spellings in 1,849 spellings of vowel phonemes by young 

children. (Th:! vowel spellings inclmed 113 uses of Y for Iii, as in 

CRYM for "cream.") f.t:st studies of children's vowel spellings have 

looked at their spellings of tense and of lax vowels, which follO\tl 

sonewhat different patterns. 

'lense vowels are those which can occur in stressed open final 

syllables in English, as in "bay" and "agree." Read <l975a) described 

preschool children as using primarily a letter-name strategy for 

spelling th:! tense vowels lei, Iii, lail, 101, and Iju/, whose 

pronunciation is the sane as th:! oanes of letters of the alphabet. ':!he 

rounded vowels <lui, lUI, 101, lSI, and lau/>, IIDst of which are tense, 

were frequently represented in children I s spelling by 0 or digraphs 

oontaining O. Although conventional spelling often uses nore than one 

letter to represent tense vowels (employing either digraphs or 

narkers>, young children tend to represent them (as well as lax vowels) 

with single letters. 
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Beers and Fenderson (1977) found a variety of patterns 

appearing in first graders I spellings of tense vowels. A letter-rane 

strategy was often the earliest one, and was foll~ by use of the 

letters ocmnonly used to represent phonetically similar lax vowels 

(such as GE:l' for "gate'l) and by experi.nentation with digraphs (such as 

EE or EA for Iii, AI for lail, and UW for lui). The use of digraphs was 

seen as possibly indicating a representation of diphthongization as 

\Ell as greater familiari ty with standard orthography. Beers, Beers, 

and Grant (1977; see also Beers & Beers, 1980), in a study of first 

through fourth graders, found tense vowels spelled using the 

letter-nane strategy (particularly in first and second grade) and with 

unconventional digraph spellings such as G\RJ' for ligate. II (All the 

tense-vowel words tested had final E narkers in their conventional 

spellings and were often spelled that way by the children.) The authors 

discovered in talking to the children that in sate cases digraphs were 

intended to represent perceived diphthongs, while in other cases they 

\Ere an attE:mpt to use narking vowels. Zutell (1979) found transitions 

across four years from a letter-name strategy through two transitional 

strategies (similar lax VO\El and unconventionally narked fom) to m:>re 

conventional spellings. 

Read IS (1975a) best-known findings are those related to the 

spelling of lax VO\Els (those which do not generally occur in stressed 

<:pen final syllables). Ie found that young children frequ:ntly spelled 

lax vowels by using the letters whose nanes were closest to them 

phonetically, prcXiucing spellings such as PAN for "!:en, " WEI. for 

'Will, II and GIT for "got. II (The phoneme lael was usually spelled 
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conventionally as A because it is closest phonetically to that letter 

mne. ) As a rule, beginning spellers tend to solve the prd:>lem of 

having nore vowel phonemes than letters to represent tisn by spelling 

phonetically similar vowels with the sane letter. It is only later that 

they learn how to use two or JOOre letters to spell a single vowel 

phoneme. Beers and I2nderson (1977) found similar vowel substitutions 

in first graders, as well as lax vowel anission and other kinds of 

substi tutions, such as WINT for "went II and SNOK for "snuck," which they 

saw as representing the children's "search for the [lax] vowel which 

they believe is closest to the ~J vowel sound in their words" (p. 

138) • Beers et ale (1977 ) found sare vowel. spellings of the kind 

d:>served by Read, as well as sane two-letter spellings of lax vowels 

(using digraphs and markers) and a few of the other kinds of 

substi tutions described by Beers and H:nderson. All of these occurred 

JOOst often in first graders and had virtually vanished by fourth grade, 

and even first graders spelled 60% of lax vowels conventionally. zutell 

(1979) found a similar progression, again with near perfect control of 

lax vowels by fourth grade. (It should be nentioned, however, that the 

last two studies involved tests on nnnosyllabic words; lax vowels in 

longer words nay well be nore difficult to spell.) 

'!here have also been a few studies considering other vowel 

spelling patterns. First of all, Read (1975a) looked at rhotacized, or 

r-influenced, vowels, which will be considered here to inclooe the 

phoneme 10'1 (as in "her ") and di phthongs such as IIrI (as in "hear"), 

which are often described as vowel plus Irl. Read found tlBt 12/Y' was 

ITDSt frequently spelled by preschoolars as R, with no vowel letter. 
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'lhis phonane, saneti.nes known as "syllabic Ir/, II was thus spelled 

similarly to syllabic /1/, 1m!, and In/. '!be rhotacized diphthongs \\lere 

typically spelled with a variety of VO\\'el.s plus R, except for lar/, 

which is tm nane of tm letter R and was typically spelled with no 

vowel. Beers and I5lderson <1977 ) found that first graders began 

spelling lirl with only an R, and later tended to use its three caruron 

spellings (ER, IR, and OR) sarewhat interchangeably. 

Read Cl975a) also locked at reduced vowels, and found that the 

lTOSt carmon spellings for the reduced vo~l lal \\lere I, E, and 

anission. Ie remarked that unconventional spellings for 1;)1 gi ve 

children IS writing much of. its distinctive character, since they fail 

to preserve norphophonenic and lexical relationships. Fisher and 

Studier <1977 ) found that 24 % of spelling errors on vo~ls by 

internediate grade children oc::curred on lal. They also found that vo~l 

anissions, of which there \\lere 54 in 500 words, and additions (57) 

a.l.Ioost all involved the letter E, which is no doubt due to Els role as 

a narker. 

Hlrlelson <1981-2) observed invented spellings in Spanish which 

involved alternative vowel phoneme spellings (I for Y and vice versa), 

deletion of one of the vowels in diphthongs, and anission of narker 

vowels (e.g., CHANGI'IOS for "changuitosll). 'Ianple (1979) found that 

young Spanish-speakers usually spelled vowels conventionally, and 

pointed rut the Sp:mish letter nanes are tied nore closely to the 

related vowel phonemes than in English. Gill (1980) found a feN caruron 

patterns of invented vowel spellings in French canadian children, such 
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as representing jOu/ by the letter 0, rather than the lOOI'e conventional 
t\ 

mu or AU. 

crthographic Patterns. In a sense, children can be said to be 

DOVing fran a plI'ely phonetic to lOOI'e a IOOre orthographic view of 

spelling as soon as they go beyond a letter-na.ne strategy to realizing 

that '" letters represent sounds (i .e. , representing lax vowels 

oonventionally; Beers & Henderson, 1977) and becaning IOOre aware of 

visual features such as camnn spelling patterns. Several studies have 

attempted to examine aspects of spelling that are particularly 

orthographic in nature; that is, those that go beyond direct 

representation of phonology. Marino (1979) found that graphemic 

pa.tterns, inclrrling E narkers, alternations such as U/W, consonant 

gemination, and final -VE, prcXiuced IOOre spelling errors in elerrentary 

school children than did Il'Ore straightforward phon~/grapheme 

oorrespondences, with little change fran grades two through four. In 

several cases, invented spellings drew on different orthographic 

pa.tterns of English rather than prcXiucing spellings atypical of English 

so that, for instance, "residue II nay have been spelled RESIDEW but not 

RESIDU. Baker (1980) found. evidence that spellers nay not consider sCllE 

of these orthographic patterns very necessary; when asked to prcduce 

"refonred II spellings for a list of words, adults eliminated the final E 

fran -VE and -ZE spellings about 70% of the tinE. 

In a broader look at the topic, Ehri (1980) described several 

studies dealing with the role of orthographic inages in spelling. For 

instance, when subjects were asked to recall IOOre and less regular 

spellings of nonsense words (such as ''w:epel" and "wheople II), they had 
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more errors on the irregular spellings; they also often ~oduced 

answers which were not acceptable phonetic representations of the words 

involved but reproduced orthographic patterns famd in them. 'Ite fact 

that every invented spelling of ~pel n began with WEE and every 

invented spelling of ''wheople ll with WH indicates that the subjects were 

using visual rather than nerely phonetic information. '!be author felt 

that visual images mlp spellers remember orthographic patterns such as 

silent letters. 

Henderson and Chard (1980) described the effects of 

orthographic regularity in a general sense; second and foorth graders 

needed more tine to detennine that non-words were not It.'Ords if their 

letters were arranged to approximate the positional frequency of 

ED.:Jlish (such as liar copt , II as opposed to ''vbejic''). 'Ilt.'O other studies 

suggest that pseudowords are perceived as more like It.'Ords than like 

nonword letter strings because of orthographic regularity, not just 

pronounceabili ty. Baron and 'lburston (1973) found that regularly 

ordered chemical fonnulas, which follow "spelling rules II but are not 

pronounceable in the way It.'Ords are, are roore easily read than deviant 

ones. Gibson, Shureliff, and Yonas (1970) found that pseudowords are 

read roore easily than nonword letter strings even by deaf students, who 

cannot be drawing on pronounceability. '!hey suggest (p. 71) that 

orthographically regular It.'Ords happen to be pronounceable because the 

writing system evolved in relation to sound, but that lIorthographic 

rules are rules in their own right and apparently can be learned as 

such. • • An intelligent deaf reader does master and use the regular 
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spelling patterns of the language in processing graphic naterial and is 

facilitated by their presence. n 

Many orthographic patterns do reflect phoneme/graphene 

correspondences, but carplex ones. Secrist (1976) found that adult 

subjects often produced spellings of nonsense words that varied fran 

the regular spelling patterns, involving positional and environrrental 

constraints, found in the words. For instance, the conventional 

spelling a:: for /k/ after an initial unstressed vowel (as in "accuse") 

\laS produced only 6% of the tine, and the spelling of lTE for /ai t/ was 

used 88% of the tine rather than the llOre usual spelling of IGHT. The 

author suggested that these results were prOOably due to 

overgeneralization of the spelling of the sane phonemes in less 

restrictive environrrents; one might conjecture that the spellings of 

the real \4.Urds involving these patterns must rely to a large extent on 

visual nemory rather than generalization of the carplex 

phonene/grapheme correspondences involved. 'Ihese natters will I::e 

explored further in a later section when Ciscussing the use of visual 

strategies in spelling. 

EbUnd M:lrphernes (Affixes). Several studies have looked at 

how spellers handle morphophonemic information by looking at their use 

of affixes. The plural and third person singular suffix usually spelled 

-s has three different pronunciations which can be predicted fran the 

phonological environnent, as seen in 'Wilks," "drags," and "wishes. " 

'Ihe sane is true for the past tense suffix -ED, as in "\talked, " 

"dragged," and "flooded." Berko (1958) shC1<Ned heM these al ternations 

are learned only gradually in oral language, and that SCIre forms are 
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IICre difficult to learn than others. WlEn first graders were asked to 

CKld affixes to nonsense words, tlEir abili ty to do so appropriately 

ranged fran 25% on scma words to 99% on others, with /e + z/ and,.9+ d/ 

fonns being tIE nost difficult ones for plurals and verbs. Preschool 

children tend to spell the -ED affex phonetically (J.R. Gentry, 1978; 

Read, 1975a); Read discovered that they first IroVe away from the 

three~y distinction that this involves "by using D to represent both 

/t/ and /d/. • • 'lba first abstraction is fran the voicing contrast" 

(W. 65-66). He also found that -s was used for both /s/ and /z/ in 

affixes, but that this was probably due to a cause other than 

abstraction of the affix since /z/ was spelled S in nost other 

instances as well, just as in standard spelling. 

A few studies have described hew children became nore 

oonventional in their spelling of affixes as they grCM older. Schwartz 

and Doehring (1977) found an increase in abstraction of affixation 

patterns fran grades two through five. Zutell (1979) found increasing 

oonventionali ty as children progressed through grades one through four: 

pre-oonventional strategies inclu1ed phonetic spelling, the use of -D 

(wi th no E) for all words, and use of a vowel otlEr than E before the 

-D. Thanas (1982) found that Australian children spelled tIE past tense 

affix conventionally 44% of the tiIre in second grade, 76% in third, and 

87% in fourth. Words with the /d + d/ pronunciatioo were easiest to 

spell, since the spelling reflects their pronunciation nost closely, 

while /d/ fonns were the nost difficult. Unconventional spellings 

tended to reflect pronunciation. with irregularly spelled past tense 

words (such as "slept"), low-frequ:ncy ones were spelled roore correctly 
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(i.e., phonetically): about 10% of spellings of the high-frequency ones 

involved an overgeneralization of the -ED phonelte, particularly in 

third graders. In French, the plural fOIIllS of both nouns and 

third-~son verbs are narked in orthography but usually unmarked in 

oral language. Gill (1980) found that first graders rarely inclooed 

those plural narkers in their spellings, while third and fourth 

graders, capable of greater abstraction, usually did. 

Unifonn spelling of affixes which vary in pronunciation appears 

to be a useful feature of English orthography. When asked to "refonn" 

word spellings (Baker, 1980), subjects naintained tffi -S affix spelling 

75% of the tine and the -ED affix 50% of tffi tine. (It was also changed 

to -D 40% of the tima.) This unifonn spelling has evolved gradually 

CNer tima: Bradley <1919, p. 13) pointed out that "missed" used to be 

spelled "mist" (which is, of course, reminiscent of children's 

spelling) but that tffi ''pressure of ideographic need" (to differentiate 

haoophones) caused the change to a zoore rorphemic spelling. 

Sanantic Spelling Patterns. 'lhis category inclooes three cases 

where spelling represents maaning rore directly: lexical spellings, 

haoophones, and canpounds. 

lexical Spelling. As spellers nature, they COlE to recognize 

that spelling in nany cases represents maaning directly, even when that 

violates regular phonema/graphene correspondences. In a sense this is a 

prrtial return to the logographic quality of very young children's 

spellings, but it is at a far zoore sophisticated level and is due to 

the child's increasing awareness of logographic features of 

conventional spelling. This aspect of spelling is the usual cause of 
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English spelling's being called irregular, and a frequent target of 

spelling reformers. Wb:n Baker (1980) asked adult subjects to provide 

reformed spellings for pairs of derivationally related words such as 

''muscle;muscular, " the relationship was naintained orthographically 

only 25% of the tine. Several studies have looked at hc:M this aspect of 

spelling is learned. Marino (1979) found that words involving constant 

spelling of phonological differences (such as "race/racial") were the 

most difficult kind of spelling pattern for elementary-school children 

to learn, producing an error rate of nearly 50% and showing only slight 

improvement fran grades two to four. Zutell (1979) looked at words 

which required the extension of a vowel spelling in a stressed syllable 

to an unstressed syllable in a related word (as in 

"explAin/explAnation II), and found it to be by far the IOOSt difficult 

spelling pattern of those 00 looked at, with very little control of it 

earlier than fourth grade. Barganz (1971) asked fifth graders to make 

the. appropriate choice of derived forms of words which involved 

consonant, vowel, or stress alternation but consistent orthography. 

Wren too stimulus was oral and the response choices were presented 

visually, good readers relied on conventional orthography rather than 

choosing distractors which were a closer phonemic apprOKirnation to the 

w:>rd (such as "acshun" for "action "). When the stimulus was visual, 

poor readers did so as well. The author suggested that once readers 

reach a a:rtain level of naturity, they understand the way that 

orthography often represents meaning in preference to phonology. 

'Ianpleton (1979a; see also 1979b) asked older students (grades six 

through ten) to create derived fonns fran base words and suffixes. He 
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found that they had a good grasp of the orthographic principles 

involved, spelling pseudowords as well as they did real ones, but less 

control of the difficult phonology involved, since they had less 

success pronouncing the pseud~rds than the real ones. H: suggested 

that because of the relative simplicity of the orthographic rules 

involved, students nay be able to use their visual knowledge of such 

derived forms to understand their neanings, yet be unable to pronounce 

those words because of the relatively high-level and difficult 

phonological rules involved. At any rate, 'Ianpleton's work shows that 

rrore mature spellers have indeed internalized (at least tacitly) the 

kinds of orthographic rules that preserve neaning, thereby gi ving 

themselves an effective avenue for learning rrore about word neanings: 

IIstudents who are pri vy to the knowledge that spelling can represent 

underlying relationships nay be much more likely to perceive the 

logical connection between lIequation II and lIequanimi ty II if they see 

these words in print than they would if they hear these two words. The 

orthography preserves the relationship; the spoken representation 

obscures it II <197 9b, p. 262). 

ltInophones • li:mophones are , of course, a prine example of 

semantic or ideographic spelling (Bradley, 1919), since they involve 

different spellings for words pronounced alike. Scragg (1974) pointed 

out that in nany cases there is historical evidence that spellings ~e 

altered after pronunciation shifts in order to prevent haoophones fran 

becaning hanographs as well. TOOy are a less frequent target of refonns 

than are other lexical spellings; Baker's (1980) subjects proouced 

homographs only 25% of the time when asked to suggest better spellings 
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for haoophones. 8:mcphone substi tution accounts for a certain 

proportion of children's invented spellings~ Fisher and Studier found 

that 7% of intermediate-grade children's non-conventional spellings 

~e hanophone substitutions, with the pairs "their/there," "too/to," 

and "know/no" accounting for half of those. Plessas (1963) found a 

decrease in haoophone substitution fran third to fourth grade, but no 

further decrease in the following years. He also found that hanophones 

involving apostrcphes resulted in frequent substitution, and that in 

scm: cases one word of a pair was "dominant, II or nore likely to be 

substituted for the other. TWo studies explored nore about how 

haoophones work~ Bolinger (1946) asked adults to provide hancphones for 

several words~ in IOOSt cases they were able to, with the ex~ption of 

the word "~ase. II He suggested that when hanophones differ greatly in 

spelling (llphrase/frays ") they are often psychologically very separate 

despi te their identical pronunciation. Baron and Thurston (1973) found 

that haoophones, which differ only in spelling, not sound , are 

discriminated as quickly as similarly spelled but non-hanophonous 

pairs, implying that their difference in spelling can serve to signal 

rceaning directly and unambiguously. F. Smith (1982) has suggested that 

spelling errors may be due less to inability to remember the correct 

spelling than to inability to forget the wrong one~ this may to some 

extent account for the persistence of hanophone substitutions even in 

mature writers, particularly for those that are c:::anroon words and 

similarly spelled, such as 'tl1eir/there/they're" and lito/too/two." 

CtJnpounds • Ole further exarrple of how spelling invel ves 

semantic information is in carpound words, whose spelling reflects the 
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spelling of their canponents, even when the pronunciation has changed a 

great deal (as in "cupboard"). 'lhanas (1982) found that elementary 

school children spelled carpounds less conventionally than their 

canponent J;BI"ts, with the exception of the word "birtirlay," which was 

presunably nore familiar than its canponent word ''birth.'' l-tlst of the 

invented spellings involved the use of phonetic strategies rather than 

the more appropriate semantic information; there was a definite 

developrental trend, with non-semantic spelling of coopounds decreasing 

fran about 45% in second grade to about 17% in fourth. 

'lb: sheer variety of features of spelling whose deve10pnent 

have been examined is an indication of hc:M much spellers need to learn. 

It is also clear that sare features, like consonant representation: are 

relatively simple and learned early, while the subtleties of spellings 

which require the use of semantic information and/or visual ITErnOry nay 

take years to fully control. 

Dialect and Spelling 

As I'IEntioned previously, there has been discussion of the 

extent to which the dialect of English one speaks affects one's 

spelling. Brengelnan (1970) described how' nany phonetic differences in 

dialects do not affect spelling because they are subphonemic, involving 

how prrticular phonenes are pronounced rather than distinctions between 

phonenes. The prinary kinds of dialect differences which would affect 

spelling are those which create horoophones. Although "too/two" is a 

horoophone pair for all speakers of English, the pairs "cot/caught," 

''which/wi tch, " and "pen/pin" are hanophones only for particular 
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dialects. 

'lb3re have been several studies of the spelling of Black 

English dialect speakers, with varied results. Klignan, Cronnell, and 

Verna (1972 ) found that second graders who were speakers of Black 

English had more dialect-related spelling errors than did standard 

English speakers, but that tIE rates were only 19% and 12% (of possible 

errors) respectively. Crannell (1979) later pointed out that although 

second grade Black Englich speakers were more likely to use spellings 

that reflected Black English speech, it was not necessarily in a way 

consistent with their CMJ'l pronunciation. McC:lrdle (1980) found that 

second-grade Blacks spelled more presuned Black English hanophones 

alike than did whites (21% vs. 8%), with the difference Irost app:trent 

on those pairs involving vowel similarity. Groff (1978) pointed out 

that although second grade Blacks tend to use dialect spellings about 

20% of the tine, their frequency drops to about 5% by fifth grade, 

making any need for special instruction questionable. O'Neal and 

Trabasso (1976) also pointed cut that the ITOderate Black dialect 

influence seen in third-grade spellers largely disappears by fifth 

grade. 

otrer studies have looked at the influence of other dialects on 

spelling. TlE earliest of these is that of Rice (1897), who, in a 

large-scale study, found that students of foreign-born parents who 

reard a language other than English at hc::rre did as well as other 

students on a spelling test. In words reflecting the attitudes of his 

tine, he declared that there was no difference in spelling between 

children of "cultured" parents and those fran the "foreign laboring 
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element. " Graham and Rulorf <1970 ) looked at sixth graders in frur 

cxmnuni ties and found that the accuracy of spelling CErtain phonenes 

varied across dialect. Boiarsky (1969) found that AR:alachian high 

school students showed a nean of 5% dialect spelling, often involving 

lxloophones created by vowels, as i!'! "still/steel. ." walker (1979) found 

that dialect spellings accounted for 12% of the invented spellings of 

Newfoundland fourth graders in their free writing. 

It is interesting to note that discussion of the presumed 

proolerns for spelling created by dialect virtually always refers to 

speakers of less prestigious dialects. 'Ibere have been no 

considerations of the special spelling difficulties faced by Americans 

for whan :'''inicn:: and ::wi tch;; are hanophoues, or indeed by Bri tish 

speakers who pronounce "pox II and I'parks" alike. Stever (1980) sensibly 

pointed out that in a sense all yamg children are "dialect spellers, II 

in that they produce relatively phonetic spellings of whatever dialect 

they speak. The task for spellers of every dialect grc:up is, of course, 

to becare lOOre sophisticated by learning to use the other kinds of 

information contained in standard spelling. Groff <1973, p. 94) 

similarly declared that what is needed for all children is spelling 

instruction that will "aid a speaker of any given dialect to relate his 

[or her J speech patterns to standard English spelling. II 

Spelling Strategies 

'.Ib:re have been many considerations of what kinds of strategies 

or uses of orthographic knowledge are necessary for effective spelling. 

'I'l'Ese have focused on: the value or lack of it of phonetic strategies; 
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the role of visual information in spelling; distinctions between 

different types of spellers; and examinations of lnt.r strategies are 

integrated. (Read & B:xJges, 1982, provided a useful review of the 

li terature in Sate of these areas.) 

pmru.cs and stelling. stelling obviously involves the use of 

~onetic infonnation, which is indeed the prinary resource for young 

children's invented spelling. Read (1975b) described Sate general 

characteristics of how they use this information, detennining for 

themselves which phonetic distinctions are nost inportant and should be 

represesented in spelling. For instance, for vowels, backness is the 

nost salient feature for young children, follC1Ned by height and 

tenseness; for all sounds, place of articulation oubNeighs voicing or 

nasali ty • Since young children do not represent all the phonemic 

features that standard orthography does, they my use a single graphem= 

to represent nore than one phonerre , producing, for instance, the 

l'x::Ioograph BAT for the ~rds ''bat,'' ''bait,'' "bet," or "bent." (Bissex, 

1980, p. 19, similarly reported that her son used the letter A to 

represent six different phonerres on one day during his first week of 

writing.) In a -sense children's spelling is nore phonetic than 

phonemic, and the knowledge required for nore phonemic spellings is 

acquired gradually. As Ehri (1984) caTllented, young children do not yet 

have the experience wi th print to detennine how to divide the sound 

s~earn appropriately, so that they often, for instance, create such 

overly detailed representations as adding vowels to L and R in blends. 

Tovey (1978) pointed rut that first graders' spellings are often nore 
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P'lonetically precise than the standard ones, and in IOOSt cases are 

phonetically acceptable or nearly so. 

Hc:Mever, as spellers nature, they must eventually IOOVe beyond a 

P'lonetic strategy in order to spell zoore conventionally. H::>rn (1954 ) 

explained why this is the case: the spelling of nany sounds is not at 

all regular and nany frequently misspelled words are "unphonetic" 

(i.e., do not follow the usual rules of phonene/graphene 

correspondence) • In a later article (1957) he illustrated the first 

point by demonstrating that 15 common sounds in English words have no 

spelling that occurs IOOre than 60% of the t.iIre. ~ also camented 

(1954) that children's misspellings tend to be phonetically acceptable 

and would not therefore be arreliorated by zoore phonics instruction. As 

nentioned earler, c. Chansky (1970) stated that children must abandon 

their early phonetic hypothesis in order to becatE successful spellers. 

That is indeed what happens; Nolan and M=Orrtin (1984) found that as 

children grow older they are nore likely to spell by analogy than 

phonetically, and Simon and Simon (1973) hypothesized that fourth 

graders' spelling behavior can be explained as the result of a 

''phonetic generator" whose results are examined by a "recognition test" 

which eliminates phonetically possible but incorrect spellings. 

Similarly, Sloboda (1980) found that adults who nade spelling errors 

~e those who found it hard to distinguish between two phonetically 

similar alternatives. As nentioned earlier, SiIOOn and Simon determined 

that a pbonologically-based spelling algorithm was a less successful 

speller than were fourth-grade students; Solaman and MacNeill (1967) 

canpared the sane algorithm (Hanna et al., 1966) to the perfonnance of 
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students as described in the New Iowa Spelling Scale (Greene, 1954). 

'!hey found that a version of the algori tl'm using smple phonics rules 

spelled only as well as third graders; a version with ltOre 

sophisticated rules spelled as \f.1ell as fifth graders. 

Because of these oovious limitations of a phonetic strategy for 

spelling, it has been suggested that phonics has been overemphasized in 

the teaching of spelling. As Read (1977) and H3nderson (1981) stated, 

writing systems can theoretically range along an abstract-ooncrete 

continuum <fram pictographs to detailed phonetic transcriptions) and 

~lish orthography has becare sarewhat m::>re abstract over tine; Read 

also provided evidence that children are quite capable of dealing with 

a level m::>re abstract than the phonemic, even at early developnental 

stages. O:"aner (1969) reviewed the literature aOOut the effects of 

phonics instruction on spelling and found that the results \f.1ere 

inconclusive. Manolakes (1975) described how the error p3.tterns that he 

ooserved in children's spelling were basically phonetically 

acceptable; he said that as a result, the usual practice of building 

spelling programs around phonetic generalizations was "an essentially 

indefensible system II (p. 246). A dissenting voice is that of Groff 

Cl979a, 1979b), who feels that the use of phonics can lead to lithe 

spelling of al.rrost 90 % of words wi th a maximum of one spelling error 

per word II and provide "a security base for children in spelling II 

Cl979a, p. 272). H::wever, his argurrent relies on SOlIe qlEstionable 

asswrptions; for instance, that phonetically-based early spellings (he 

uses the example of UNIDED) can and should be quickly conventionalized 

through phonics instruction, and that it is feasible and desirable to 
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teach children rules as nunerCllS and detailed as those of the Stanford 

studies (Hanna et al., 1966; an exanple, rewritten for clarity, of one 

of its 203 rules is "If the phoneme lei occurs in the middle of an 

accented syllable and followed by Ill, 1m!, or Inl, spell it AI") • 

Visual Strategies and ~lling • Because of the increasingly 

cbvious inadequacy of phonics as the sole strategy for effective 

spelling, research has begun to focus llDre and I\'OI'e on the role of 

visual factors. (Many of these studies appear in Frith, 1980a.) Barron 

(1980) posi ted that spellers use both a phonological strategy and a 

I\'OI'e direct visual-orthographic one, which consists of an internalized 

lexicon and is especially valuable for irregularly-spelled words. He 

found that poor readers tended to use phonological ItDre than visual 

strategies for spelling, so that much of the reason they spelled worse 

than good readers was because of phonologically accurate spellings of 

irr"egular words, inclu:ling three tines as much silent letter anission 

as good readers had. Fbri (1980) has developed a theory of 

"orthographic images" of words which analganate phonological, 

syntactic, and semantic information and can be processed directly, 

without translation into an oral form. She and otb:rs have described 

how visual information works to facilitate spelling. As mentioned 

earlier, she found that invented spellings for nonsense words seen 

earlier tended to reflect the spelling seen by the subjects even when 

another spelling would also have been phonologically acreptable. She 

also pointed rut, ho\r.1ever, that visual and phonological information 

v.ork together: when young children who had learned to read 

multi-syllabic v.ords containing a schwa ~e asked to identify the 
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spelling of that phoneme they did not do ~11, and nay have done as 

~11 as they did primarily because in safe cases they practiced the 

words b¥ creating a stressed pronunciation for the schwa which 

reflected its spelling. Farnham-Diggory and SiIoon (1975) had results 

suggesting that visual information is roore useful than audi tory in 

learning the spelling of words. Subjects ~e presented with a visual 

inage of a word or an auditory one (lEaring it spelled aloud), and 

then, after a distracting stimulus , ~re asked to spell it. 

Cooventiona1 spelling was 87% for the visual stimulus and only 60% for 

the auditorY. Henderson and Chard (1980) similarly provided subjects 

wi th a full visual display of a word and a sequential audi tory one, as 

~11 as a sequential visual one (showing one letter at a time); 

conventional spellings ~e 70%, 59%, and 56% respectively. 

These findings suggest the usefulness of visual infar.mation for 

spellers; several researchers have p:::>Sited that visual factors are 

especially useful for checking spellings, seeing if a word "looks 

right." (Valmont, 1972, referred to the ability to do this as "spelling 

consciousness. ") Both Cbhen (1980) and H:mderson and Chard (1980 ) 

described studies where subjects ~re quickly able to pick out 

p;eudowords that did not look like real English words. SiIOOIl and Simon 

(1973) suggested that for words which are not known by rote, spellers 

are likely to use a ~ooess which involves generating possible 

spellings (using phoneme/grapheme correspondences and roorphemic 

information) and then testing them through a recogni tion ~ooess. 

(Simon, 1976, ~esented a partial conputer simulation of that IOOdel.) 

Sloboda (1980 ) found evidence for the interaction of visual and 
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phonological factors in the recogni tion pr~ss. It \\laS harder for 

cdults to choose the correct spelling fran two alternatives if they 

were both phonologically acceptable, but the visual factor was 

especially important for spelling sophistication; those who found the 

task difficult (i.e., were less able to tell which of the spellings 

"looked right ") were nore likely to consider ~elves poor spellers. 

'lamey IS (1980) study shCMed that an actual visual inage is nost 

helpful; it \\laS harder for students to choose one of two possible 

spellings if they saw them written in zigzag form or were nerely asked 

to think about the spellings rather than seeing both choices wri tten 

nornally. 

~s kind of internalized visual knowledge about spelling 

appears to be acquired over tine. Juola, Schadler, Chabot, and 

M::Caughey (1978) asked subjects to determine whether words, 

};Seudowords, and non-words contained a target letter; kindergarteners 

showed no difference in response tine for the three different display 

types, while for adults all three differed, with response tine faster 

as the displays becane nore word-like. 'l"iEse results suggest that 

li terate adults are familiar enough with the visual structure of words 

to perceive them as wholes; tre second- and fourtb-grade subjects had 

sare of this knowledge, distinguishing between words and nonwords but 

treating pseudowords nuch like words. Similarly, Rosinski and Wheeler 

(1972) found that first graders could not distinguish between 

};Seudowords that followed English orthographic structure and those that 

did not, while third graders for the IOOSt part could. Ehri (1984) has 

described how, ooce acquired, visual representations can in turn affect 
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oral language, cammenting that children learned nonsense S¥llables 

faster when their spellings were available, while ndsspellings 

interfered. SiE also described how spellings affected the number of 

phonemes subjects conceptualized in words. 

Studies of deaf subjects also suggest the inportance of visual 

infornation in spelling, since tiE deaf do not have phonological 

strategies available to them. As nentioned earlier, Gibson et al. 

(1970) found the ircportance of "pronounceability" in making nonsense 

~rds easy to read was probably actually nore a function of 

orthographic regularity since it was equally ircportant for deaf 

subjects. In an early study (1926/1976), Gates found that the spelling 

abili ty of deaf students was far beyond tiEir reading abili ty • He 

suggested an explanation for this success: "Since English is so 

unphonetic, the IroSt reliable device for determining which of the many 

genuine sound-to-letter translations is tiE correct one is to be able 

to recall sane inpression of the visual appearance of the ~rd." 

Eb:mlann, ArXirews, Florian, Hoernann, and Jensema (1976) similarly found 

that deaf students spelled at least as well as hearing ones, with the 

major difference being that less than 20% of their invented spellings 

were phonetic ones. 

One further piece of evidence for the role of visual factors in 

spelling is studies which have looked at the role of serial position of 

letters. M:mdenhall (1930) found that spelling errors increased wi th 

advancing position in a ~rd, with the first four letters showing a 

similar curve regardless of the length of the word. Jensen (1962) found 

that wi th words of seven, nine, and eleven letters, the peak of errors 
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occurred at or just past the middle. Kooi, Schutz, and Baker Cl965) 

mde SCIIe changes in Jensen I s scoring procedure and thereby 

strengthened his conclusions. Simon and Simon Cl973) suggested that the 

recogni tion factor they described gi ves particular salience to the 

beginnings of words. Imeed, initial letters are rarely ani tted or 

substituted (Hotopf, 1980); this was even true for a brain-damaged 

subject who could produce only very inoamplete spellings (Marton, 

1980) • If phoneme/grapheme correspondences were all that \roere needed 

for spelling, presunably phonemes would be equally easy to represent at 

any point in a word. 

'lb:!se results all strongly suggest, therefore, the inportance 

of visual representations in spelling, and demonstrate that the use of 

phonene/grapheme correspondences can carry spellers only to a certain 

point and only explain part of what successful spellers do. 

'lYPes of Spellers. Sane researchers who have lC>dcoo at 

spelling strategies have attempted to characterize how spellers differ 

fran one another, looking in particular at differences between gocxl and 

poor spellers. In SCIIe cases, gocxl spellers have been ooservoo as being 

those who nake effective use of phoneme/grapheme information. Spache 

Cl940a) found that gocxl spellers tended to nake rrore errors that \<Jere 

phonetically acceptable, while poor spellers (defined as those who had 

been referred for help) had lOOre spellings that were non-phonetic 1 

incanplete, or unrecognizable. Frith Cl978a) found that both gocxl and 

poor spellers were adept at converting print to meaning when reading, 

rut that poor ones were less skilled at converting print to sound, as 

~-TI they were askoo to read nonsense words containing silent letter 
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p:ltterns or to pick rut differently-spelled rhyming words (e.g., 

"might/kite"). Baron, 'n:einan, Wilf, and Kellman (1980), using 

terminology developed earlier by Baron, suggested that two groups of 

spellers nay be identifiable. "POOenicians," who make effective use of 

phanene/graphene correspondences, spell regular nonsense words well but 

tend to spell real words containing exceptions to spelling rules as if 

tb:y were regular. "Chinese," who see words I1Dre logographically, are 

less able to spell nonsense words. Dissenting voices to the 

phonene/graphene dichotanizers are those of Goyen and M:lrtin (1977), 

who found that phonetically acceptable and non-acceptable spellings 

produced by a group of students correlated highly to each otrer, and 

felt therefore that such a classification was of little relp for 

diagnosis. 

Other studies have found evidence that it is not so much 

phonemic representation as knowledge of orthographic regularity that 

discriminates between good and poor spellers. As Beers and H:mderson 

(1977, p. 134) CCIII1rel1ted: 

Clinical experience has. • • suggested that the poor speller is 
not one who is deficient in "phonics" for re for she) typically 
spells words as they sound, anitting quite often syllables and 
endings, probably as a consequence of IIEITlOry overload irrposed 
by such a serial task. What has appeared to be wanting in his 
/9r lErJ performance is an underlying concept about words that 
rrdght make possible the classifying and efficient storage of 
orthographic elenents. 

'Ihe data of wallace, Klein, and Schneider (1968) sUPIX>rt this view; 

they found that good spellers ~.re scmewhat better than poor ones at 

discriminating between written nonsense words as to tb:ir degree of 

approximation to English. Similarly, lewis (1980) found that younger 
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and poorer spellers were roore likely to use a phonetic spelling 

strategy, while older and roore proficient ones mde roore use of rote 

uemory of spellings. Manolakes (1975) found that the top third of 

elementary spellers tended to produce the sane invented spellings for 

words, often ones representing alternative acceptable orthographic 

patterns, while the lx>ttan third produced a wider variety of spellings, 

including same that were non-phonetic and many reflecting an incomplete 

understanding of English orthographic regularity. Marino (1980) had 

sixth graders play word l-Bstermind; good spellers \>Jere much better able 

to use knowledge of letter frequency, posi tional constraints, and 

CXII'IOOn spelling pat1:P..rns. Radebaugh (1985) found that good spellers 

used analogy, awareness of alternative spelling patterns, and visual 

imagery, while poor spellers tended to sound out spellings phoneme by 

phoneme. SOre studies have looked at students who are good readers but 

poor spellers, to determine what factors other than general language 

proficiency are irrportant in spelling. Frith (1979, 1980b) found that 

while students who \>Jere poor at lx>th reading and spelling tended to 

produce non-phonetic spellings of nonsense words, those students who 

were good readers but poor spellers were more likely to produce forms 

that were phonetically acceptable but not the most likely spelling. 

~son and Warrington (1974) also found good readers/poor spellers to 

produce more phonetically accurate than inaccurate spellings. Frith 

suggested that such students are those who read effectively using a 

sampling strategy but do not pay detailed letter~-letter attention to 

words. 
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ere furth& group of stl.Xiies about differences beb.'een spellers 

is those that have attempted to determine if various groups of learners 

who have been categorized as less proficient in general have specific 

spelling disabilities. A few recent studies have suggested that they do 

not. Holnes and Peper (1977) found that nentally retarded readers made 

zrore spelling errors than did normal readers, but with an almost 

identical profile of error types. Q&ber (1984) described the spellings 

of students who had been defined as learning disabled as being like 

those of nomal students three to four years younger, with similar 

develq;nental progressions. The learning disabled students also had a 

less sophisticated repertoire of spelling strategies. Moats (1983) 

found that students categorized as dyslexic had spelling profiles very 

similar to those of non-<iyslexic students a few years younger, except 

for SOOEwhat zrore copying errors and letter formation prcblens. The 

dyslexic students ~e also sarewhat better at phonemic segrrentation, 

although they had a less extensive visual neroory of high frequency 

familiar ~rds. The author camented that previous stl.Xiies my have 

identified dyslexics I spellings as not phonetically accurate when they 

were merely reflective of an early developmental stage of phonology, 

and suggested that the frequent reoammendation of more phonics 

instruction for this group of students is not an appropriate one. 

It should be noted that these studies of differences between 

spellers have looked for the most IBI"t only at spellings themselves, 

and not at spellers I own explanations of their intentions and 

strategies. An exception is Radebaugh (1985), who gatrered rer da ta 

about spelling strategies by asking children what they thought about as 
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they tr.1eI'e spelling and how they decided on spellings of easy and 

difficult words. 

Integration of ~lling strategies. Several studies have 

described how spellers must eventually learn to integrate the wide 

variety of infonnation contained in English orthography. As Beers and 

Beers (1981, p. 577) have carmmted, 1'When older students have gained 

an understanding that English spelling is controlled by neaning and 

grarrrratical structure in addition to phonology they have mastered the 

'real' spelling rules for written English." HXiges (1982a) has 

described the ~lth of knCMledge drawn on by a sanple of highly 

proficient spellers (spelling-bee contestants). They tend to be 

interested in words generally, not only their spellings, and knCMledge 

of word neanings is a crucial pu't of their spelling ability. 'lhey also 

rely on norphological knowledge about roots and affixes, and only rely 

00 letter/sound relationships (usually with Ii ttle success) when their 

other strategies do not work. H::ldges (198la, p. 220) also suggested 

that difficult words in pu'ticular draw on all the resources of 

spellers, involving lithe processing of information fran different 

levels of language. A word such as I phthalocyanine I is hard to spell. • 

• because of its rarity, zoorphemic structure, length, unpredictability 

of its graphenes, and its pronunciation." 

The integration of spelling strategies takes place gradually. 

Zutell (1978) has described the process as one of rule construction and 

hypothesis testing, in which the learning of individual forms is 

replaced by rules which are at first overgeneralized but eventually 

internalized in a zoore mature form. Beers (1980) suggested that the 
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sophistication of children IS spelling strategies my be dependent to 

sane extent on their general cogni ti ve developnent as seen in Piagetian 

terms, with young children (six and under) able to fOOlS only on a 

single dominant characteristic (as IIBDifested in a letter-name 

strategy), with increasing cognitive developnent allowing for use of 

nore features and only older students who are able to use fonnal 

cperations cap:lble of a full understanding of the orthographic systen. 

It is widely acknowledged that spellers eventually reach a 

point where mny words are spelled "autaratically," in the sense that 

they can be written with little or no conscious attention to their 

spelling. This has been described in various ways. Personke and Yee 

(1971 ) referred to a "kinesthetic bypass channel," suggesting that 

"fluency in wri ting is almost dependent on a large store of words which 

can be I written without thinking I " (p.30). Simon and Simon (1973) 

postulated a m:::rlel of the spelling process in which words are if 

possible written by direct recall, with generation on the basis of 

phonerne/graphelre correspondences used only when this is not possible. 

F. Smith (1972 ) described spelling as often involving innediate 

representations which he referred to as "integrated IOOVernent sequences" 

(which can exist for both wri ting and typing); only when these do not 

exist nrust the reader fall back on mediated strategies, such as 

analogy, letter-by-letter nernorized spellings, and phonerne/grapl'le!re 

correspondences, which draw explici tly on one I s schemata about 

orthography. He ha.s described (1982) the large nernory load that 

remembering spellings involves as being no more difficult than learning 

oral vocabulary and as taking place through incidental learning, 
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largely through reading. Kirk (1983) has ingenioosly described the 

achievement of automaticity in spelling as simdlar to learning 

telegraphy, wi th a focus on the process itself eventually able to be 

replaced by focus on the IIEssage being represented. It appears, then, 

that integration of spelling strategies involves two processes: the 

abili ty to use all the information contained in the orthographic 

system, and the internalization of a large ntmlber of spellings. 

Analysis of Invented Punctuation 

In addi tion to providing a general picture (described earlier ) 

of how punctuation usage develops in children, research on punctuation 

has looked at specific kinds of punctuation and how they are used. 

First of all, spacing between words, also known as segmentation, is 

often not thought about when considering punctuation since it does not 

involve a punctuation mark, but it is dearly part of that system. This 

can be seen, for instance, in the case of carpounds, which vary as to 

whether they are written with a space, a hyphen, or no division between 

their canponents. TIE IIDst detailed explanation of how segrrentation 

anerges in young children IS writing is that of El:3elsky (1983), who 

found that primary school children, writing I\"ainly in Sp:mish, 

segmented conventionally a good deal of the tine, while their 

unconventional segm:ntation was usually based on syntactic patterns 

(such as not separating cbjects fran verbs) or phonological/ 

m:>rphological ones (such as spacing between syllables) • Segmentation 

which violated these p:ltterns, such as joining words fran different 

consti tuent phrases or separating non-sy llabic letters, accounted for 
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only 12% of unconventional segnentation. Harste et al. (1984) famd 

similar patterns of segnentation, which they illustrated with a single 

child's text which contains conventional spacing, spacing by syllables, 

and an unsegmented phrase (p. 96). Interestingly, they failed to 

mention a spot where the writer attached a single non-syllabic phoneme 

to another word (PIK 'm for "picked a"). Bissex described hCM her son 

developed an awareness of word boundaries, using both object 

oorrespondence and samd patterns to determine segnentation. He also 

used pericxis between words or syllables on ocoasion, at aroond the age 

of fi ve • SegIrentation does develop relatively early in children's 

wr i ting, even if it is not always conventional. Milz (1983) found that 

five of six subjects basically controlled word boundaries on entering 

first grade, while the sixth developed oontrol gradually throughout the 

year. De Goes and Martlew (1983) asked first graders why there are 

spaces in writing; several responses indicated a gocxi grasp of 

segnentation's prrpose: spaces were described as being to keep the 

words fran getting squashed or mixed up, or to signal the end of one 

word and the start of another. 

capital letters are another feature of writing which does not 

involve punctuation marks but is still a part of the punctuation 

system, either working with pericxis to define sentence boundaries or 

serving a semantic role, as in signalling proper nouns. Yamg children 

tend to begin writing with upper-case letters and gradually nove to 

lower case. Milz (1983) found that her first-grade subjects used 

largely capitals at first, 

Etlelsky (1983) saw a 

then eventually switched to lower case. 

variety of patterns of unconventional 
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capitalization, including their use C'll certain letters or to start 

certain words. Qlan (1962) found that a wide range of appropriate 

capitalization existS even at upper e1erentary school levels: students 

in grades four through six given a test were more likely to capitalize 

sane items (such as nanes of countries), than others (such as the first 

\\1Ord of a sentence). Growth was greatest over tine for those fonns that 

w:re easier to begin with: the author also suggested that sare cases 

involved much more catplex rules than others. Shaughnessy (1977 ) 

illustrated that capitalization problems can persist into adult life; 

her students' nest CXJII'OOn problem \\as OITercapitali zati on , which 

appeared to be related to handwriting since it often occurred on the 

sane letter at several points in a text. 

~ period is an important nark of J;XlI1ctuation which is 

difficult to learn because it is not very visually salient and its use 

cannot be explained by silTple rules. Ei3elsky (1983) found that in 

addi tion to canplete anission of periods, ccmoon p:ltterns were periods 

at the end of a piece but no internal J;XlI1ctuation, or periods at the 

end of each line. Cbrdeiro et ale (1983 ) found a variety of 

unconventional uses of periods in first graders, including anission as 

well as interword, end of line, end of p:lge, and phrase structure 

p:ltterns. Conventional use tended to be about 50% whether children had 

recei ved instruction about periods or not. Shaughnessy (1977) reported 

that her adult subjects tended to use ooly periods and camas and not 

other J;XlI1ctuation marks, and that they saretines fo1lCMed phrase 

structure patterns, punctuating c1au~es like sentences. 
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Other kinds of pmctuation marks have occasionally been 

studied. Olrdeiro et ale (1983) found that individualized instruction 

about possessive apostrophes and quotation marks resulted in their 

being used conventionally about half the tine, with unconventional use 

consisting mostly of overgeneralization and mdsplacement respectively. 

QUkins (1980b) described how writers who did a gocd deal of editing 

becarre familiar with edi ting marks like the caret and paragraph sign. 

SIE also described tIE invention of features such as thickened or large 

letters for semantic plrposes; Etlelsky (1983) simdlarly found features 

such as stars and double bars used for end pmctuation and elsewhere. 

Gleitrnan (1972) described a young child's invention of p:lrentheses-like 

shapes to refer to a word as an an exarrple of the child's ability to 

reflect on linguistic structures. 

To sunmarize, then, these studies suggest that various types of 

pmctuation E!'IEI'ge over tiIlE in children's writing, reflecting their 

developing knowledge about syntactic and other linguistic structures. 

Instructional Issues 

Arr:i discussion of orthographic developnent inevitably incltrles 

questions about the role of curriculum and instruction in that 

developrent. 'Ib: li terature about the teaching of spelling and 

p.mctuation inciooes historical overviews, descriptions of teaching 

practices, instructional suggestions (both tradi tional and based on 

more current research), consideration of the role of invented spelling, 

and suggestions for evaluation. 'Ib:se will be considered in turn. (Th= 

research lBs focused primarily on spelling, but exanples for 
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pmctuation will be inclooed where they exist.) 

Tie History of Spelling Instruction 

S!:elling is a relatively minor part of IOOSt school curricula 

today, but it once received a great deal of attention in Anerican 

society and schools (Venezky, 1980). H::xlges (1977 , 1981a, 1984) has 

described the philosophies and practices that have shaped spelling 

instruction since the earliest days of the Uni ted states. The first 

Anerican spelling I:x:>oks were priners that were also used for reading 

and other aspects of the curricultnn. By the early nineteenth century, 

Noah Webster IS influence had resulted in the widespread use of separate 

spelling books which were based primarily on nernorization of large 

lists of words. Once formal educational research began, this practice 

began to change; Rice (1897) conducted a nationwide study of spelling 

practices and suggested reductions in tie aIOOWlt of tiRE spent on 

spelling (40 or 50 minutes daily was not uncomnon), as well as roore 

careful selection of words, based on their difficulty and usefulness. 

E. Fbrn (1919) drew up a list of 40 principles for spelling instruction 

based on many recently completed research studies; two of his major 

t.1"emes were the inportance of word choice based on usefulness and of 

visual nemory as a learning aid. In tIE mid-twentieth century , 

linguists began to suggest that English orthography is not as 

irrational as it seems; this view has been reflected in spelling 

textl:x:>oks that use canron spelling patterns and rules as focuses of 

instruction. Research in the last ten years, beginning with Read 

Cl975a) has gi ven increasing anphasi s to the cogni ti ve processes 
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involved in spelling; sane teachers have as a result noved away fran 

formal instruction in spelling in favor of letting it develop through 

writing and the child's own hypothesis testing. HcXiges' O\7eI'Views of 

this history nake it clear that at any given tine spelling instruction 

las tended to reflect current beliefs about the nature of the spelling 

system and about heM learning takes place. 

CUrrent Instructional Practice 

~minations of current spelling practices, inclu:ling both 

textbooks and classroan activities, have tended to be critical. Fbr 

instance, sane studies have looked at traditional curricula, which are 

suggested to be not as systematic or logical as they claim. As early as 

1932, wheat criticized spelling books as teaching rules that either are 

false roore than true or overlap with each other. Ii:! suggested that 

there are only four spelling rules which are true often enough to be 

\\Orth teaching (those involving adding suffixes to roots ending in E, 

Y, or single consonants, and the rule for deciding between IE and EI). 

Cronnell and HImEs (1980) described spelling textbooks as being 

repeti tious and unclear as to their foals, since they are often 

organized on the resis of two conflicting theories, phonics and 

orthographic generalizations on the one hand and grade-level word lists 

on the other. Generalizations such as the spelling SH for Ish/ are 

often covered at all grade levels. Students are rarely asked to perform 

real-fNOrld spelling tasks, and the textbooks tend to enphasize copying 

rather than generating spellings. L. A. Gentry (1979) found wide 

variations between textbook series as to when various spelling rules 
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and skills \to'eI'e introduced. Stetson and Baltin (1982) found that the 12 

spelling programs they looked at often suggested practices contrary to 

research, failed to provide for individual differences, and incltrled 

many non-spelling activities. 

As nentioned earlier, Manolakes (1975) criticized much of 

spelling instruction as a waste of children's tine, since they oould 

already spell, on the average, 76% of the words in the spelling books 

for their grade level, with many third and fourth graders able to spell 

virtually any word they wanted to use. Stetson and Baltin (1980 ) 

similarly found that second graders given spelling pretests already 

knew how to spell an average of 68% of the words in them, with half of 

the children knowing 80% or nore. Trey also suggested that the word 

meaning activities often provided in spelling books are pointless since 

the words are usually already part of children's oral vocabularies. L. 

A. Gentry conducted reviews of pmctuation (1981) and capitalization 

(1980) instruction in elementary school textbooks. 'lbrre was wide 

variation in both cases as to what topics should be taught and at what 

grade levels. Punctuation instruction was miniml in the first two 

grades and expanded drarratically in third and again in fourth grade. 

'leachers ' beliefs about spelling and their acbJal practices 

have also been criticized. FitzsiIllTlOns and IDaner (1978) found that 

teachers often strongly believed in practices that are not supported by 

research, such as concentrating on the "hard spots" in words or 

teaching phonics rules for spelling. (Havever, it should be noted that 

their list of appropriate practices was based on a relatively narrow 

p3Iadigrn that assUITES a formal, list-based curriculum. ) Hillerich 
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(1982b) observed six teachers' spelling practices and found that: four 

of them spent 40 minutes daily on spelling (just as in Rice's day) ; 

much of their tine was spent on administration, irrelevant activities, 

and oral correction of workbooks; and no instruction was given about 

how to learn the spellings of l«>rds. Harste and Burke (1980) took a 

broader but no less cri tical perspective, demonstrating how teachers' 

underlying assumptions about spelling and about language in general are 

reflected in the kinds of wri ting acti vi ties students are asked to do 

and the feedback they are given, and that these assumptions are often 

unexamined and in conflict with the assurrptions children develop on 

their own through using language. '!bey describe how this clash often 

results in children's being asked to do far less than what they are 

capable of and coming to doubt their own abilities. 

Ibl Should Spelling Be Iea.rned? 

Many studies over the years have focused on details of how 

spelling should be taught and/or learned. A full examination of these 

is beyond the scope of this review, but exhausti ve sunmaries of them 

can be found in E. lbrn (1960) and T.D. Horn (1969), who described 

discussions of what l«>rds should be studied, how nany, when, how, and 

how long. However, a few studies which have looked more broadly at the 

effectiveness of various approaches to learning spelling will l:e 

described here. '!be earliest of these is that of Rice (1897) , whose 

extensi ve survey found that there was no direct relationship between 

teaching nethods and results. In suggesting that the onerousness of 

much current practice be replaced by a sinpler, less tirne-consuming 
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spelling curriculum focusing on everyday words, he asked, "If the 

superiority of the ol.d-fashioned spelling grind cannot be denonstrated, 

is it not our duty to save the child fran this grind?" (p. 171). In the 

1930's and 1940's, there was same interest in the ability to learn 

spellings of words wi thout fo.rmal instruction. Gilbert (1935) gave 

adults a spelling pretest on 20 difficult words, then had than read a 

passage containing ten of those and retested than. They achieved 33% of 

possible improvement on the words they had read in the passage, as 

canpared to only 3.5% on the other words (although the gains ~e only 

half as strong when the pretest preceded the reading by a week). Nisbet 

(1941) found in a similar experiment that the gain in ability to spell 

a word due to reading was only roe word out of 25, but that the effect 

of looking up a word in a dictionary for any p.rrpose involved a change 

fran not being able to spell the word to a 50% like1ihocxl of doing so, 

suggesting that focused attention on a word facilitates the incidental 

learning of its spelling. 'IYler (1939) conducted an ambitious study of 

incidental learning in spelling by testing content-area words with an 

experimental group who ~e taught social studies using a wide variety 

of reading and activities and a control group who ~e taught more 

tradi tionally. lbth groups began by being able to spell 31 % of the 

words tested; after 15 weeks, the experimental group was able to spell 

41% of the words and the control group 38%, suggesting that incidental 

learning of spelling can take place under a variety of circumstances. 

A few more recent studies have ~ned the relationship 

between spelling growth and the type of language arts program in which 

students are involved. Crarrer (1970) found that first-grade students in 
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a language experience program spelled about twice as well as those in a 

basal reader program, as evaluated by ooth a test and written 

canposition. callaway, M::Daniel, and M:ison (1972) carpared five 

language arts programs across several dirrensions. The best spelling 

came fran students in a program which involved a gocxi deal of writing 

that was related to the students' reading but included no spelling 

instruction. 'lb:! \\1Orst spellers were those who reoei ved formal spelling 

instruction unrelated to reading and wri ting • HarrrniU, larsen, and 

M::Nutt (1977) found that by the end of fourth grade, students who had 

recei ved no instruction in spelling could spell as lfo1ell as or better 

than those who had. All of these studies suggest that the importance of 

formal spelling programs has been overrated and the role of incidental 

learning through reading and writing underrated. 

Perhaps as a result of increasing awareness of the limitations 

of formal spelling programs, suggestions in the literature about how 

spelling should be learned have shifted away fran that paradigm and 

towards broader and zoore inforrral curricula. Although a few recent 

articles and zoonographs (Allred, 1977; Hillerich, 1977; Graham, 1983) 

have based their suggestions for teaching spelling on the traditional 

studying of word lists, they have tended to see the limitations of that 

approach and to consider it as only part of learning to spell. For 

instance, Hillerich suggested using the "test-study-test" rrethcxl only 

for a basic list of 3,000 frequent \\1Ords, to be supplemented by the 

developnent of a "spelling conscience" and dictionary skills, and by 

large amounts of writing; and Allred felt that spelling instruction 

based on individualized \\1Ord lists was zoost useful. 
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'lWo i.qlartant recent spelling theorists and researchers, Hedges 

and Henderson, have provided detailed descriptions of ways to set up 

spelling curricula that take into account the breadth and depth of 

Jmowledge that the orthographic system incorporates. As early as 1965, 

Hcdges suggested that spelling is an intellectual rather than a rote 

process. In two IOOIlographs Cl981b, 1982a) wri tten for the Theory and 

Research into Practice series of the ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading and 

carununication Skills, he translated current thinking about spelling 

into instructional int>lications and ideas for elem:ntary and secondary 

schools respectively, stressing word ganes and word building in the 

forner b:>oklet and vocabulary developrent and the study of language in 

the latter. B:nderson, the head of the extensive spelling research 

program at the Uni versi ty of Virginia, has recently (1985) written a 

book which descdbes in detail theoretically defensible ways to use 

CCII'IIercial spelling programs and formal instruction, as well as ideas 

for informal teaching and evaluation. 

other writers have also made general suggestions about spelling 

instruction or suggested specific activities. Hildreth (1947,1948), 

soundint] surprisingly contenporary when read today, suggested that 

children are likely to learn the spellings of the several hundred most 

frequent \tJOrds through incidental learning by the end of third grade I 

and that spelling instruction should help them to find out the 

spellings of the other words they wish to use in their writing. Since 

these \tJOrds will vary widely fran student to student I she suggested the 

importance of providing reference sources and of developing vocabulary 

rather than drilling on uniform word lists. Representative of more 
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recent work are: Shaughnessy (1977), who suggested the iupartance of 

self-awareness and ownership of the process for adult renedial 

spellers; Fbrester (1980), who described a variety of acti vi ties for 

beginning spellers to see IIOdels, practice, and receive feedback; 

Manning and Manning (1981) , who provided a large number of 

theoretically sound activities and games for rrdddle-grade spelling, 

roth fonral and infornal; and DiStefano and Hagerty (1985), who 

suggested replacing oammercial spelling programs with encouragement of 

invented spelling and Sate fornal instruction based on words taken fran 

children's writing and lists of high fr~ncy words. 

'lhere has been rrdnimal discussion of 1xM punctuation should be 

taught. Cronnell (1980) reviewed Sate primarily experinental studies 

about different approaches to teaching punctuation, none of which 

showed particularly conclusive results. F. Snith (1982) camented that 

punctuation is too subtle to be amenable to rule-based instruction and 

is therefore best learned by children's developing implicit rules for 

its use based on their experiences with reading and writing. 

'l\\u recent studies which contain research-based suggestions are 

those of calkins (1980b) and of COrdeiro et al (1983). calkins' view is 

that punctuation should be learned in context, through writing, 

awareness of audience, conferencing, and revision. COrdeiro and her 

colleagues, based on their experiences teaching punctuation during 

indi vidualized writing conferences with first-graders, suggested that 

apostrophes and quotation marks can be taught relati ve1y easily with 

semantic explanations, but that perioos are far m::>re difficult to learn 
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and should perhaps be taught later than they usually are, drawing IrOI'e 

on children's intui ti ve knowledge of syntactic structure. 

The Role of Invented spelling 

Since Read Cl975a) and others began to explore children's 

invented spelling, discussions of its applications to the classroan 

have taken place. It used to be thought that young children's limited 

ability to spell precluded their doing much writing; the realization 

that they can write b¥ using their own spellings rather than having to 

ask the teacher how to spell words has helped make possible the recent 

renaissance of classroan writing. various 

presented for the value of invented spelling. 

rationales !lave been 

Smith (1982, p. 187) felt 

that "the purpose of invented spelling is not to enable the writer to 

spell correctly but to separate the specific problem of learning to 

spell fran the other [natter]. • of getting on with writing." 

It::Mever, it has becate an increasingly popular notion that invented 

spelling fosters learning the spelling system as well. For instance, 

Crarrer Cl976b) described invented spelling as allowing learners to 

discover spelling rules for thernsel ves , and suggested that irmature 

spellings be accepted in the same appreciative spirit as are early 

pronunciations. ~'ea.rs that writing "incorrect" spellings will create 

bad habits have occasionally been nentioned, but Block Cl976) found 

that when students were allowed to generate and test sample spellings, 

their final version was IrOI'e correct than their first try; the presence 

of alternative spellings did not create interference. Even an advocate 

of fornal instruction such as J .R. Gentry (1981) felt that such 
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instruction is only appropriate when the child reaches the "correct" 

stage of spelling at around. second grade, when mst of the basic 

principles of English orthography have been learned. Illckworth (1972), 

in a discussion of learning in general, provided a rationale for why 

invented spelling is so important. 8m described the proo:ss of 

children's deciding for themselves on an intellectual problem and going 

about solving it in their own way, and demonstrated the importance of 

their "reinventing the wheel" in order to nake knCMledge their own. 8m 

saw the teacher I s role not as one of preselecting knCMledge but as one 

of providing si tuations where children "cannot help being inventive" 

(p. 224); encouraging children to develop their own inplici t spelling 

systems is a clear example of this. 

Several recent articles have described how invented spelling 

actually works in the classroan at various age levels. Perhaps the 

earliest of these studies was that of c. Chansky (1971), who wrote when 

the work of Read (1971) was first becaning known. Read studied children 

who had begun to write on their own before they entered school and were 

thus considered to be unusual or exceptional; Chansky decided to test 

rut the idea that all children could be encouraged to create their own 

spellings, and described her ooservations of the phenanenon in a 

nursery school classroan. Sorensen and Kerstetter (1979) presented a 

case study of a fi ve-year-old 's writing in school, describing his use 

of classroan experiences and resources and the importance of the 

support and feedback he received there. 8. E. Hall (1985) described how 

she encouraged her kindergarten class to write M:>ther Gcx:lse rhynes in 

invented spelling, which she felt made early reading and writing easier 
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because the texts were familiar ones. She also illustrated the variety 

of levels of sophistication in spelling that her students s~, as 

~ll as examples of how classroan discussions of the spelling process 

~re stimulated. 

Paul (1976) asked her kindergarten students to draw pictures 

and write labels for them, and ooserved that they for the IOOSt p:irt 

viewed each occurrence of a word as a new proolem, rather than using 

consistent spellings, although standard spellings for Sate words were 

eventually learned. Giacobbe (1981) described her discovery of how 

children could write during the first ~ek of first grade if they were 

encouraged to use invented spellings. Lancaster et ale (1982) described 

how invented spelling was used with Illow-reading" second graders, which 

involved getting them used to spelling on their own and incorporating 

their writing (with spelling conventionalized) into the classroan 

reading program. The authors felt that invented spelling was especially 

important in making writing more possible for their students and in 

ooilding their self-confidence. Rule (1982) conducted a case study of a 

student's classroan spelling in third and fourth grade, focusing on his 

use of strategies. Sm found that as Brian worked through several 

drafts of a story, his spellings both bec::aIlE more conventional and 

changed in nature. Early drafts often contained phonetically-based 

spellings, which presumably allowed for greater fluency, where 

spellings in later drafts showed IOOre attention to visual features and 

neaning. First drafts saretirres showed "reinvention, II prcrlucing 

different spellings for a single word, while later drafts usually used 

a consistent spelling for each word. Kasten (1984), in a dissertation 
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using the sa.ne third and fourth grade subjects as the present study, 

described the i.'!pOrtance of resource use and revision (editing) in the 

spelling process. Her descriptions of resource use showed that children 

created spellings not only by pure invention but by drawing on a wide 

variety of print and hunan infonnation sources, inclOOing such 

ingenious ones as calendars, Viewnaster discs, and a light switch (for 

the word 1I0ffll). SIE also described how this resource use varied 

between children and was affected by the extent to which the three 

teachers involved encouraged it. Her analysis of revision showed the 

extent to which children nay feel that· it is inportant to achieve 

oorrect spelling and punctuation, and the neans by which they go about 

doing so. calkins (l980a) described the sindlar development of 

pmctuation knowledge in a third-grade classroan. Children noticed, 

explored, invented, and shared a wide variety of pmctuation narks as 

they felt a need for them in their writing. 

An irrportant finding that has begun to energe fran ooservations 

of invented spelling in the classroan is the importance of social 

interaction. Kamii and Randazzo (1985) have Oe!:icribed. social 

interaction related to spelling in a primary classroan. Their accounts 

of classroan events showed how the collaborative construction of 

knowledge about tIE orthographic system provides a llOre elaborated 

understanding of it than ei ther instruction or indi vidual writing 

could. Kasten (1984) demonstrated the importance of hUiI&:lii resources not 

only for finding out how to spell words but for discussing the spelling 

process and using resources such as dictionaries collaboratively. 
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Evaluating Children's Spelling 

Recent discussions of evaluating children's spelling have 

focused on two areas: error analysis for teachers and the use of 

interviews. categorization schenes for invented spellings have, as 

described earlier, existed for sene tine; the nore recent examples 

described here are distinguished by their ideas for how the increasing 

knowledge available about spelling can be applied directly to helping 

teachers work with children. (There have not been parallel suggestions 

about hew to analyze children's punctuation, but the underlying 

principles are the same.) 

In 1975, Rowell suggested that children's spelling tests were 

useful nore than just for determining right and wrong answers; he 

suggested error analysis, looking for patterns, and looking for how the 

sane sound was spelled in a variety of words. This effort was useful 

for suggesting that the number of errors on a spelling test is not what 

really matters, but was linguistically unsophisticated. For instance , 

he suggested that the spellings CROCIDILE, F2\MLIES, and I<ANGROO be 

grouped together as examples of failure to hear the schwa phonerre, but 

the first example represents an alternative spelling of the phonerre and 

the second the usual pronunciation of the word, while the third could 

have a variety of causes. Ganschow (1981) gave an overview of how to 

look at children's error p:itterns in spelling, wi th the focus on 

understanding the child's underlying hypotheses and on being aware of 

quali tati ve differences between spellings. In a later article (1984) , 

she illustrated how to analyze error patterns of especially poor 

spellers, suggesting that they first be broken into phonetically 
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reasonable and non-reasonable spellings, with further analysis possible 

for the latter. Craner <1976a) used a natural writing sanple, a second 

grader's story, as an example of heM to analyze spellings. His anphasis 

~s on determining the child's strengths and strategies. For instance, 

he ooserved that his subject knew nany spellings fran m:mary, had a 

gocXl knowledge of letter/sound associations, knew that consonants have 

varied spellings, and often reasoned by analogy. Ii: also noted that the 

final E rule for vowels was used but overgeneralized and that consonant 

errors occurred mainly with blends, digraphs, and variant spellings. 

Marino (1981) gave examples of texts containing seven different 

kinds of error patterns, explaining and suggesting teaching ideas for 

each one. Although her categories are useful, her examples were created 

to illustrate the patterns rather than being drawn fran actual student 

writing. This is a misleading practice, since it suggests that a single 

student is likely to demonstrate a single error pattern and assumes 

that invented spellings have single causes • ~ver (1982), wri ting 

about error patterns in children's syntax, had sate findings that are 

also relevant for spelling. She found that although the number of 

sentence fragnents produced by children in grades one through six did 

not decline much, they changed a gocXl deal in type, underlining the 

point that understanding children's language grcwth involves going 

deeper than error counts by looking at the quality of what is taking 

place. She also ccmrented that language growth involves risk which will 

inevi tably lead to less than perfect perfonnance, so that "grcwth and 

error go hand in hand" (p. 443). 
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Finally, there has been an attempt to use microcarputers as a 

tool for spelling analysis. Hasselbring and <:Mens (1983) created a 

forty-word spelling test which categorized children's non-conventional 

spellings as to whether tl'e \tfOrds on which they occur are regular or 

not, what types of vowel and consonant sounds and orthographic patterns 

are invel ved in errors, and tl'e. nuni:ler of anissions , insertions, 

substitutions, and order errors. Although this program is not very 

sophisticated about spelling and \tfOuld be greatly inproved by 

indicating on its printouts which spellings fit which error patterns, 

it is a useful beginning. Tl'e authors also nentioned that a nore 

advanced version, which would analyze examples of spellings from 

student writing, was in preparation. 

'Ibis brings up an important point about the evaluation of 

spelling, whether through error analysis or oth=-rwise; the greater 

validity of looking at it in context than in a testing situation. As 

Craner (1976b, pp. 464-5) cat'llEnted, "'!he final test of a gocrl speller 

is how \#Jell [she or] he spells \tfOrds in carposi tion!:;, not how w=ll [she 

or J he spells words on tests or in spelling bees." Spelling in the 

context of writing is the Irore valid IIEasure of it, since the purpose 

of knowing how to spell is to facilitate written ccmnunication. 

Hildreth (1947) w=nt even further by saying that spelling should be 

evaluated not by whether spellings are known by rote but by whether 

students can eventually prcx'iuce them using all the resources at their 

disposal: liTre only valid procedure to follow in judging spelling 

ootcones is to consider whether or not a pupil can spell \tfOrds when he 

(9r she] needs them or knCMS how to find oot the correct spelling of 
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rare words that he [or sbiJ has not practiced spelling or difficult 

words about which he [or she] is not sure II (p. 34) • Cole and Bruner 

(1972), who were speaking about the proolem of minority-culture 

children's abilities not being fairly reflected in experi.nental and 

other artificial situations, suggested that underlying canpetence may 

be obscured by si tuations which inhibi t perfonnance. '!hey suggested 

that the best way of getting at canpetence is to look for performance 

at its best, and that a single instance is sufficient to infer 

underlying ability. FbI' spelling, perhaps the inportant inplicatians 

are that it be looked at in a situation which is, as Cole and Bruner 

recamend, as relevant as possible to the learner's life si tuatian, 

such as natural writing, and that one look for the upper limits of the 

sophistication that he or she reveals there. 

Another way of understanding children's spelling and 

pmctuation, and one which gets directly at their underlying rationale, 

is interviews, formal or informal. Too few exanples of this approach 

appearing in the literature have suggested its fruitfulness. Ganschow 

(1981, p. 679) described children's self-reports of spelling by analogy 

(QtwU.LING for "quarreling II by analogy to "p:arl ") and by sounding out 

(the spelling Ml\YL for 'nail II because "yoU can !"ear that 'na. ..yul , 

in the word. ") Rule (1982, p. 383) described how her elerrentary school 

subject described his strategl.es for first drafts ("I spell the way I 

!"ear them ") , editing (lilt doesn't look right so I try it again "), and 

dictionary use. Radebaugh (1985) used interviews rrore systanatically, 

asking both good and ~ spellers directly about their mental 

processes. calkins (1980b, pp. 570-571) reported how her third~ade 
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subjects conceptualized pmctuation (an exclamation point ''nBkes a 

louder sound "; "you put a came in to take a breath"). vaughan (1985), 

using exanples fran the sane data base as the present study, 

illustrated how literacy is generally best understocxl when one looks at 

process data, such as observation notes and informal interviews, as 

\Ell as product. 

Clearly evaluation of spelling and punctuation is beoaming more 

neaningful and interesting as teachers are being encouraged to move 

beyond narking and counting errors to understanding what children do 

through knowledgeable analysis of their writing and through listening 

to trern talk about orthography. 

SUrnrary 

This review of literature suggests that research on English 

orthography and how it is learned has been as carplex and varied as the 

orthography itself. M:my studies have looked at spelling and 

pmctuation in quantifiable tenns, since it is relatively easy to 

define the~i in terms of correctness. HJwever, more recent work has 

taken greater account of linguistic, cognitive, and in a few cases 

social aspects of learning orthography, speculating about the nature of 

the developrental process as it evolves, rather than focusing prinarily 

on the goal of correctness and deviations fran it. SUggestions for 

instructional practice have tended to echo whatever views of spelling 

and punctuation processes were current at the tine. 



CliAPTER 3 

This chapter briefly describes the collection and analysis of 

data. Detailed descriptions of analytical procedures are found in the 

relevant sections of Chapters 4 and 5. 

SUbjects 

The subjects of this study were six children of the 'Ibhono 

Q'cXlham (Papago) tribe of southwestern Arizona, who were originally 

subjects of a study by Y. Gcx:x'inBn (1984) which explored the writing 

process in the classroan setting. All six children were subjects of the 

Goodman study during their third-grade year (1981-1982), where they 

were in a single classroan with a teacher who will be called Linda 

H::Mard. (Tn: Goodna.n study had a total of ten subjects during the first 

year, but the present study includes only the six who were available 

l:oth years.) Tn: following year, three of the subjects were pranoted to 

the fourth-grade class of a teacher who will be called D:rrlene Pagett, 

and three were r laced in a "pre-fourth-grade II class with a teacher who 

will be called SUSan Caldwell. (For convenience, tn: second year of the 

study will be referred to as "fourth grade II for all students, even 

though three of them were not in a regular fourth grade class and did 

not enter one until the following year.) The children were chC3en, in 

consultation wi th Linda HcWclrd, to reflect a range of deve10pnent as 

100 
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wri ters • According to interviews wi th tlEir parents, all of tIE 

children spoke English as tlEir first language; JOOSt of them understocx1 

and spoke lirni ted anoonts of tIE 0 I cxiham language but none of tbam were 

fluent in it. A brief sunnary of the phonological features of the 

dialect of En]lish spoken by ooe of the subjects appears in Chapter 4 

wi th the analysis of phoneme/graphene correspondences in spelling. 

Data Collection 

l)Jring the two years of the GocXinan study, researchers 

(inclooing the present author) visited the subjects I classroans ~ekly 

and ooserved them as tlEy wrote. The writing that w:lS produced was 

primarily that which would have gone on in the cl.assroan ordinarily, 

rather than being assigned or otherwise shaped by tIE researchers. 

During this ooservation, the researchers systematically collected field 

notes describing the children I s behavior as they wrote. In addi tion , 

Sale writing episodes were videotaped and periodic interviews were held 

wi th the children, where they ~e asked to discuss their stories and 

their conceptualizations of the writing process. 

Data Conpilation 

For the purposes of the Goodman study, each story the children 

wrote was converted into a form suitable for computer analysis, 

inc100ing listings of all words used and the number of conventional and 

invented spellings for each one. (Conventional spellings are defined as 

dictionary spellings of a word, inclooing acceptable variants; all 

other spellings are considered non-conventional or invented ones, terms 

which will in JOOSt cases be used synonymously.) The data base for the 
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present study incluies that portion of the data fran th:! GoOOrran study 

which concerns the six subjects who were involved for two years; it 

consists of 215 stories containing 13,793 \IIOrds, with 1,896 (13.7%) of 

those being invented spellings. '!here were also 1,405 pmctuation 

narks, 1,254 of them conventional and 151 extraneous, as well as 1,001 

anissic:.;lS of pmctuation. <:api talization use included 2,104 

oonventional uses, 237 extraneous capitals, and 335 anissions. 

The process of converting th:! stories into canputer files for 

the GocxlIIan study involved repeated double-checking and correction of 

any discrepancies found. In the case of spelling, the files can be 

considered a highly accurate reoord of the stories themselves, so that 

for the PJ,rposes of this study, the spelling data have been assuned to 

be accurate, although any errors found were corrected. '1tle punctuation 

~~d capitalization data wo-re completely retabulated from the raw data 

of the Gocxlrran study into a form roore sui table for the present 

analysis. 

Previous Analysis of the Data 

'.Ib: Goodrran study incltrled sare preliminary findings about 

orthography. '!his incltrled proportions of oonventional and 

unconventional spelling, pmctuation, and capitalization; data about 

the spelling of high- and low-frequency \IIOrds; brief exploration of 

{Btterns related to initial letter spellings, reversals, long vowels, 

oonsonant gemination, affixes, real-w::>rd substi tution, and 

pmctuation-related spellings; examination of three \IIOrds as spelled by 

several children; and discussion of specific children's orthography as 
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p:iI't of case studies on them. Since the present analysis builds on 

these findings, they will be cited in detail at the appropriate points 

in Chapters 4 and 5. 

rata Analysis 

Tm data were analyzed in the following ways in order to answer 

the ten research questions: 

S~lling 

1. 'lb what extent did the subjects control selected features 

of English s~lling? 

Several features of English spelling were chosen for this part 

of the analysis! in an attempt to get a general sense of which 

linguistic features present relatively greater and lesser difficulty 

for children. The features chosen (which will be defined as necessary 

in Chapter 4) were: 

A. Word FreqlEIlCY 

high-, nedi um-, and low-frequency words 

B. Phonene/Grapheme COrrespondences 

initial letter spellings 

stressed vowels 

reduced vowels 

consonant digraphs 

c. Orthographic Patterns 

hard and soft C and G 

consonant gemination 



D. Bound Morphemes 

selected affixes (-ED, -ING) 

E. H::Inophone Issues 

spellings involving pmctuation (apostropbas and word 

boundaries) 

hanophone substitution 
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For each of these features, tba percentages of conventional and 

non-oonventional spellings were determined. In most cases, all 

instances were oounted and the proportion of conventional and 

non-oonventional spellings determined. 'ltle one exception W3.S the 

stressed vowels; the vol\lIle of data preclooed an exhaustive tabulation 

so that only those vowels in tba most highly stressed syllable of each 

word were counted. Non-conventional spellings were defined as including 

only those ~Je the feature under consideration was spelled 

non-oonventionally. Far instance, tba spelling IREMING/drearning W3.S 

counted as non-oonventional when considering spellings of tense vowels 

but as conventional when looking at how - ING affixes were spelled. 

Far Sate features, the data included two types of 

non-conventional spellings: failure to represent a feature 

appropriately and overgeneralization (representing that feature in 

\toUrds where it does not appear). For instance, the -ED affix was not 

fully represented in STARTD/started and also appeared inappropriately 

in SlED/said. Th: feature categories where this applied therefore 

involved a two-part analysis. First, all places where a particular 

feature should conventionally appear (expected use) ~e counted and 

divided into conventional use and failure to represent the feature. 
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Second, all places where a child actually used the feature (ooserved 

use) were counted and divided into conventional use and extraneoos use 

(also referred to in Sate cases as overgeneralization). '!be nunber of 

conventional spellings is, of course, the sane for roth parts • 

Describing control of particular language features in terms of 

relationships between opportunity for use, actual use, and 

overgeneralization where relevant has occurred in ~evious research on 

oral and written language (cazden, 1968; Cordeiro, et aI, 1983). 

2. W:is there growth fran one year to the next in that control? 

Percentages for Year 1 and Year 2 were canpared for each 

feature. A test of differences between ~oportions (Downie & Heath, 

1974, pp. 181-184) was used to determine whether growth was 

statistically significant. Tb:! level of significance was stated in each 

case, with a "not significant II change defined as one having a 

probability of greater than .05 of being due to chance.) 

3. What did the children I s invented spellings sha .o..out how 

they used various types of linguistic knowledge? 

Selected groups of spelling patterns were analyzed to determine 

mw children use different levels of linguistic knowledge. Features 

selected to illustrate each linguistic system are: 

A. High Frequ:mcy Words 

B. Phonerre/Graphene Correspondences 

initial letter spellings 



stressed VC1tt'el~ 

tense VC1tt'els 

lax VC1tt'els 

rounded vowels 

rhotacized VC1tt'els 

reduced VC1tt'els 

consonant digraphs 

c. Orthographic Patterns 

hard and soft C and G 

consonant gemination 

D. Graphic Features 

E and Y as end markers 

reversals and permutations 

E. Boond Morphemes 

selected affixes (-ED, -100) 

F. B:mophone and Other U:lgographic Issues 

spellings involving punctuation (apostrophes and word 

boundar ies ) 

real-word substitution, including homophones 

4 • H:M did invented spellings change over tire? 
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The features analyzed in Question 3 were examined to detennine 

what changes occurred across tire. 

5. What differences were there between children in their 

spelling strategies? 

Three children (Elaine, Gordon, and Dana ), who were qui te 

different as spellers, were chosen as subjects for discussion of this 
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question. A random sanple of their spellings was analyzed to illuminate 

differences between them. 

Punctuation 

6. ~ what extent did the subjects control English pmctuation , 
and capitalization? 

For each pmctuation mark that the subjects had occasion to 

use, the percentage of conventional and non-conventional use were 

determined. (The pmctuation marks involved, other than those already 

considered above under spelling, are the period, cama, exclanation 

point, question mark, and quotation marks.) capitalization was 

tabulated similarly. 

7. was there growth fran one year to the next in that control? 

Percentages were canpared for Years 1 and 2, for each child and 

across all children. Significance was established in the sane nanner as 

for Question 2. 

8. What patterns did the subjects' unconventional punctuation 

and capitalization follow? 

Children's non-conventional uses of punctuation and 

capitalization were analyzed. 

9. What differences were there between children in their use 

of punctuation and capitalization? 

Infomal individual profiles were created for each child. 
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General 

10. What does information about the ~sonal, c1assroan, 

social, and instructional context of writing tell us about orthographic 

developrent? 

This ql.Estion was answered through in-depth examination of two 

children, Gordon and Elaine. Field notes taken as these two children 

wrote provided the basis for a description of their use of various 

linguistic infornation and orthographic strategies, as \\'ell as how how 

personaU ty , use of c1assroan resources such as dictionaries, and 

interaction with other students and the teacher affected their use of 

and growth in orthography. ()}e further aspect of personal context 

explored was their awareness of the orthographic process, which was 

described primarily through interview data. 



ANALYSIS OF SELECl'ED SPELLING FEA'lURES 

wren Gordon wrote FOR THE HOLE YAER I WAS <XXD in a story about 

Santa Claus, knowledge about several levels of language contributed to 

his invented spellings OOLE/whole and YAm/year. At the level of 

phonene/graphare correspondences, it can first be ooserved that he did 

not choose the appropriate initial consonant letter for ''whole.'' This 

phenarenon was a rare occurrence in to:!se children's wri ting and can 

here undoubtedly be explained b¥ to:! silent w. otherwise, all 

consonants are spelled appropriately in the two words, as is the tense 

vowel in "hole." The spelling of the nore difficult rhotacized vowel in 

"year" inclliies the appropriate letters, but wi th E and A in reverse 

order (~haps because -ER looks nore acceptable at the end of a word 

than -AR). At the level of neaning, one sees that the spelling HOLE is 

a real word, indeed a hanophone of the intended "whole. II IDoking at 

other data about Gordon reveals that nei ther of the words under 

consideration was used by Gordon during that school year other than 

this one time, while the other, conventionally spelled, words in the 

sentence were used JOC)re often, appearing fran 5 to 106 tines in his 

writing for the year. In addition, field notes reveal that YAER was not 

Gordon's first attempt at "year, II nor was his writing of it unassisted; 

h: first wrote YER, changed it to YREN, erased that spelling, found the 
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word in the dictionary, and transposed the two vowel. letters as he 

copied fran the dictionary. This detailed examination of two individual 

spellings can be said to be a vertical view of spelling: considering a 

single piece of data at multiple levels. '!he findings of this study 

represent a horizontal analysis of the data: taking features such as 

ini tial letter spellings, or paraneters such as word freqlEncy, and 

examining how they are involved across the 1,896 invented spellings of 

six children over two years. A simdlar horizontal analysis of 

punctuation was also done, and the knCMledge gained fran roth of these 

w:l.S supplerrented by aneaiotal data derived fran field notes and 

interviews • 

To analyze is to take apart, but neaning is ultimately found in 

the new synthesis that results. It is therefore inportant to rercenber 

that looking at single features of children's spelling and punctuation 

is nerely an intellectual tool for naking sate sense out of the 

canplexi ty contained therein; the ultimate value of this kind of 

analysis lies in creating a greater sophistication of perception, so 

that one can return to observing children's writing with a heightened 

sense of the CClllPlexi ty eml:x:Xlied in their orthography, or , in other 

words, with rrore highly developed vertical perception. Chapter 6 will 

attempt such a synthesis. 

'Ibis chapter is a detailed analysis of various features of the 

subjects' spelling. Tre first four questions posed in Chapter I are 

answered here in order, as follows: 

1. orb what extent did the subjects control selected features 

of English spelling? 
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2. was there growth fran one year to the next in that control? 

3. What did the children's invented spellings show about how 

they used various types of linguistic knowledge? 

4. Ibl did invented spellings change ClVer tine? 

Cooventionali ty and Change 

'Ibis section will attempt to answer the following two 

qtEstions: 

1. 'Ib what extent did the subjects control selected features 

of English spelling? 

2. was there growth fran one year to the next in that control? 

'Ite data involved will I::e considered broadly. A detailed 

discussion of the significance of each feature, inclu:ling examples, 

will be reserved for the finer analysis conducted under Question 3. In 

the answers to ~stion 2, it is inportant to rerrember that third and 

fourth grade spelling is being cxmpared by averaging data produced by 

six very different children and collected throughout two eight-m:mth 

school years. 

All Words 

'Ite Y. GoOOna.n study (1984) fran which these data ~e drawn 

determined that the six subjects of the present study spelled 

cx:mventionally 86.3% of the words that they wrote: 84.6% in third grade 

and 87.6% in fourth. Tl"e change from third to fourth grade was 

significant beyond the .0001 level. 'Itese figures are sCIIleWhat lower 

than those found in the few other tabulations of spelling that have 

been conducted on children's writing of connected text (rather than in 
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spelling tests). As nentioned earlier, Fitzgerald (1932) found 93.1% 

conventional spelling in letters written by fourth graders, while the 

mEP studies CI-Ellon, 1975) found a catparable rate of 92% conventional 

spelling for nine-year-alds. ~ver, such catparisons are of very 

linti ted value because of the widely varying and uncontrolled 

circwrstances under which writing took place in the different studies. 

At any rate, these six Q'cxiham children did spell conventionally th:! 

vast mjori ty CIoore than six out of seven) of woms that they wrote in 

this sanple of their third and fourth grade writing, and did show 

defini te inprovement fran third to fourth grade. 

Frequency 

Ole general area to be considered before lodting at specific 

features is the extent to which the frequency of words used by the 
I", 

children influenced how conventionally they ~e spelled. The Goodman 

study found that, for the ten subjects of that study, 26 words which 

w:re used 100 or nore tiIres w:re spelled conventionally 97.5% of the 

tine, while by contrast the 692 words which w:re used only once ~e 

spelled conventionally only 55.2% of the tine. Fbr the present study, 

only data fran the six subjects who ~e present for both years of the 

study w:re inclmed. High frequency words w:re defined as those which 

w:re used roost often and cumulatively mde up 50% of all words in the 

subjects' texts. ION frequency words w:re defined as those which 

occurred only once in the subjects' writing as a whole. High and low 

frequency words ~e detennined for each year and for both years taken 
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as a whole. Fbr canparison purposes, all other words were grouped in a 

"M:!di, urn Frequ:mcy:: category. 'It1e findings are presented in '!able 1. 

'lhe vast najority (97.6%) of high frequency words \rr'eI'e spelled 

conventionally, with a snaIl, oon-significant increase fran third to 

fourth grade. A much snaller najori ty of low-frequency words were 

spelled conventionally; the increase fran roughly 55 % to 60 % 

conventional spelling was not statistically significant. As \\lOuld be 

expected, the renaining, ned.i urn frequency words fell in between the 

otb& two categories in tenns of how conventionally they were spelled. 

'lhe increase in conventional spelling fran third to fourth grade for 

those \\lOrds was significant beyond the .001 level. 

Poonene/Grapherte Correspondences 

'l'l'e analysis of phonene/grapl'ene correspondences in these 

children's spelling is an attempt to detennine how conventionally they 

represented ~rticular categories of phonenes, prinarily vowels, in 

their spellings. :E:IcMever, it should be noted that a certain number of 

their spellings, such as SRIALO/carni val, did not appear to be attempts 

to represent the word's phonology sequentially. These were, 

necessarily, considered to be non-conventiona1 spellings of, for 

instance, the VOJMel phonane involved, but for reasons otrer than a 

failed attempt to represent that particular phonane. 

Ini Hal letters. 'Ire GoOOna.n study determined that the ten 

subjects involved, in the 17 ,026 \\lOrds that they wrote, had only 153 

\\lOrds (0.9%) that did not begin with the appropriate initial letter. Of 
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'!able 1 
Conventionali ty of Spe1lin2 High, I.J::M, and M:di mn Frequen~ Words 

Conventional Ncn-Cbnvent. 'Ibta1 # of Diff. 
No. _%- No. _%- ~. ~ds 

High Frequ:mcy 

Yr1 2887 97.37 78 2.63 2965 33 
Yr2 3859 97.89 83 2.11 3942 40 

Both 6708 97.64 162 2.36 6870 37 

I.J::M Frequency 

Yr1 245 54.93 201 45.07 446 446 
Yr2 316 60.08 210 39.92 526 526 

Both 383 56.41 296 43.59 679 679 

.t-e:1i mn Frequ,mcy 

Yr1 1915 74.86 643 25.14 2558 471 
Yr2 2675 79.71 681 20.29 3356 617 

Both 4806 76.97 1438 23.03 6244 902 
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those words, 97 were in the first year of the study <1.1% of all words 

wri tten that year), while the remaining 56 represented 0.7% of the 

\IIo1Ords wri tten in the second year. For the plI'{X)Ses of the present 

study, only the six subjects present for both years were considered and 

a f€M errors found in t:-,e previous data were corrected. It was found 

that a total of 136 \IIo1Ords (1.0% of the total 13,793) were not spelled 

with the appropriate initial letter. Of those, 75 occurred in third 

grade <1.3% of all \IIo1Ords wri tten that year) and 61 in fourth grade 

<0.8% of all words). 'Ibis decrease was significant beyond the .01 

level. 

VCMels. The first group of vowels looked at was the stressed 

VO\#Jels. For pJrposes of analysis, stressed vowel phonemes (one per 

\\Ord) were divided into four groups. The tense and lax vo~ categories 

cx:msisted of, respectively, the nanes of the five vow:l letters ("long 

vowels ") and the "short vowel" sounds IIOSt ccmronly associated with 

them. These categories were established, therefore, on the basis of the 

alphabet and alphabet-related instructional practices rather than by 

incltrling all P'lonetically tense and lax vowels. Read's analysis 

<1975a) suggested di viding the remaining vow:l phonemes into two 

categories: rounded vow:ls (other than 101 and la/), which often 

incltrle 0 in their spelling, and rhotacized vowels, which usually 

incltrle R in their spelling. The phonemes inclu1ed in each category , 

wi th an example of each, are as follows: 
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Comlon Symbol 
Nane Used Exarrple 

'lense vowels - long A lei hate 
long E Iii med 
long I lail hide 
long 0 101 oope 
long u Iju/ huge 

laX vowels - short A lael had 
short E lEI head 
short I III hid 
short 0 lal hot 
short U IA! hut 

Ramded vowels - short 00 lui hocrl 
long 00 Iu/ hoop 
ou lau/ house 
circumflex 0 181 hawk 
oi loil hoist 

Rhotacized vowels - IC1'1 her 
larl far 
IF:t:1 hair 
IIrI here 
lorl for 

'!he findings as to heM conventionally each type of vowel was 

spelled are presented in Tcilile 2, in order of increasing difficulty for 

the sub jects • 

'lhree conclusions can be drawn fran this data. First of all, 

the overwhelming najority of stressed vo\lilels (92.7%) were spelled 

oonventionally. Second, sare types of vowels were I1Dre difficult for 

these children to spell than others, with lax vowels being the easiest 

and rhotacized vowels the IOOSt difficult. Third, vowels in general and 

each type of vowel were spelled IIDre oonventionally in fourth grade 

than in third. A test of differences between proportions sh~ that 

the change in rhotacized vowels was not significant, but that the 
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'!able 2 
Conventionality of Stressed Vowel S~lli~s by category 

Conventional Non-Cbnvent. Total 
No. % No. % No. 

Iax 

Yr1 3016 93.17 221 6.83 3237 
Yr2 3909 95.36 190 4.64 4099 

Both 6925 94.40 411 5.60 7336 

'lense 

Yr1 1370 90.85 138 9.15 1508 
Yr2 1912 94.75 106 5.25 2018 

Both 3282 93.08 244 6.92 3526 

Rounded 

Yr1 567 83.51 112 16.49 679 
Yr2 928 92.52 75 7.48 1003 

Both 1495 88.88 187 11.12 1682 

Rhotacized 

Yr1 417 84.41 77 15.59 494 
Yr2 515 86.85 78 13.15 593 

Both 932 85.74 155 14.26 1087 

Total of All Stressed Vowels 

Yr1 5370 90.74 548 9.26 5918 
Yr2 7264 94.18 449 5.82 7713 

Both 12634 92.69 997 7.31 13631 
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increased conventionality of the other three types of vowels and of all 

vowels canbined was significant beyond the .001 level. 

Zutell 's data (1979) described third and fwrth grade 

children's spelling of lax and tense vowels, which is interesting for 

canparison PJI'poses, although not strictly canpa.rable since spelling 

tests rather than natural writing data were used. Cooventional spelling 

(Zutell's categories 4 and 5) of lax vowels was 72% in third grade and 

92% in fourth. Cooventional spelling (his category 5) of tense vowels 

w:l.S 47% in third grade and 71% in fourth. Beers et al. (1977), also 

using spelling tests, found that lax vowel spellings were 83% 

conventional in third grade and 97% in fourth; for tense vowels the 

figures were 88% and 85% respectively. 

Reduced vowels were also analyzed; they were defined as any 

vowel appearing in an unstressed syllable and taking the form of /a/, 

as in the first syllable of "about." Vowels which have less than 

primary stress but retain their quality ratlEr than being reduced to 

/eJ /, as in the first syllable of "rotel," were not included. AnotlEr 

groop of phonemes were also considered to be p:trt of this category. 

'!hey inclooe the reduced or unstressed version of the rhotacized vowel 

/ Cf'/, which is sanetirnes referred to as "syllabic R, II as well as 

unstressed syllabic /1/, /m!, and In/; these are found in the final 

syllables of "father," "wiggle," bottCJll," and "ribbon" respectively. 

'Ihey are inclooed in the reduced vowels because, depending on 

pronunciation, they can frequently be represented as / ~ / plus 

consonant, and indeed are often shown that way in dictionary 

pronunciation guides. In addi tion , their spelling almost always 
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incimes a vowel and presents Dally of the sane difficulties in choosing 

the rorrect vowel letter as does the spelling of I a I. It is also 

inportant to renember that the vowels in many words, particularly short 

function 'NOI'ds such as "a, n "of, n and lithe, II are frequ:mtly reduced in 

connected speech. Far the plI'poses of this analysis, reduced vowels 

were defined as only those which always a~ as I~/, but there nay 

have been other cases where children ~e in effect also attempting to 

represent reduced vowels. 

Table 3 illustrates the extent to which the reduced vowels ~e 

spelled conventionally in each year and both years canbined. (There 

were a few cases of I d I plus consonant where the appropriate vowel 

letter was used but the consonant anitted; these were counted as 

conventional since it is the spelling of the vowel that is of interest 

/:)are. ) 

Table 3 indicates that four rut of five reduced vowels were 

spelled ronventionally (79.8%). (This was a snaller majority than for 

stressed vowels. ) As was the case with the stressed vowels, 

scm:!subc:ategories of reduced vowels were lOOre difficult to spell than 

others, with IllY spelled conventionally lOOSt often and la + II least 

often. In addition, the subjects were lOOre successful at spelling these 

Ii'lonenes in fourth grade than in third, for reduced vowels as a whole 

and for all of the subcategories except I~ + m or n/. The decreased 

ronventionali ty of spelling I a + m or nl was not statistically 

significant. 'Ib: improvenent in spelling I a I and I d + II was 

significant at the .05 level and the improvenent in spelling 1'iJ'1 and 

the reduced vowels as a whole was significant beyond the .001 level. 

~~- .. -----
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Table 3 
cmventionali ty of Reduced V~ Spellings by category 

Ccnventional ~-o:mvent. 'IOta1 
No. % No. % No. 

Schwa 

Yr1 188 77 .05 56 22.95 244 
Yr2 317 85.22 55 14.78 372 

Both 505 81.98 111 18.02 616 

Schwa+L 

Yr1 42 60.87 27 39.13 69 
Yr2 95 77.87 27 22.13 122 

Both 137 71.73 54 28.27 191 

SchwaWN 

Yr1 63 77 .78 18 22.22 81 
Yr2 112 72.26 43 27.74 155 

Both 175 74.15 61 25.85 236 

Schwa+R 

Yr1 125 73.10 46 26.90 171 
Yr2 237 89.77 27 10.23 264 

Both 362 83.22 73 16.78 435 

}\.~l ReduceQ VCMel.s 

Yr1 418 73.98 147 26.02 565 
Yr2 761 83.35 152 16.65 913 

Both 1179 79.77 299 20.23 1478 
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CcIlsonant Digraphs. Since consonant phonemes are spelled with 

a fair degree of re;ulari ty and since children spell them with a fair 

degree of consistency even before beginning school (Read, 1975a), it 

\tas decided that a canplete analysis of consonant spellings would not 

be a wortiMhile part of this study. IO'ever, six consonant digraphs 

oontaining H (CH, GH, PH, SH, '!'H, and WH) were chosen for examination, 

since all of them use two letters to represent a single phoneme. CH is 

an exception, but it represents the canpound phoneme It + sh/ as a 

whole, not one letter per phoneme. Til3 findings appear in '!able 4. 

(This and sane otb3r tables in this section will incltxie only expected 

use. Tb3 few examples that occurred of supplying a digraph unexpectedly 

are incltrled in the discussion of QlEstion 3.) 

As with the vowels, consonant digraphs were usually spelled 

conventionally (94.5% of the tine). TH (which was by far the nost 

frequent) was the easiest for the children to spell and GH the nost 

difficult. Til3se digraphs as a whole and four of the subcategories (CH, 

SH, TIi, and WH) shCMed inprovement fran third to fourth grade; only in 

the case of SH was tb3re a significant change (at the .01 level). 

Orthographic Patterns 

Hard and Soft C and G. ~ letters C and G were another case 

where consonant spellings were deemed worthy of examination, but for a 

different reason. Their use involves not nerely sirrple phonene 

representation but also consideration of the orthographic environrrent. 

Each of these letters has two ccmnon pronunciations. Before E, I, and 
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'nlble 4 
Conventionali ty of Spelling Consonant Digraphs 

Conventional lbl-Cblwent. 'lbtal 
No. % No. % No. 

CH 

Yrl 41 82.00 9 18.00 50 
Yr2 81 89.01 10 10.99 91 

Both 122 86.52 19 13.48 141 

GH 

Yrl 19 57.58 14 42.42 33 
Yr2 42 57.53 31 42.47 73 

Both 61 57.55 45 42.45 106 

PH 

Yrl 13 81.25 3 18.75 16 
Yr2 3 75.00 1 25.00 4 

Both 16 80.00 4 20.00 20 

SH 

Yrl 71 88.75 9 11.25 80 
Yr2 84 98.82 1 1.18 85 

Both 155 93.94 10 6.06 165 

'IE 

Yrl 783 97.88 17 2.13 800 
Yr2 974 98.68 13 1.32 987 

Both 1757 98.32 30 1.68 1787 

WH 

Yrl 62 83.78 12 16.22 74 
Yr2 98 89.09 12 10.91 110 

Both 160 86.96 24 13.04 184 

All H Digraphs 

Yrl 989 93.92 64 6.08 1053 
Yr2 1282 95.81 68 5.08 1350 

Both 2271 94.51 132 5.49 2403 
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y, C is usually pronounced lsI and G is Idzh/; these are the "soft II 

pronunciations. In all other cases, C is usually pronounced /kl and G 

is Ig/; these are the "hard n fonns. 'lb further carplicate mtters, Igl 

is virtually always spelled G but requires an inserted U before E, I, 

and Y, while Idzhl may also be spelled J and lsI and /kI are frequently 

S and K respecbvely. In tabular fom: 

phoneme category before E, I, or Y all otrer 

/kl hard K (king) CorK (cake, 
karat) 

lsI soft Cor S (sent, sing) S (soft) 

Ig/ hard GJ (guess) G (gate) 

/dzhl soft Gor J (genn, jinx) J (jack) 

'!he writer must therefore decide whether Cor G is a possible 

spelling in a particular \«)rd and then whether it is the actual 

spelling. In looking at nonconventional spellings, both failure to use 

C and G when expected and using them inappropriately were counted. In 

the case of C, the digraphs CH and a< were not included in this 

analysis, nor were GG, GH, and l\X; for G. All of these are special cases 

which are examined elsewhere in the study. Wards containing a few rare 

pronunciations of C and G were also not included. Tre findings are 

presented in Table 5. (Expected use incl udes all places where the 

letter ~uld conventionally appear, wi th non-conventional exemplars 

being cases where it did not. <bserved use is all those cases where the 

subject actually used the letter, inappropriately so in the 

non-conventional cases.) 
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'!able 5 
cawentionali ty of Spelling C and G 

Conventional tbl-Q:nvent. 'IOta1 
No. % No. % No. 

fSrd C - EXpected 
Yr1 233 92.83 18 7.17 251 
Yr2 338 95.48 16 4.52 354 

Both 571 94.38 34 5.62 605 

Soft C - EXpected 
Yr1 78 85.71 13 14.29 91 
Yr2 76 93.83 5 6.17 81 

Both 154 89.53 18 10.47 172 

C Cbserved 
Yr1 311 93.96 20 6.04 331 
Yr2 414 97.18 12 2.82 426 

Both 725 95.77 32 4.23 757 

fSrdG-EXpected 
Yr1 218 99.09 2 0.91 220 
Yr2 329 99.10 3 0.90 332 

Both 547 99.09 5 0.91 552 

Soft G - EXpected 
Yrl 33 91.67 3 8.33 36 
Yr2 19 100.00 0 0.00 19 

Both 52 94.55 3 5.45 55 

G Cbserved 
Yr1 251 91.94 22 8.06 273 
Yr2 348 99.71 1 0.29 349 

Both 599 96.30 23 3.70 622 

Both C & G Expected 
Yr1 562 93.98 36 6.02 598 
Yr2 762 96.95 24 3.05 786 

Both 1324 95.66 60 4.34 1384 

Both C & G Cbserved 
Yrl 562 93.05 42 6.95 604 
Yr2 762 98.32 13 1.68 775 

Both 1324 96.01 55 3.99 1379 
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'Ihese letters were used conventionally the vast najority of the 

tine (95 .7% of expected use and 96.0% of observed use ). Students were 

ncre successful in using G than C, and the hard versions of both 

consonants were spelled ncre successfully than the soft versions. In 

the case of C, the students were rore likely to use another letter for 

C than to use C inappropriately, while the reverse was true for G. In 

all categories, there was improverrent fran third to foorth grade; the 

change was significant at the .05 level for observed use of C and for 

expected use of both letters, and beyond the .001 level for observed 

use of G and of both letters. 

COOsonant Ganination. 'Ihe other category of consonant spellings 

involving orthographic patterns which was considered is consonant 

gemination (doubling) • Single consonant phonemes are written with two 

letters in certain cases, usually to indicate the lax quality of the 

preceding vowel, as in distinguishing ''tapped'' fran "taped." Both 

failure to geminate and inappropriate gemination (overgeneralization) 

were tabulated. The findings appear in ~le 6. 

Yrl 
Yr2 

Both 

Yrl 
Yr2 

Both 

~le 6 
COOventionali ty of Consonant Ganination 

cooventional 
No. % 

229 
335 
564 

235 
335 
570 

75.33 
83.33 
79.89 

89.02 
92.03 
90.76 

lbl-Cbnvent. 
NO. % 

Expected 

75 
67 

142 

Cbserved 

29 
29 
58 

24.67 
16.67 
20.11 

10.98 
7.97 
9.24 

'Ibta1 
No. 

304 
402 
706 

264 
364 
628 
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'!be subjects used double consonants on 79.9% of appropriate 

occasions; in a:idition, 90.8% of the double consonants used were 

appropriate. 'Iilere was growth fran third to fourth grade which was 

significant at the .01 level in the case of expected use but not 

significant in the case of cbserved use. 

Zutell (1979) looked at consonant doubling in cases involving 

affixation (e.g. , "htmming") ; his subjects prc:x'iuced far fewer 

conventional spellings (47% in third grade and 60% in fourth) than did 

the present ones (for all geminates), which was presunably because his 

data involved a subset of all geminates and a test rather than natural 

writing. Hc:Mever, he similarly found that failure to geminate was Irore 

c::x::mron than overgeneralization and that only the fonner decreased 

appreciably from third to fourth grade. 

Bcund ltbrpherces 

'!be bound Irorphene suffixes -ED and -ING were chosen for 

analysis. In the case of expected use, non-conventional spellings were 

both those where the affix itself was not spelled conventionally and 

those where cbligatory changes in the root IrorplleIre, such as dropping a 

final E, were not nade. If there was an invente.1 spelling of the root 

Irorpheme which did not affect the affixation process, the word was 

counted as conventional. In the case of cbserved usage, non

conventional spellings were those where a word which does not normally 

end with -ED or -ING was given that ending by a subject. The findings 

are presented in Table 7. 
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'Iab1e 7 
Conventionali ty of Bound l-klIpheme Spellings 

Conventional Non-Q:mvent. 'lbta1 
No. % No. % No. 

-ED Expected 

Yr1 97 50.79 94 49.21 191 
v ... ") 157 71.69 62 28.31 219 ...... ~ 

Both 254 61.95 156 38.05 410 

-ED Cl:>served 

Yr1 97 84.35 18 15.65 115 
Yr2 157 88.70 20 11.30 177 

Both 254 86.99 38 13.01 292 

- ING Expected 

Yr1 106 82.81 22 17.19 128 
Yr2 124 78.48 34 21.52 158 

Both 230 80.42 56 19.58 286 

- ING Cbserved 

Yr1 106 94.64 6 5.36 112 
Yr2 124 97.63 3 2.36 127 

Both 230 96.23 9 3.76 239 
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Both suffixes were spelled conventionally nost of the tine. The 

-ED ending was spelled conventionally 62.0% of the tines that it was 

expected and was used conventionally 87.0% of the tines that it was 

c:bserved. '!he - ING suffix was even mxe highly controlled, spelled 

conventionally 80.4% of the tines that it was expected and used 

conventionally 96.2% of the tines that it was c:bserved. '!be only 

significant change fran third to fourth grade was the irrprovezrent in 

expected spelling of -ED, a leap fran 51% to 72% conventional, which 

was the greatest proportional change of any feature and significant 

beyond the .001 level. Expected spelling of -ING was the single feature 

examined which decreased in conventionality fran third to fourth grade, 

but this change was not statistically significant. 

'!he -ED affix is one feature which zutell's (1979) subjects 

spelled lOOre conventionally than did the present ones (85.6% in third 

grade and 90.0% in fourth). Thanas' findings for Australian students 

(1982) were similar: 76% conventional in third grade and 87% in four4-~. 

lDJever, since both studies involved spelling tests, this data is not 

really oamparable to that fran natural writing. 

Hcmophone Issues 

Spellings Involving Punctuation. This category included words 

which contain apostrophes and spellings involving word boundaries 

(where the child wrote one word as two or vice versa). These two areas 

were considered as a special type of honophone representation, since 

apostrophes and word boundaries are visual features which prinarily 

express meaning rather than phonology. (Changing a letter or failing to 
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double a consonant affects a word's pronunciation; adding an apostrophe 

or writing two words as one usually does not.) '!be findings are 

presented in ~les 8 and 9. 

'!able 8 
Calventionali ty of Wards Containing Apostrophes 

Conventional N::m-Convent. 'lbtal 
No. _%- No. .l ~ 

Expected 

Yrl 18 38.30 29 61.70 47 
Yr2 32 41.56 45 58.44 77 

Both 50 40.32 74 59.68 124 

Chserved 

Yrl 18 47.37 20 52.63 38 
Yr2 32 54.24 27 45.76 59 

Both 50 51.55 47 48.45 97 

In words which contain apostrophes, the subjects incltrled them 

conventionally less than half of the tine and either ani tted them or 

misplaced them the rest of the tim:. In addi tion , about half of the 

apostrophes they used were in words where they did not belong. There 

was inproverrent fran third to fourth grade, but it was not significant. 

~le 9 
Spellings with Non-Conventional Word Boondaries 

TWo Words Rate/ One Word Rate/ 
For Qle 100 W:ls. For ~ 100 ~. 'Ibtal 

Yrl 
Yr2 

Both 

21 
51 
70 

0.35 
0.65 
0.51 

12 
10 
22 

0.20 
0.13 
0.16 

33 
59 
92 

Since theoretically any two words coold have been canbined into 

one or anyone word spli t into two, it \\as not p:>Ssible to canpare 
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these invented spellings to a figure for conventional use. They were, 

~ver, translated into occurrences per hundred words in order to make 

a:mparisons pcssible. Both types of word boundary change were, of 

course, rare, never involving as nuch as 1% of all words written. 

Wri ting two words for one was ncre carm:m than the reverse and 

increased in frequency fran third grade to foorth, to an extent 

significant at the .05 level. The frequency of writing one word for two 

decreased slightly but not significantly. 

Fi::mophone Substitutions. All words which have hanophones which 

were likely to be in the chidren's vocabulary were listed and 

non-conventional spellings for them tabulated. The findings are 

presented in T.able 10. 

T.able 10 
Cbnventionality of Hamophone Word Spellings 

H:mophone Other Non-C 
Cbnv. % Substit. _%- Spelling .L 'Ibtal 

Yrl 588 87.89 36 5.38 45 6.73 669 
Yr2 799 90.08 44 4.96 44 4.96 887 

Both l387 89.l3 80 5.14 89 5.72 1556 

~ds with homophones \#.ere spelled conventionally 89.1% of the 

tine. N:xl-conventional spellings ~re slightly less likely to be 

hcmophone substitutions than to follO\\1 other patterns. There was a 

small but non-significant improvement fram third to foortb grade in 

spelling these words. 
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Sumnary 

Question 1, "To what extent did the subjects control selected 

features of English spelling?" can perhaps be best answered by putting 

the data discussed above in tabular fonn. '!able 11 illustrates the 

relati ve success achieved by these six subjects across both years in 

spelling the features discussed above. OOy conventional use as a 

proportion of expected use is included since it is carparable across 

all categories. CAs a rule, percentages for ooserved use were higher; 

i .e, the subjects were less likely to overgeneralize than to 

undergeneralize a feature.) Spellings involving non-conventional word 

boundaries are not inclooed since there is no real way to neasure 

conventional use. 

Various features of English spelling can be seen to vary 

considerably in how difficult they were for these third and fourth 

grade spellers, with providing the appropriate initial letter the least 

difficult of the tasks under consideration and \\Urd-internal 

apostrophes the rrost difficult. 

A similar table can be used to show which features showed the 

greatest inprovernent frcm one year to the next. In 'Iable 12, the 

features are arranged in order of proportionate inprovernent (i .e., a 

change frcm 50% to 75% conventional would be described as a 50% 

inprovernent). Significance was detennined using a test of differences 

between proportions (Dc:Mnie & Heath, 1974, pp. 181-184), with "not 

significant" defined as cases where the probability of the change IS 

being due to chance was greater than .05.) 
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Table 11 
Conventional Spelling of Various Features 

Conventional Use 
Feature C% of Expected) 

Initial letters 99.0% 

High Frequency Words 97.6% 

Bard and Soft C and G 95.7% 

Digraphs Containing H 94.5% 

!aX Vowels 94 .4% 

Tense Vowels 93.1% 

All vowels 92.7% 

Homophone Wards 89.1% 

Rounded Vowels 88.9% 

ALL WORDS 86.3% 

Rhotacized Vowels 85.7% 

-ING Suffix 80.4% 

Consonant Gemination 79.9% 

Reduced Vowels 79.8% 

t-a:li 1mI Frequency wards 77 .0% 

-ED Suffix 62.0% 

T..Dtl Frequency Wards 56 .4% 

wi thin-Ward AfOstrophes 40.3% 
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'!able 12 
Irrprovenent of Various Features 

Fran Third to Fcurth Grade 

Conventional Conventional 
Use - 'lhird Use - Frurth Signif. 

Grade (% Grade (% Proper. (Prob. 
Feature of Expected) of Expected) Change of Error) 

-ED SUffix 50.8% 71.7% 41.1% <.001 
Reduced Vcwels 74.0% 83.3% 12.6% <.001 
Rounded V~els 83.5% 92.5% 10.8% <.001 
Coosonant Ganination 75.3% 83.3% 10.6% <.01 
LcM Frequency Words 54.9% 60.1% 9.5% N.S. 
Within-Word Apostrophes 38.3% 41.6% 8.6% N.S. 
Medi urn Frequency Words 74.9% 79.7% 6.4% <.001 
Tense V~els 90.0% 94.8% 4.3% <.001 
All Va-;e1s 90.7% 94.2% 3.9% <.001 
ALL WCRDS 84.6% 87.6% 3.5% <.001 
Hard and Soft C and G 94.0% 97.0% 3.2% <.05 
Rhotacized Vowels 84.4% 86.9% 3.0% N.S. 
HcInophone Words 87.9% 90.1% 2.5% N.S. 
lax Vowels 93.2% 95.4% 2.4% <.001 
Digraphs Containing H 93.9% 95.8% 2.1% N.S. 
High Frequency Words 97.4% 97.9% 0.5% N.S. 
1m Hal !etters 98.7% 99.2% 0.5% <.01 
-ING SUffix 82.8% 78.5% -5.2% N.S. 
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'!be subjects' spelling of all but one of these features 

inproved fran third to fourth grade, to an extent that was usually 

statistically significant but not spectacular in nagnitude. For the 

nest part, those features which \ttere least controlled by the children 

in third grade ~e those which showed the greatest increase in 

conventionality, while those which posed little difficulty in third 

grade had li ttle roan for inprovement in foorb;. (There was a 

oorrelation of -.67 between the percentage of conventional spellings of 

a feature in third grade and its proportional change fran third to 

fourth grade. ) There \ro1ere sare notable exceptions, however • '!he 

spellings of rrunded vowels and consonant ganinates inproved sarewhat 

nore than one would have expected based on third grade performance, 

while spelling of rhotacized vowels and within-word apostrophes 

iIrproved sarewhat less than would have been expected, and conventional 

spelling of the - ING suffix actually decreased. 'Ibis suggests that the 

first two features ~e particularly inportant points of grCM'th in 

these children's spelling during third and fourth grade, while the last 

three remained especially difficult. 

Spelling and Linguistic Knowledge 

This section will address itself to Questions 3 and 4: 

3. What did the children '::; invented spellings show about hCM 

they used various types of linguistic knowledge? 

4. HaY did invented spellings change over tine? 

'Ibis section will oonsider in detail the patterns observed in 

children's invented spellings of the features described earlier and 
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others, in an attercpt to detenni.ne heM the subjects used linguistic 

knCMledge of varioos types as they spelled and in order to make 

conjectures as to why and how varioos types of invented spellings were 

prcxluced. 

By third and fourth grade, children have IOOVed well beyond 

treating spelling as merely a direct representation of phonology; their 

increasing apprOKimation to adult knCMledge of English orthography 

derives both fran a IOOre carplex understanding of phoneme/grapherre 

correspondences and fran greater knCMledge about orthographic patterns, 

IOOrpheme combination, and visual and semantic aspects of spelling. 

High Frequency Words 

'1b:! words which were used lOOSt frequently by the subjects (37 

words, constituting about 50% of all written text) were spelled 

conventionally 98 tines cut of 100. (This is in accord with other 

studies showing that words which are camnon and in frequent use tend to 

be spelled rore conventionally tl'la1l are other words: see Beers, et al., 

1977; ~en and Martin, 1977; and Milz, 1983). Of those 37 words, 11 

were always spelled conventionally; in decreasing order of frequency, 

they were: "I," ''\tas, II "a, II "he," ''we,'' "in, II "day," ''nri,'' "ne," "you, II 

and "for." The remaining high-frequency words had a total of 162 

invented spellings between them, ranging fran several words with only 

one invented spelling each, through 29 invented spellings for "said" 

(representing 22% of all uses of "said "). Of those 162 invented 

spellings, 123 appear likely to be the result of sinple, easily 

explained processes. Those processes are presented in '!able 13. (Since 
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sane lft10rds occurred in two categories, the total is larger than 123.) 

Table 13 
Invented Spellings of High Frequency ~ds 

oertain vowel representations 
related word 
final E insertion or deletion 
pennutations 
they/there: TmY/'ffiARE 
apostrophe insertion 
insertion or deletion of H after W 
cluster reduction 

No. of 
Words 

48 
22 
18 
14 
12 

9 
9 
6 

EXanple 

WHl-\N,lWhen 
GEl'/got 
HIDE/had; WER/were 
SIAD/said; OO/go 
'!HAy/they 
BU'T/but 
w"HERE/were 
AN/and 

In 48 cases, the single change in the lft1Ord' s spelling involved 

ei ther of two types of vowel substitutions. First, in many of these 

high-frequency words, the vowels are often reduced in connected speech; 

as a result, it can be difficult to decide on their spelling. Second, 

sane of those lft1Ords, as well as all other lft10rds included in this vowel 

representation category, had spellings which involved representing /EI 

wi th A or /ae/ with E; infonnal cbservation of the subjects provided 

evidence that there nay in sane cases be overlap of these two phonenes 

in their speech. (It should be noted that 21 of the 48 members of this 

category were instances of the spelling SAD/said.) 

In 22 cases, the invented spelling was a lft10rd closely related 

in neaning to the intended word. (This inclooed eleven cases of 

MEN/nan , which were also included in the vowel representation 

category.) Eighteen spellings involved the insertion or deletion of a 

final E; in every case these involved ei ther a lax vowel or a 

rhotacized one, rather than the tense vowels with which final silent E 
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is usually associated. F'alrteen words lIlere permutations, spellings 

which inclmed all the correct letters but with changes in their order. 

'!his category incllXled 8 of the 9 invented spellings of two-letter 

words. '1Wel. ve invented spellings lIlere changes of "they" and "there II to 

THl\Y and TEARE, which are m::>re likely representations of the vowel 

phonemes involved, as in "day I' and "dare. II Nine spellings, 8 of them by 

a single child , involved idiosyncratic apostrophe insertion. '!here lIlere 

also 9 spellings in which an H was inserted or deleted after an ini tial 

w. (w"H is pronounced /wI in the subjects' dialect.) Finally, there lIlere 

6 cases of final consonant cluster reduction, 5 of them deletions of 

the D fran "and. II 

The remaining 39 invented spellings of the high-frequency words 

included real word substitutions ('lWO/the), as well as single-letter 

additions (WAENTjWent) , deletions (MN/man), and. substitutions 

(mID/one), and occasionally a canbination of these (WFAN'I/when). None 

of these spellings occurred in any particular p!ttern. '!here were no 

di scernible changes fran third to fourth grade as to heM often the 

cararon categories of spellings of the high frequency words appearad. 

(An apparent increase in the number of vowel misrepresentations ana 

related word substitutions was primarily due to high incidences of 

SAD/said and MEN;man in a single fourtb-grade story each.) 

It app""' .... s, then, that the very snall number of invented 

spellinge of high frequency words that were prcrluced by the subjects 

involved very understandable processes. It is conceivable that many of 

these spellings, such as the reversals of two-letter words, lIlere merely 

uninte..I'ltional "slips of the pen," prcrluced by writing camnon function 
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\toUrds with little conscious attention. EVidence for this conjecture 

cx:rres fran the fact that these \toUrds were usually spelled 

conventionally~ the children certainly "knew" how to spell IOClSt of them 

JOOst of the tine. 

pooneme/Graphane Correspondences 

'!his section deals with various aspects of how children attempt 

to represent phonological features in their spelling. It is inportant 

to remember that any p:lI'ticular spelling of a phOl'l€lte is not 

necessarily due to a conscious attempt to represent that phoneme as 

such~ other strategies such as analogy or awareness of visual features 

of the word may be cperating. When a spelling is referred to !'ere as 

"representing" a particular phon~, it neans nerely that an assWlption 

\\as made about which letters in the word could be reasonably asSUI'led to 

correspond to that phoneme~ for instance, the vowel phoneme lei in 

"I;8int" is presunably represented by the letter A in the invented 

spelling PANT. Although spellings do, of course, carry infonnation 

other than the phonological, they can be translated into phonological 

fom, with infonnation about indi vidual phonemes being provided by 

graphemes of one or rore letters. In SOIlE cases, it was not possible to 

establish such a correspoooence because the invented spelling was too 

unlike the conventional one. For instance, in the invented spelling 

m~T/parrot, one cannot draw any plausible conclusions as to which 

letters represent the stressed vowel. SUch cases were defined as 

"indeterminate" spellings of the phoneme under consideration (and 

considered non-oonventional). 
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Aoother issue relevant to the spelling of phonemic features is 

that of dialect. '!be subjects, nanbers of the 'lbhono O'odham (Papago) 

culture, speak what is clearly recognizable as a distinct dialect of 

En;lish, although their canpetence in the O'cxiham language (according 

to ~rent interviews) is lind ted to scattered phrases at Irost. A 

phonetic analysis of one of the subjects (Gordon) was coooucted in 

order to detennine what characterizes "Papago English" and whether it 

has phonetic features which could influence spelling. 

Although English contains seventeen phonenes which the O'cdham 

language does not have, the only one not prcduced by Gordon was /'rMI, 

which is, of course, absent fran nany other English dialects as well. 

Gordon's phonares were for the IroSt part close enough to those of 

Standard AIrerican English that a phonetic chart for him would be 

basically the sane as one for Standard English. ~ features of his 

speech IX>ssibly influenced by the O'cdham language were subtle enough 

to fall well wi thin the range of allophonic variation: that is, the 

differences were subphonernic. These variations were of the type that 

are captured in transcription primarily thrwgh diacritical narkings 

indicating fine phonetic detail. 'Ihey included: the insertion of 

glottal stops (frequently before final consonants and saretines 

intervocalically) : occasional vowel insertion into beginning consonant 

clusters: occasional anission of preconsonantal nasals: and shorter 

vowels than in Standard Englisb. There was evidence that Gordon's 

dialet.1: nay have contained two forms for ~ words or phoneme 

sequences, one dialect-influenced and one closer to Standard English. 

Fbr instance, he realized that he had ani tted the 1m! fran his 
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pronunciation of the word "dllmp" and giggled about it throoghout the 

rest of the taping. Also, he pronoonced the word "ki. tten" first with a 

nedial /t/, then with a glottal stop, and plzzled over it for a minute 

before settling on the latter pronunciation. Both of these exanples 

indicate his awareness of Standard English allophones even in cases 

when he did not always produce them. 

Since, if Gordon can be assurred to be representative, the 

dialect of the subjects varied only subphonemically fran Standard 

English (and since, as discussed earlier, written language represents 

all dialects), there was no attempt nade to seek out the representation 

of dialect in the children's spelling. H:Jwever, it is di scussed in the 

few cases where it might have influenced particular invented spellings. 

Initial letters. As with high-freqtEncy words, non-

conventional spelling of the initial letters of words was very rare. 

EXandnation revealed that in most cases there was a simple explanation 

for the choice of ini tial letter. '!he findings are illustrated in Table 

14. Prcba.ble explanations are listed in order of frequency for both 

years canbined, along with examples and number of instances for each 

year and for both years. (A fEM words were placed in roore than one 

category.) 

First of all, nearly 25% of all unexpected initial letters were 

due to silent letter deletion. In all cases either a K (before N) or a 

W (before H or R) was deleted. 'lbese silent initial letters were 

ani tted about half of all tines that words containing them appeared in 

the children's writing (37 Hrres out of 70, or 52.9%). '!he next rrost 

frequent category involved a cammon alternative spelling of the word's 



'!able 14 
Explanations for Initial Letter ~srepresentations 

Year 1 Year 2 
category EXanple lb. % lb. % 

Silent Letter Deletion NEW/1mew 14 16.87 23 33.33 
Alternative Spelling KOVccmb 15 18.07 16 23.19 

of Phoneme 
Permutation WHJ/how 13 15.66 9 13.04 
VCMel Articulation OPON/upon 14 16.87 4 5.80 
Related word EAT/ate 5 6.02 6 8.70 
U:!tter Reversal BAD/dead 4 4.82 3 4.35 
Silent Letter T~ertion KtOJ/now 3 3.61 2 2.90 
Letter-nane Strategy RCMS/aI1llS 1 1.20 3 4.35 
Arbi trary /Ulcertain UETPET/ 14 16.87 3 4.35 

Kitt 1?e:lk 

Total 83 100.00 69 100.00 

Both Years 
lb. % 

37 24.34 
31 20.39 

22 14.47 
18 11.84 
11 7.24 

7 4.61 
5 3.29 
4 2.63 

17 11.18 

152 100.00 

..... 

.po. ..... 
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initial phonerre. Exanples were: the mutual substitution of K and C and 

of S and C; substituting K for Q and G for J; and using 0 to represent 

/~/ when A is the expected spelling (as in na.l.Ioost n). In crldition, 

ARF/our and variations on it occurred 11 tines; these two words are 

l'rmophones in the children I s dialect (as in others). Falr special cases 

are: YOUSTBE/used to be, an obvious analogy to "you"; C'lmEN/turning, 

the single possible example observed of the affricate/stop substitution 

seen in younger children by Read (l975a); Vl-tCA./YMm, an instance of 

using a phonetic rather than the IlCre relevant letter-rene strategy; 

and PRING/bring, substituting a visually related letter which also 

represents a phonetically similar phonene. 

Several initial letter nUsrepresentations were due to 

pennutation of the letters in the word. This category inciooed, of 

oourse, all pennutations of two-letter words. ~t, several words 

beginning wi th vowel phonemes were written with vowel letters other 

than the expected ones. Although these exanples are less clear-cut than 

SCITE of the other categories, it is conceivable that the spellings 

could be due to the difficulty of representing a reduced vowel 

(AKSPE/except) or to exaggerated or idiosyncratic articulation of the 

vowel CAVERYTHING/everything). '!he children's dialect nay have been a 

contributing factor in sore cases. In the next category, there were 11 

instances of the child's using a word which was related in neaning to, 

rut began with a different letter than, the intended word. These all 

involved the 3 spellings EAT/ate, WHO/how, and 1m/who, which all are 

permutations of the intended word as well. 
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'lb:! remaining categories are letter reversals, involving mutual 

substitution of B, D, and P; silent-letter insertion, in all cases 

assuming an initial K where none existed; and letter-nane strategy, 

using R, U, and Y for words beginning with, respectively, /ar/, /j/, 

and /w/. TOOre were also 17 words where the reason for the choice of 

initial letter was either arbitrary Q[ difficult to determine, 

including Bare sinple deletions and Bare cases where there was 

uncertainty as to what word the child had intended. 

'lb:! only appreciable changes fran third to fourth grade were in 

the number of spellings related to vowel articulation and the number of 

arbi trary /uncertain ones, both of them decreasing. (Silent letter 

deletion increased primarily in relation to other patterns ratb:r than 

in relation to the number of words in general.) TOO numbers involved 

are, ~ver, too small to establish whether the changes are due to 

factors other than chance. Yet it is clear that, in both third and 

fourth grades, the subjects rarely produced an initial letter 

misrepresentation whose origin could not be easily accounted for. 

Stressed Vcwels • '!he stressed vowels "-'&e grouped for 

analytical prrposes into the four categories discussed earlier: lax, 

tense, rounded, and rhotacized. In order to canpa.re the spellings 

children used with the ways that vowels are actually spelled in the 

words that they wrote, the following infonnation was detennined for 

each vowel phonerre and sllI\1IBIized by category: 

1. Variety of conventional spellings. 'Ihls was tabulated in 

order to determine how consistently a particular phonerre was spelled in 

the words that the children used, and consisted of a tally of how rrany 
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ti.nes a particular spelling of a phoneme occurred in the words naking 

up the children's texts. It \ORiS derived fran the nmnber of different 

words containing a particular spelling rather than by total freqlEncy • 

'!be patterns ooserved varied by vowel type. Of the words containing lax 

vowel phonemes, 84.2% used the mst frequent spelling of their 

phQIl(:lleS, while this \tas true for only 39.7% of words containing 

rounded vowel phonemes. 

2. Effect of envirorment on conventional spelling. Where there 

were rules influencing which of several possible spellings of a phoneme 

\tas appropriate in a particular word, these were described. In most 

cases, there was a default spelling of each phoneme, ~me which is used 

when no other rules apply. other spellings occur prinarily in 

particular phonetic or orthographic envirorments. Still other spellings 

are frequent but arbitrary variants, while sate are rare exceptions. 

(Except where noted, all descriptions of envirormental influences are 

based on Venezky, 1970b.) 

3. r:rypes of invented spellings. '!be invented spellings which 

occurred were categorized in ways that em:rged fran the data. 'lbtal 

nurnt:ers and exarrples of each type are provided. 

!ax VCMe!s. 'lhe fact that lax vowels were the easiest to spell 

for these children is undoubtedly due to the general consistency with 

which they are spelled in English. The vast najority (84.2%) of words 

which cxmtained stressed lax vowels use the single letter associated 

with the vowel phonem:;! to spell them. 'Ihis is illustrated in ~le 15. 
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'!able 15 
Cooventional Spelling for lax VG\'el Phonemes 

f.bst CcImoon other 'lbtal 
Pooneme Spelling Spellings * ~ds 

% of % of 
Grapheme Elcanple No. ~l No. 'lbtal 

lael A cat 176 92.6 (3 ) 14 7.4 190 
IF! E bed 123 80.9 (8) 29 19.1 152 
III I hit 151 91.5 (6) 14 8.5 165 
lal 0 pop 82 86.3 (2 ) 13 13.7 95 
IA I U cut 72 62.6 (8 ) 43 37.4 115 / 'v 

Total 604 84.2 113 15.8 717 

*l'bte: '!he number of different spellings is provided in paren~ses. 

'!he llOst frequent (proportionally) of other spellings is the 

spelling 0 for 1/\/, which occurred 20 ti.nes (17 .4% of all spellings of 

111./). Other spellings occurring in 10 or llOre words are ~ for IF!, A 

for lal, and D-E for 11\.1. All other spellings are rare, inclu:1ing 

several which occurred only once, such as 0 for III in '\oaren." 

The single-letter spelling of lax vowel~ is a default spelling. 

In the following cases, special rules apply. Final E nonna.lly signals a 

preceding tense vowel, but is used in scm: lax-V0W3l words in order to 

prevent either a two-letter word or final U, V, or non-morptanic S. In 

lIDst cases, when lal occurs after w, it is represented by A (e. 9 • , 

"wasp"). !)]ring the Middle English period, 0 began to be substituted 

for U (often representing 1t\/) when next to M, N, or U (V, W) in order 

to prevent visual confusion. f.bst of the remaining spellings of lax 

vowels are rare, arbitrary exceptions. 
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'!he invented spellings of the lax vowels fell into the 

categories shown in Table 16 in order of frE!q\Ency. 

Table 16 
Invented Spellin2s for lax V~s 

Year 1 Year 2 Both Years 
No. % No. % No. % 

Inappropriate 140 63.35 116 58.88 256 61.24 
Single letter 

Corresponding 27 12.22 22 li.l7 49 11.72 
Tense Vc:wel 

Another Tense 18 8.14 28 14.21 46 11.00 
V~ 

Usual letter for 9 4.07 14 7.li 23 5.50 
Another Spelling 

Onission li 4.98 li 5.58 22 5.26 
other 10 4.52 6 3.05 16 3.83 
looetermina te 6 2.71 0 0.00 6 1.44 

Total 221 100.00 197 100.00 418 100.00 

'!he JOOSt carmon category by far was the use of a single vowel 

other than the appropriate one to represent the phoneme. Of the 256 

\tt1Ords where this occurred, 169 of them (66.0%) involved four patterns: 

using A to represent lEi or 11\1 and using E to represent lael or III. 

Examples of each are, respectively, HM.P/help, RAS1t/rushed, LEF /laugh, 

and WELI/Wil1. 'Ib;se four patterns constituted 40.4% of all invented 

spellings of lax vowels (although only 2.3% of all spellings of lax 

vowels). ~ of the patterns (A for IE! and E for III) are, of course, 

similar to those found by Read Cl975a) in his work with preschoolers. 

H:ltIever, the other two patterns are very rare in Read's data. 'lhe 

present subjects nay, of course, be persisting in the kinds of phonetic 

representation seen in younger children, but perhaps a IOOre plausible 

explanation, and one which would apply to all four patterns, is dialect 
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variation. ~se patterns all suggest alternative pronunciations which 

w:re infonnally ooserved in the subjects I speech (as free variants ) 

fran tine to tine (if A is read as lael and E as IF/). If such a 

dialect influence is involved, it is a small one, affecting fEM words, 

and may involve pronunciations which are cauoon in nany other dialects 

as well. 'lbese patterns decreased fran 2.6% of all spellings of lax 

vowels in third grade to 2.1% in fourth, but the change was not 

significant. 

Beers et ale (1977) found that 36% of all invented spellings of 

lax vowels by third and fourth graders used an inappropriate single 

letter and 64 % used a spelling of the oorresponding tense vowel, with 

00 other types of spellings seen. '!hese were, however, taken fran a 

test, wi th only monosyllabic words used, so that carparisons with the 

present data are of limited value. 

'!ense VO\1els. '!he "letter-name" tense vowe1. phonerres Vel, 

Iii, lail, 101, and Iju/) are spelled with less oonsistency than are 

the oorresponding lax vowels. '!he mst ccmnon spellings of each vowel 

occur in only 41.0% of all words containing tense vowels. The phonerres 

lei, Iii, lail, and 101 each have two spellings which occur 20% or roore 

of the tine (A-E, and A; EA and EE; I and IE; and 0 and o-E). Although 

single letters are nore cxmnonly assuned to be associated wi th the 

spelling of lax vowels, they are the roost frequent spelling of both 

lail and 101. Finally, mst of these phonerres have a large number of 

different possible spellings, particularly lei and Iii. '!able 17 

summarizes the data. 
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'!able 17 
Ccllventional Spelling for 'lense VG>.'el. Phonerres 

ltt:lst Ccmoon other 'Ibtal 
Poonerne ~llin2 SpelliQgs * ~ds 

% of % of 
Graphelre EXanple tb. 'lbtal tb. 'lbtal 

leI A-E sane 59 45.4 (11) 71 54.6 130 
IiI EA sea 37 33.0 (13 ) 75 67.0 112 
lail I find 39 32.7 (9) 80 67.2 119 
101 0 go 55 50.5 (5) 54 49.5 109 
Iju/ U-E use 5 83.3 (1) 1 16.7 6 

Total 195 41.0 281 59.0 476 

*lbte: ~ nUI'Clbe>r of different spellings is provided in parentheses. 

In contrast to the lax vowels, which had single default 

spellings plus exceptions, the conventional spelling of the tense 

vo\tr'els \\as often dependent on the envirOllIIeI1ts in which they \tr'ere 

found. (Since Iju/ occurred so rarely, this discussion does not apply 

to it.) The most ccmnon :r;:atterns are: 

1. In an ~ non-final syllable, a phoneme is usually 

represented by the single letter whose name it corresponds to. 

2. In an ~ final syllable, the nest carm:>n spellings (by 

phonerre) are AY, EE, Y, and ClY. Both E and 0 also saretiITes represented 

tense vowels in this enviromrent (as in "be" and "go"). 

3. In a closed syllable, the vowel phoneme is usually 

represented by either VCE (vowel + consonant + E) or a VOVw'el digraph. 

'Ib= most carman digraphs for each vowel are AI, EA or EE, IGH (actually 

a trigraph), and Cl\. Both I and 0 also represent tense phonerres in this 

enviromrent in certain orthographic :r;:atterns, as in "find" and "cold." 
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Other, less carmon spelling patterns also occur, because of 

etymology or orthographic rules, as when a l«>rd which already has a 

vowel digraph ends wi th E to prevent a non-;norphemic final S 

("dleese ") • 

'lba invented spellings of the tense vowels fell into categories 

which are shown in 'lable 18 in order of frequency. 

'lable 18 
Invented Spellings for Tense Vowels 

Year 1 Year 2 Both Years 
No. % No. i N:>. ~ 

Spelling Appropriate 38 25.85 46 41.82 84 32.68 
to Aoother Envirorment 

Spelling Appropriate 41 27.89 37 33.64 78 30.35 
to Environrrent 

Inappropriate but 34 23.13 20 18.18 54 21.01 
Plausible 

Indetenninate 20 13.61 5 4.55 25 9.73 
Other 14 9.52 2 1.82 16 6.23 

Total 147 100.00 110 100.00 257 100.00 

Note: Sare words were placed in JOOre than one category. 

'Ihree categories nake up the rrajority of tense vowel invented 

spellings. The largest number involved using a spelling that would have 

been appropriate in a different envirorment. For instance, the use of A 

in SHAK/shake l«>uld have been appropriate in an open syllable, as in 

"shaky." This example, and JOOst otters in this category, involved using 

a letter-nane strategy in closed syllables. ~ver ,lout of 7 

spellings in this category involved preservation of JOOrpheme identity, 

by using either a closed syllable pattern in an open syllable or 

another stra tegy (e .g • , MM<EING, 'IRYED) • '!be second JOOst conlIX:>n 
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category involved using another spelling apprcpriate to the sane 

envirOl'lIIellt. 'Itri.s inciu:3ed several examples which were either actual 

b::Ioophones (MIUD/Irade) or nonwords which were nonetheless ei ther 

plausible as haoophones CROED/rocie) or even JOOre plausible than the 

standard spelling (PEPLE/people). In a few cases the subjects nay have 

been using analogies to a fairly rare spelling of the phoneme: 'lRUY/try 

oould be modeled on "roy." '!be third ccmoon category inciu:3ed patterns 

for which possible explanations suggested themselves, even though they 

usually were not a reasonable spelling of the phoneme involved. 'Ihls 

included: attempts to create vowel digraphs (BAESBM..I/baseball); using 

a final narker other than E (~nane ); using analogy or related words 

(DFAD/died); and siIrple slips of the pen such as pennutations and 

anissions (PALYING/playing) • Finally, there were 25 \tlOrds with 

indetemrinate vowel spellings and 16 which followed other patterns, 

usually substitutions of one type or another. Invented spellings of 

tense vowels for the JOOst part followed, therefore, a lind ted number of 

patterns, which sean to derive largely fran letter-nane strategy , 

morpheme ~eservation, exploring alternative re~esentations, and 

applying rules imperfectly. 

Beers et al. (1977) found that tense vowel. invented spellings 

by third and fourth graders fell into two categories: 74% involved 

using a spelling of the vowel ap~opriate to another environment (in 

all cases a single letter), and 26% used another spelling ap~opriate 

to the sane envirOIllIEllt. All the \tlOrds examined were IIOnosyllables 

using a final E narker spelling. 
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Rounded Vowels. The conventional spellings of the five vowel 

phonenes considered in this category are not very regular in their 

spelling, with the nost carm:m spellings occurring only 37.7% of the 

tine. In addition, sane are nore consistent than others. Table 19 

sunmarizes the data. 

Table 19 
Cooventional Spelling Frequency of Rounded Vare! Phonenes 

f.k:lS t Conrccn other 'Ibtal 
Phoneme Sp3lling Spellings * W::lrds 

% of % of 
Gra];1hene Exanple No. Total No. 'Ibtal 

A 
101 A talk 20 29.4 (9) 48 70.6 68 
lui 00 focrl 19 32.8 (11) 39 67.2 58 
lui 00 book 19 55.9 (3 ) 15 44.1 34 
laul 00 muse 23 46.9 (4 ) 26 53.1 49 
loil O'i boy 8 53.3 (3) 7 46.7 15 

Total 89 39.7 135 60.3 224 

*Note: The number of different spellings is provided in parentheses. 

'Itl: nost frequ:ntly occurring vowel (in terms of number of 

~rds containing it), I ri I, is also the least consistent, with the two 

spellings A and 0 each occurring about 25% of the time. The phoneme lui 

is spell~ 00 33% of the time and uses a variety of other spellings the 

rest of the tine. O'le spelling of lui (00) occurs about 55% of the 

tine, with three other spellings naking up the rest of the cases. 

Finally, the phonene laul has two frequ:nt spellings (00 and Cl-l), but 

each occurs around 50% of the time, as is the case for the O'i and or 

spellings of loi/. Of the 35 different spellings of these vowels, 22 

contain the letter o. 
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In many cases the spelling of the rounded ~ls is influenced 

by the envirol'lI\ellt in which they occur. For instance, tb:! default 

spelling of /0/ is 0, but A occurs before LL and after W ("hall, II 

'\ta tch "). AL occurs before K (talk) , and AW occurs mrphel'le-finally. 

(The spellings AU:;H and CXJGH, as in ''daughter II and ''bought, II are 

related to etyIOOlogy, representing earlier pronunciations rather than 

envirol'lI\ellt: Vallins, 1965.) '!he different spellings of /ul occur for a 

variety of reasons: 00 is the default spelliing, both EW and 0 occur 

ltoUrd finally ("blew," "to"), and Uis syllable final (IISUper"). Other 

spellings are infrequent (ISOUp"), rare (lltwo tl
), or serve to prevent 

final U or V (''blue, 'nove "). '!he default spelling for /U/ is also 00, 

but the spelling U often occurs before L (''bull tl
). 'lhe spell~!"'.gs Cl'J and 

Of occur largely in mrpherre-final posi tion ( "cow, tI "boy tI) and 00 and 

01 in ini tial or medial posi tion. In general, the spelling of the 

rounded vowels is patterned to sare extent, but with a fair number of 

exceptions. 

'!able 20 
Invented Spellings for Rounded VCMels 

Xear 1 Year 2 Bot b Yea rs 
No. % ~ _%- rb. ~ 

o for Another 51 44.35 37 50.00 88 46.56 
Spelling 

Spelling Oontaining 30 26.09 22 29.73 52 27.51 
OorU 

other Spellings 16 l3.9l 8 10.81 24 12.70 
CcImoon Spelling 9 7.83 5 6.76 14 7.41 
of Phonere 

Iooeterminate 9 7.83 2 2.70 11 5.82 

Total 115 100.00 74 100.00 189 100.00 
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'ItE invented spellings of these five rounded vowels fell into 

categories which are shown in '!able 20 in order of frequency. '!be most 

cxmoon invented spelling for these five ramded vowels was the single 

letter 0 (inclu:ling 30 cases of 'lO/too). '1lli.s is consistent with Read's 

findings <l97Sa) that preschoolers spelled a variety of rcunded vowels 

as 0 IOOre often than does standard spelling. '!be second category 

included any spellings not in other categories which contained either 

an 0 or a U (e.g., FLLM/flew); spellings of this type lto1ere also ccmron 

in Read's data. 'ItE third category included a variety of other 

spellings, rrany of them with features other than the ~l also spelled 

nonconventionally. The fourth category was those spellings which used a 

highly frequent spelling of the phoneme which was not appropriate to 

that word, as in ~/would or cw.r/out. '!be final category was 

indeterrrUnate Spellings. 

ROOtacized V~ls. Of the five rhotacized vowels, only larl is 

spelled very consistently in the words the subjects used, with the 

spelling AR occurring 84 % of the tine. The phonene IErI is roost 

frequently spelled AR, but with ER, AIR, ARE, and FAR also carmon (as 

in "sheriff," "hair," "scare," and ''bear''). '!he phoneme 1lf'1 is spelled 

IR and {R wi th equal frequency (as in the hanophones "fir" and "fur, " 

accounting for 22% of all invented spellings each. The phoneme IIr/, 

which occurred rarely, has no spelling which occurs ncre than 30% of 

the tine. Finally, lorl uses the spelling CR about half of the tine, 

al though AR and CRE (I~," "rlOre") lto1ere also carm:m. 'Iaken as a whole, 

these words use the roost common spelling of their vowel phoneme 51.0% 

of the tinE. 'I'he data are sumnarized in '!able 21. 
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'!able 21 
Ccnventional Spelling Frequency of ROOtacized VCltt1el Poonemes 

l-t:ls t Conrron other ibta1 
Phoneme Spelling Spellings * W:lrds 

% of % of 
Graphene EXanple No. Total No. Total 

larl AR car 37 84.1 (4 ) 7 15.9 44 
IErI AR M3ry 16 37.2 (7) 27 62.8 43 
11Y IR,tR bird, 20 44.4 (8 ) 25 55.6 45 

blrn 
IIrl EAR dear 5 26.3 (6 ) 14 73.7 19 
lorl CR for 20 48.8 (6) 21 51.2 41 

Total 98 51.0 94 49.0 192 

*Note: The number of different spellings is provided in parentheses. 

For the nost part, the ~lling of these rhotacized vowels is 

unpredictable rather than being influenced by envirorment. ()]e of the 

few exceptions is the use of 00 for 1lJ'1 and AR for lorl after W 

( 'WJnn," '\oar"). In sone cases hcmophones exist because two a1 terna. ti ve 

spellings are possible in the sane envirorment ("here," "hear"). '!be 

arbitrariness with which these phonemes are spelled no doubt 

contributed to their relative difficulty for the subjects. 

The invented spellings of the rhotacized vowels fell into the 

categories illustrated in '!able 22. 
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'!able 22 
Invented Spellings for Rhotacized Vowels 

Year 1 Year 2 Both Years 
NO. % No. % No. % 

other Plausible 33 44.00 37 45.68 70 44.87 
Spelling 

other VOIrlel 20 26.67 18 22.22 38 24.36 
Usual Spelling for 4 5.33 15 18.52 19 12.18 

Another 
R Olly 8 10.67 6 7.41 14 8.97 
Indetenninate 9 12.00 4 4.94 13 8.33 
Qrlissio..'1 1 1.33 1 1.23 2 1.28 

Total 75 100.00 81 100.00 156 100.00 

About half of these invented spellings involved plausible 

spellings of the ~ phoneme which were not covered by other 

categories, inclooing alternative spellings of the phoneme ('V.EARY/very) 

and 22 hanophones (THERE/their) • 'lbe next largest category involved 

using vowels which were not a plausible spelling of the phoneme. These 

were often spellings which varied in other ways fran the conventional 

spelling, such as AMINruKa/American. Another group of spellings 

contained R but no vowel letter, as in FRST/first. 'lhls was very cannon 

in the spelling of preschoolers observed by Read (l975a) , but was a 

rare strategy for these older subjects. Finally, there were spellings 

which were indetenninate and two which c:x:mpletely anitted any 

representation of the ~. Although these rhotacized vowels were the 

IrDSt difficult for the subjects to spell, their strategies were for the 

IrDSt part reasonable ones which drew on orthographic kncwledge and were 

not fully successful primarily because of the relative inconsistency of 

the spelling of these phonemes. 
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Sunlnary of stressed V~ Phonemes. ~ najor task that 

children face in learning to better spell vowel phonemes as they nature 

is that of IOOving beyond nerely representing phonology to incorporation 

of greater orthographic knowledge. 'lbe lax vowels are easiest to learn 

because they are usually spelled with a single letter. 'Iense vowels are 

frequently spelled using a narker letter (ei ther final E or a digraph) 

which is a visual feature whose actual fom is not highly predictable 

in any particular word. To further canplicate natters, a letter-rene 

strategy predicting a single vowel would be appropriate for nany open 

syllables. Tn: invented spellings these subjects used for tense vowels 

reflected, a goal deal of the tine, ei ther a letter-nane strategy or an 

imperfect use of a narker strategy. '!his is in accord with findings of 

other studies; as sunmarized by Beers and Beers <1981, p. 576) , 

"Between second and fourth grade one can begin to see that the young 

speller has becare nore conscious of surface features of words, 

al though confusion persists over the position of the feature. Fbr 

example, children at this stage are aware of silent letters that 

oontrol tn: pronunciation of other letters, although tn: location of 

these marking letters is not always correct." 

'Ih:! rounded and rhotacized vowels are both rarer and nore 

difficult to spell than are the lax and tense vowels. 'lbe rules for 

spelling rounded vowels are canplex, While rhotacized vowels are often 

spelled arbitrarily. 'lbe ncst frequ:nt strategies the subjects used 

were reasonable ones, using 0 in spelling the rounded vowels and a 

plausible, if not always accurate, spelling for th: rhotacized ones. It 

is inportant to renember, of course, that the vast najority of all 
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vowels \Ere spelled conventionally. 'lhe subjects \Ere largely 

successful in their spelling of stressed vowels i in the cases where 

they were not, they produced spellings that reflected a good deal of 

ort.hogi-aphic knowledge. 

Reduced VCMels. As described earlier, reduced vowels were 

spelled sanewhat less conventionally than W3re stressed voW31s. 

Invented spellings of reduced vowels fell into three categories: 

substitution (another letter or letters substituted for the appropriate 

spelling) i anission (no vowel letter was provided) i and indeterminate 

(it was not possible to determine which, if any, letters were intended 

to represent the reduced vowel). In the case of syllabic Ill, 1m!, Inl, 

and Irl, mst of the anissions involved anitting the voW31 letter but 

retaining the appropriate consonant letter (e.g., CASTI/castle). lOOst 

~rds with invented spellings of reduced vowels also spelled other 

features non-conventionallYi this was, of course, especially true for 

those in the "indete>.rminate II category. 

Table 23 illustrates l"::tw nany spellings fell into each category 

and gives exarrples. Percentages refer to proportion of invented rather 

than of total spellings. 

Substitution of other letters for the appropriate spelling was 

the rrost cxmron strategy, although anission was equally likely in the 

case of lal and /11'1. (For younger children, anission was the IIDst 

cxmron spelling of lal, occurring in 35% of all spellings of it: Read, 

1975a). Within each category, the invented spellings did not follcw any 

clearly defined p:itterns. This is tartly because nany of the words were 
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'.table 23 
Invented Spellings for Reduced Vowels 

SUbstitution Onission IOOetenninate 
No. % t.t>. % ~. % 'lbtal 

Schwa (OPeN/upon) (FINSH/f ini sh) COO'ISL/gorilla ) 

Yrl 23 41.07 14 25.00 19 33.93 56 
Yr2 20 36.36 29 52.73 6 10.91 55 
Both 43 38.74 43 38.74 25 22.52 111 

Schwa + L CHOPS'roL/hospi tal ) <CEREL/cereal ) (PErANP/people) 

Yrl 10 37.04 7 25.93 10 37.04 27 
Yr2 17 62.96 5 18.52 5 18.52 27 
Both 27 50.00 12 22.22 15 27.78 54 

Schwa + MIN (FATAIN/eaten ) (DRANCN/broken ) CPUNCI'/poison) 

Yrl 10 55.56 2 11.11 6 33.33 18 
Yr2 30 69.77 8 18.60 5 11.63 43 
Both 40 65.57 10 16.39 11 18.03 61 

Schwa + R CmLLER/dollar ) (M:X1I'HR,.1oother ) (SRINT/sticker ) 

Yrl 11 23.91 20 43.48 15 32.61 46 
Yr2 18 66.67 7 25.93 2 7.41 27 
Both 29 39.73 27 36.99 17 23.29 73 

All Reduced Vowels 

Yrl 54 36.73 43 29.25 50 34.01 147 
Yr2 85 55.92 49 32.24 18 11.84 152 
Both 139 46.49 92 30.77 68 22.74 299 
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unusual spellings which \Ere not necessarily att:eRpts at accurate 

representation of phonological seqlEnces. Of the 299 \tt'Ords with 

invented spellings of reduced vo\E1s, only 66 (23 in third grade and 43 

in fourth), or 22%, \Ere sinp1e vowel substitutions or anissions in 

\tt'Ords which \Ere otherwise spelled conventionally. 'lhe remaining 

spellings inc1tXled sare possible roughly phonemic apprOKimations, such 

as ARSIlI\/arrested , as ~11 as nore anana.1ous examples like 

SOUT/started. '!be only general pattern seen in the substi tution 

category was a tendency to represent reduced vowels with a single 

letter, particularly E or A; this was zoore true in fourth grade than in 

third. Sane of the invented spellings of reduced vowels \Ere the result 

of failing to make generalizations about CQlJOOIl orthographic patterns: 

the past tense -ED and -EN affixes, the agentive and canparative affix 

-ER, and the carmon word ending -LE. It:Jwever, these \Ere involved in 

only 38 invented spellings (13%), 28 in third grade and 10 in fourth. 

It \t,Uu1d appear that reduced vowels are likely to be spelled 

conventionally when the writer either is familiar with the word or can 

draw on an orthographic or lexical generalization; if neither of these 

strategies is successful, a phonological strategy is less likely to 

proouce conventional spelling of reduced than of stressed vo~s since 

reduced vowels are by definition all neutralized to /a/. Perhaps what 

is remarkable is that these third and fourth graders did successfully 

spell reduced vowels 80 % of the tine. 

Ccl1sonant Digraphs. 'lbe consonant digraphs varied quite a bit 

in how appropriately the subjects were able to use the. '!hey will be 

discussed in order fran least to roost difficult. 
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TH. '!he digraph TH is a highly predictable one. It represents 

two phonenes, /th/ and /dh/ , as in "thigh h and 'tthy n respectively; 

H:mna et al. (1967) fq>und that the TH spelling for both phonenes was 

the appropriate one for all 560 words that they examined which 

contained the phonenes. It is therefore not surprising that the present 

subjects used TH appropriately llDre than 98% of the tine. (This 

incillied, of course, the nany instances of high-frequency words such as 

"the ," "then," and ''they. ") During the two years, there \to'ere 30 words 

. where TH was not supplied when expected, and 11 instances where it 

appeared unexpectedly. A listing of the types of spellings that 

appeared, incllliing examples, appears in Table 24. 

(It should be noted that exanples used in this and forthcaning 

tables \to'ere chosen to illuminate the feature under consideration and 

are often conventionally spelled except for that feature. 'lhere \to'ere 

also, }x)wever, spellings which were llDre unusual but for which it 

seemed reasonable to p::>Si t p:l.l'ticular letters as the sub ject ' s 

representation of a phonerce. For instance, AKERT/wi th was categorized 

as an exanple of T for TH.) 



category 

A1:sent TH 

T for TH 
Permutation 
other digraph 
Onission 

'lable 24 
Invented Spellings for 'IE 

Dcarnple 

WIT/with 
muHTfinouth 
WHEN/then 
ANORD/another 

Morpheme anission SGm/sCJIEthing 

Unexpected TH 

TH for T 
other digraph 
other 

THRE&/tree 
WACTH/watch; OOTaIOOught 
SCRTH/sorry 

161 

10 6 
2 4 
2 3 
2 0 
1 0 

17 13 

3 3 
0 4 
1 0 

4 7 

'!he JOOSt carmon pattern for absent 'IE was the use of a T by 

itself in the place of TH. In third grade, only half of these occurred 

in spellings that were reasonable phonetic apprOKirnations of the word 

as a whole (e.g., 'IRClV/throogh); in fourth grade all of them did. This 

type of substitution could be due to dialect influence, since neither 

'IH phonerre occurs in 0' a:lham; it could also be due to an incanplete 

visual ITEIOOry of the word, or to phonological similarity. (Read, 1975a, 

found that preschoolers spelled both TH phonenes as T in 12% of all 

cases, suggesting that dialect is not the only factor invel ved here. ) 

Permutations were cases where both T and H appeared in tie spelling, 

rut in rever~e order or with another letter inserted between them. The 

appearances of a digraph other than TH were all either WHEN/then or 

WHAT/wi th; the forner is prOOably due partially to related-word 

substi tution , while the latter invel ves p:r1llutation. Finally, there 
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\Ere two unusual spellings which ani tted TH entirely, as ~ll as one 

where the second half of a caIpOUnd was ani tted. 

'lb:! nost cxrmon pattern for unexpected TH was the reverse of 

that for absent TH: TH was used in place of T. Again, the spellings 

\Ere IIOre reasonable ones in fourth grade than in third. There \Ere 

also four words where TH was created through permutation involving 

another H digraph (CH or GH), and one unexplainable case. 

SHe '!he spelling SH is relatively predictable. It represents 

the single phonene jsh/; Hanna et ale (1967) found that the phonene is 

actually IIOre likely to be spelled TI than SH, but this was primarily 

in unstressed syllables (usually suffixes) , in longer 'Nerds 

("operation") which the present subjects rarely used and usually 

spelled conventionally (except for an occurrence of VE:O\.SON/vacation). 

In cases where the Hanna algorithm predicted SH, it did so correctly 

78% of the tine. 

'Ib: subjects produced 10 spellings where SH W3.S not present 

when expected and prcduced it unexpectedly 7 ti.nes. '!hese are 

categorized in Table 25. 
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'!able 25 
Invented Spellings for SH 

tbnber 
category ~le Yr 1 Yr 2 

Al::sent SH 

S for SH 'IRES/trash 6 1 
Onission CIRIFl'/crashed 2 0 
Other digraph WHIST/wish 1 0 

9 1 
Unexpected SH 

other digraph WASH/watch; 3 2 
~SmNG/chasing 

SH for S KASHS/Kansas 3 3 

4 3 

'!he categories rere are similar to those for TH; a few cases 

are of particular interest. '!he use of S for SH in 7 cases may be due 

to phonological similarity; Read's preschoolers (1975a) used S for /sh! 

19% of the tine. Tre unexpected appearance of SH in a word which 

contained another digraph were of two types, illustrated in the 

exanples: either substitution of SH for CH or "migration" of the H fran 

Oi elsewhere in the word. Finally, one of the instances of using SH for 

S was SHER/sure, where the conventional spelling of /sh! is a rare one 

and the subject's spelling zoore "phonetic. II 

WH. If one speaks a dialect of English which inclooes /hw/, 

the spelling WH is quite predictable; except for a few words like "who" 

where it represents /hi, it is in one-to-one corresporxlence with the 

Iilonene /'rM/. li:Mever, the dialect of these subjects, like that of many 

otrer speakers of English, does not contain /'rM/, making the spelling 

WH unpredictable. Tre subjects had 24 spellings where WH did not appear 
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when expected and another 24 where it occurred unexpectEdly, as shown 

in '!able 26. 

Table 26 
InventEd Spellings for WH 

Number 
category ~le Yr 1 Yr 2 

Absent WE 

W for WE 'WmEVwhere 8 4 
H for WE ID/who 3 9 

11 13 
Unexpected WE 

WE for W WHERE/were 12 9 
Other digraph WHEN/then 1 1 
WE for H WID/how 1 0 

14 10 

All cases of absent WH involved either using W for words 

containing /w/ or using H for words containing /h/. Mcst of them (14) 

were not different fran the conventional spelling in any other way. Of 

the unexpected occurrences of WE, JOOst involved using it in place of W. 

It seems clear that uncertainty as to when /w/ is represented by Wand 

when by WE is likely to result in errors in roth directions, 

particularly in the case of a real;.urd pair like '~re/where." (There 

were also three spellings which followed other patterns.) 

CH. The spelling CH is also relatively predictable, 

representing the canpound phonene /ch/ <lt/ + /sh/) in a regular 

fashion. The phonerce is also frequently spelled T, but primarily in 

unstressed syllables (e.g., "nature": H:lnna, et al., 1967). 'Ibe H:lnna 

study found that of the 375 cases where its algorithm predicted either 
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CH or 'lOi for Ich/, it did so correctly 90% of tba tine. 'lbere are a 

few dozen words where CH represents /kl or Ish! (Venezky, 1970b), but 

these are for the IOOSt part not in elenentary school children' s writing 

vocabulary • 

'lhe subjects had 19 spellings where CH was not used when 

expected and 9 unexpected uses of it. These are surnrarized in '!able 27. 

Table 27 
Invented Spellings for CH 

Number 
category EXanple Yr 1 Yr 2 

Ab:lent CH 

Onission BEL'lRS/bleachers 7 1 
Other digraph WACl'Wwatch 2 7 
C for CH RESRCERS/researchers 0 2 

9 10 
Unexpected CH 

CH for C rnOOK/cooked 3 6 

'lhese spellings for the JOOSt part follCMed tba sane types of 

patterns secn for TH and SH. All of the spellings where CH was anitted 

entirely were unusual rather than phonetically plausible ones. Five of 

the nine substitutions of CH for C involve one word in a single story, 

mTCH/bahitac. 'Ibis is an O'ooharn \tt1Ord referring to a cactus fruit, 

whose final phonerre is Ich/. (1'he conventional spelling used here is 

based on current O'ooham orthography, where C is used to represent 

Ich/.) The other spellings involving CH for C were unusual rather than 

phonetically reasonable ones. 
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PH. PH, which was the rarest of these five digraphs in the 

subjects' writing, is relatively difficul1;. to use appropriately because 

it is unpredictable. It virtually always represents /f/, but there are 

no rules to detennine when it shwld be used rather than F; its 

presence is due to etymological rather than orthographic causes. Hanna 

et ale (1967) did not inclme any rule predicting PH in their 

algoritl'ln. Ag;>ropriate use of PH in a word must, therefore, cane about 

because of the speller's familiarity with that particular word. 

'!he subjects failed to represent PH when expected only foor 

tines; one would predict that they would substitute F, but all foor 

spellings used P for PH instead, presunably due to an imperfect visual 

ITelOOry of the word, although the phonetic similarity between Ip/ and 

If I could also have played a role. An exanple of these spellings is 

'lROPES/trophies. There was also a single case of unexpected PH which 

involved using PH for P CHSPH'IOOL/hospi tal) • 

GE. GE was the roost difficult digraph for the children to use 

successfully, appearing where expected only 58%':" the tine. It is 

associated with a wider variety of phonemes than are the other 

digraphs; it is most often silent, but frequently represents either /g/ 

or /fl CVenezky, 1970b); it is not the IlDSt camoon spelling of any 

phonene. '!he on~.y environnent where its use was predictable enough to 

be inclmed in the spelling algori thIn created by Hanna, et ale (1967) 

WlS after lail and before /t/ in words such as "sight"; even in that 

environnent, it was the correct prediction only about half of the tine 

Crecause of cases like "site ") • 
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tte subjects failed to use GH where it was expected in 45 

c::a.ses , which are presented in 'lable 28. 'lbere ~e no cases of 

unexpected GH. 

category 

Absent GH 
anission 

(silent GH) 
Phonetic - If I 

Igl 
G for GH 
Other digraph 
Permutation 

'!able 28 
Invented Spellings for GH 

EXanp1e 

'IOTA/thought; FITE/fight 

IAF/laugh 
OOST/ghost: 
fRING/brooght 
OOTH,Ibought 
ENOOHG/enough 

NUmber 
Yr 1 Yr 2 

11 15 

3 1 
0 10 
0 2 
0 2 
0 1 

14 31 

tte most camoon category was anission of GH in words where it 

WiS silent. Sane of theRe were unusual spellings, but nany ~e 

phonetical.J.y .L=>. __ ,____ .... • even plausible hanophones, inclming six 

uses of WN for the proper nane ''Vaughan.'' The next category was 

P'tonetic spelling of If I and Ig/, all of them variations on the two 

ex.anp1es shown. The two cases of G for GH involved BRING/brought, where 

the spelling obviously involved a related word. Finally, there were two 

cases where another digraph appeared instead of GH, and one 

permuta tion. 

SllImary of Ccrlsonant Digraphs. '!able 29 SUIl'IIarizes the 

invented spellings of consonant digraphs. Prcbab1y the nost inportant 

conclusion one can draw fran this data is that, except for the unusual 

spellings where digraphs ~e ani tted, the subjects' invented spellings 
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Table 29 
Invented Spellings of Consonant Digraphs 

Year 1 Year 2 Both Years 
NO. % MS. % 1\6. % 

Digraph Absent 

H Onitted 27 42.19 15 22.06 42 31.81 
Onission 23 35.94 16 23.53 39 29.55 
Other Digraph 5 7.81 12 17.65 17 12.88 
Phonetic Spelling 3 4.69 11 16.18 14 10.61 
H only 4 6.25 9 13.23 13 9.85 
Permutation 2 3.13 5 7.35 7 5.30 

'lOTAL 64 100.00 68 100.00 132 100.00 

Unexpected Digraph 

H Inserted 20 76.92 19 73.08 39 75.00 
other Digraph 4 15.38 7 26.92 11 21.15 
Other 2 7.70 0 0.00 2 3.85 

'I0'mL 26 100.00 26 100.00 52 100.00 
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of oonsonant digraphs involved understandable processes which 

incorporated both phonetic and visual knowledge about words. ~ IroSt 

frequent ~s of spellings involved either failing to include an H or 

inclOOing one unexpectedly; these tended to be either an alternative 

representation of the phoneme involved (WHFRE,Iwere) or a spelling 

associated with a similar phoneme (WIT/with). '!he cases where a digraph 

other than the appropriate roe was proouced, as \Ell as the 

permutations, tended to suggest the involvement of visual nemo~ of 

\t,1Qrds, ~e awareness of what letters the words contained existed in 

crldi tion to or rather than an attempt to represent phonology. '!he 

numl::ers involved are too small to be able to talk meaningfully about 

changes fran third to fourth grade. 

Orthographic Patterns 

TWo sets of spellings involving orthographic patterns \Ere 

examined, both involving consonants. '!he detennination of how to spell 

hard and soft C and G and of when to use a double consonant involve 

knowing not only what letter is associated with a particular phoneme 

rut also lx>w the phonetic and orthographic environnent affects its 

spelling. 

Hard and Soft C and G. Both C and G ~e used appropriately in 

the vast najority (96%) of words where they would be expected to occur, 

and only rarely appeared unexpectedly (4% of all occurrences). C was 

slightly nore difficult than G for the subjects, which nay be partly 

because of its redundancy as a letter; it could be e1imi~ted entirely 

fram the alphabet and replaced in all words by either K or S. 
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C is the nost carmon spelling of /k/, while S is the nost 

OCl'lm:m spelling of /s/ (Hanna, et al., 1967); this is a likely 

explanation of the finding that the subjects failed to produce C for 

/k/ when expected only 6% of tm time but failed to produce C for /s/ 

10% of the tine. Of the 34 absent hard CiS, only 12 involved 

substi tutions which incllXled K (e.g., SKREMING/screaming). ~e \</ere 

also 13 anissions of C (SARED/scared) and 9 substi tutions of other 

letters, nany of them unusual spellings (SRANOI/soared) but one of them 

phonetically ~ausible (INGRRDBOI/incredible - /g/ is the voiced 

equivalent of /k/). '!he 18 absent soft CiS were IOOre consistent: 16 of 

them were S substitutions (NIsF/nice), although nany of those were 

unusual spellings (SLOORAT/celebrated). '!be 32 unexpected appearances 

of C represented /s/ in 15 cases (often accarrpanied by S: 

rRISCEjdress), and /k/ in 8 cases (BARC/b?rk). Tm vast najori ty of the 

unexpected soft CiS occurred in unusual spellings, particularly in the 

remaining 9 words, where C often appeared to be unrelated to any 

phonene (KILECLIS/kills). Of the 12 unexpected CiS in fourth grade, 9 

were in a single story by Elaine. 

Invented spellings involving G were very rare. Of the 5 absent 

hard G's, 2 involved substituting CorK (DICSDING/disgusting), 

prOOably due to phonetic similari ty , and 2 were anissions 

(HUNRY!hungry). '!he three absent soft G' s were all anissions. '!here 

were 23 unexpected G' s, but 13 of these were repeated instances of 2 

spellings in single stories (PAPYG/puppy and SO'lRIDGRS/soldiers). ~t 

of these unexpected G's fell into two categories: 12 of them occurred 

at the ends of words, which may reflect visual awareness of G as a 
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exmoon word ending (in -ING), and 7 of them \Ere phonetically 

reasonable, representing either /dzh/ (in "soldiers") or /kI. 

It appears, therefore, that in spite of the canplexity 

(described earlier in this chapter) of using C and G, these third and 

fourth graders had virtually mastered the orthographic rules involved. 

'lbere \Ere only two spellings which violated these rules, one each of 

using C for /k/ and for /s/ in envirollllEIlts where one cannot 

(CErr'jkilled and PUNCT/poison). 'lb= few other invented spellings were 

for the most part either phonetically reasonable or (more frequently) 

unusual spellings in which C and G were used not so much in disregard 

of orthographic rules as randanly. It is also inportant to note that 

this successful use of C and G reflected a gocrl deal of farniliari ty 

with individual words, since in sane orthographic environments K, S, or 

J would also be possible (for instance, in "cat, II "rell, II or "giant" 

respecti vely) • 

Consonant Gamination. In general, a geminate (double) 

consonant signals a preceding lax vowel, but nay occur for a variety of 

reasons, since there are also words (such as monosyllables) in which a 

lax vowel is followed by a single consonant. The following examples 

(adapted fran P. Snith, 1980a) illustrate cases where a double 

consonant following a lax vowel is ooligatory: in environments where a 

single consonant would create a tense vowel ("rratting" vs. ''rrating''): 

for final F or Z ("stiff," "jazZ") : to signal stress p:ttterns 

("umbrella" vs. "cinema"): to avoid suggesting a plural ( "brass" vs. 

''bras II): to avoid a two-letter content word ("inn" vs. "in "): and to 

discriminate hoIrophones ("poll" vs. "pole "). (A special case of a 

----------- --
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cbuble consonant is tba use of a< to represent /kI after a lax vowel., 

which is obligatory at tba end of a word: "back" vs. "bag".) ~e are 

also, however, exceptions to these rules (Venezky, 1979) : Sate 

oonsonants do not usually double ( "fixed" vs. "fibbed, " "ri ver " vs • 

"ripper"), and consonants do not double after vowel digraphs ("heading" 

vs. "bedding"). 

When spelling instruction deals with consonant gemination, it 

usually focuses on learning when to double a consonant before adding an 

affix, and perhaps on carparing lax/tense word pairs ( "supper" vs • 

"super"). H:Mever, only a very few of the invented spellings involving 

geminates produced by tbase subjects would be anenable to correction by 

such instruction. Of the 142 failures to geminate, only 11 (all in 

fourth grade) ~e sinple cases of failing to double a consonant before 

adding an affix (e.g., ClAPI~/c1apping) • (There W=re, on the other 

hand, only 20 spellings where the subjects followed that rule; words 

involving it ~re sinply not all that carmon in their writing.) There 

~re also two instances where failing to geminate was not related to 

affixation but nonetheless produced a spelling which would 

inappropriately predict a tense vo~l (HAMER,/hanm:!r; MISED/missed). 

Similarly, of the 58 inappropriate geminations, only 1 involved 

affixation (SHINNIOO/shining) and one produced an inappro~riate lax 

vowel (TEPPES/tepees). The vast majority of the remaining spellings 

~e those where the gemination problem was only one of the ways in 

which tba children's spelling differed fran the conventional spelling; 

many ~e unusual spellings (e.g., AmSTI/annoonced). It is not 
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primarily through knCMledge of gemination rules that these spellings 

will be rutgrown but through nore knowledge of \to'Ords in general. 

Mcst of the invented spellings <72% of failures to geminate and 

67% of inappropriate geminations) involved the use of a single for a 

<DubIe consonant or vice versa (e.g., T for Tl' or the reverse). These 

were often presunably atteIrpts to represent the relevant phoneme 

wi. thout a full knowledge of such orthographic rules as those concerning 

final F (OF/off) or Cl< (PIK/picked), or stress rules (ARCW/arrow). In 

sore cases \to'Ordo w:re spelled phonetically, overriding m::>rphemic 

infonnation (MIST/missed), norphanes w:re posited where they didn It 

exist (HELLED/held), or double consonants didn It occur because an affix 

WiS anitted entirely (SIAM,lslarmed). '!be canmon final cluster LL was on 

occasion not used (BAS~seball) or used inappropriately 

(~'17U.I/Irotel ) • Many other spellings followed no prrticular pattern or 

\\ere unusual (BOOLON/balloon, ARSm/arrested) • '!be remainder of the 

spellings (those not involving one letter for two or the reverse) 

involved consonants other than those actually appearing in the word 

(DEZERT/dessert, DIRRIF/dinner) or the anission or insertion of an 

entire geminate (CAT/killed, CDLI1</o.."\Qk). Many of these spellings ~re 

unusual ones. 

It appears, therefore, tha. t the 20 % or so of cases where 

consonant gemination was not carried out appropriately w:re due to a 

variety of reasons, primarily unfarniliari ty wi th the \to'Ords being 

spelled; improvement is not likely to care about primarily through the 

learning of the JOOSt caIIOOn rules for gemination. There w:re two major 

areas of inproveIIEIlt fran third to fourth grade in these subjects I 
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spelling of double consonants. First, as nentioned earlier, in fwrth 

grade the subjects had 11 spellings in which the only error was in 

failing to double a consonant before adding an affix; in third grade 

all 10 words where this rule would apply which had invented spellings 

had other prcblerns as well (e.g. , WERT/winner) • If teaching the 

appropriate rule is of SOlIe value, it would presunably be nost 

appropriate at a point when students are creating inflected forms 

through conventional spelling of both root and affix rather than at an 

earlier stage when they are less aware of the separate morphem:s. MJst 

of the inprovement in spelling geminates fran third to foorth grade was 

due to the increased conventionality of the two of them which were nost 

ccrraoon in the subjects' writing (CK and LL). The unusual gemination ~ 

accounted. for 19% of all geminates; by fourth grade the subjects were 

aware enough of it to spell it conventionally 95% of the t.ine (as 

opposed to 65% in third grade). LL was by far the most CCl1TIlOI1 geminate 

(representing 37% of the total) and also showed inprovenent, fran 86% 

to 94% conventional. The other geminates occurred less frequently, so 

changes in their use fran third to fourth grade did not have much 

effect on the overall picture. 

Graphic Features 

'ItE next invented spellings to be considered are those which 

invel ve children's contr ~ .. of purely graphic or visual features. These 

are cases where spelling involves not only phonological representation 

but the writer'S awareness of certain visual elements. 
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E and Y as ED:l Markers. Both E and Y are camcn final letters 

in ~rds; 21% of all different ~rds in the subjects I writing end with 

one of them (14% with E, 7% with Y), inclming 12 of the 37 roost 

frequent ~rds (32%). It is not always easy to determine when a ~rd 

should end with E or Y (unlike the case of final S, which is also 

CXJ'!1IOC)!l). Final E is usually silent; when it is not, it is often 

pronounced like final Y ( "naybe II vs. ''baby "). It is also saretines used 

with syllabic L ("little"). Final Y is occasionally a silent narker 

letter (liday II); when pronounced, it usually sounds like the letter nane 

E (liany ") or, less frequ:mtly, the letter nane I ( "cry ") • 

Since children cannot use sinple phonetic information as a 

reliable guide to the presence of final E or Y, they nay ani t then on 

occasion but also dG'V-elop a visual awareness that they are frequently 

present at the ends of ~rds and overgeneralize them to ~rds where 

they do not belong. The subjects I use of final E and Y was examined in 

order to lode for both of these phenarena. Final E and final Y did not 

appear when expected 5.1% of the tine; in addi tion , 5 .3% of all 

appearances of final E and Y lNeI'e unexpected ones. (Both phenarena 

decreased fran about 6 or 7% of all occurrences in third grade to 

around 4% in fourth.) The invented spellings fell, for the roost part, 

into a limited number of categories, which are presented in '!abIes 30 

and 31. 

~ ITOst carmon type of those invented spellings which failed 

to inclme final E involved sinple anission of the E; there were also 

cases which involved both anitting the E and naking otb=r changes in 

the ~rd. A special case of anitted E was those words where it was 



Table 30 
Invented Spellings Involving Final E 

Year 1 Year 2 Both Years 
category Exarrp1e Fh. % Fh. % Fb. % 

(Failure to Include) 

Onission BEFCR/before 11 13.92 24 34.78 35 23.65 
Perrnuta tion OOEX::/once 11 13.92 16 23.19 27 18.24 
Onission - other EROCK/broke 8 10.13 8 11.59 16 10.81 

Changes 
Final S Ii\ VES/have 13 16.46 3 4.35 16 10.81 
other VCMe1s FIN1\/fine 8 10.13 5 7.25 13 8.78 
Syllabic L rnsTL/castle 6 7.59 1 1.45 7 4.73 
Final Y ~Y/she 3 3.80 4 5.80 7 4.73 
Hanophony HM.F/have 3 3.80 3 4.35 6 4.05 
other PEIANP/peop1e 16 20.25 5 7.25 21 14.19 

'ID'mL 79 100.00 69 100.00 148 100.00 

(Unexpected Use) 

EAd:led '!ORNE/turn 15 15.00 20 25.64 35 19.66 
Letter After E DM«:E/danced 24 24.00 9 11.54 33 18.54 

Dropped 
('vCE O\ME/captain 18 18.00 7 8.97 25 14.04 
Hanophone ARE/our 9 9.00 13 16.67 22 12.36 
Final Y = /i/ HUNGRE/hungry 8 8.00 12 15.38 20 11.24 
ER/RE, ED/DE WALKDE/walked 10 10.00 5 6.41 15 8.43 
Perrnuta tion ffiVE/over 4 4.00 5 6.41 9 5.06 
other FRE/far 12 12.00 7 8.97 19 10.67 

'IDTAL 100 100.00 78 100.00 178 100.00 ..... 
" 0\ 



'!able 31 
Invented Spellings Involving Final Y 

Year 1 Year 2 
Category ~le fE. % l'b. % 

(Failure to Include) 

Final E SARE/sorry 17 35.42 10 66.67 
Onission EVER/every 7 14.58 4 26.67 
other Vowel KtRSA/crazy 7 14.58 0 0.00 
Unusual PAPUG/puppy 17 35.42 1 6.67 

TOTAL 48 100.00 15 100.00 

(Unexpected Use) 

Pronouns lRY/her 6 33.33 3 15.79 
Final -ED SCHREY/scarec. 5 27.78 3 15.79 
Affix anitted PlAY/played 4 22.22 2 10.53 
Phonetic MABEY/maybe 1 5.56 1 5.26 
Unusual OOLY,/OOw 2 11.11 10 52.63 

TOTAL 18 100.00 19 100.00 

Both Years 
l'b. % 

27 42.86 
11 17.46 

7 11.11 
18 28.57 

63 100.00 

9 24.32 
8 21.62 
6 16.22 
2 5.41 

12 32.43 

37 100.00 

.... ...... ...... 
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dropped after syllabic L. Another carmon pattern involved permutations 

where final E migrated to elsewhere in the word. Mmy of the otrer 

spellings involved using anotrer letter in final position: anotrer 

vowel or the CCJ1IOOn end narkers S or Y. '1bere were a few cases which 

involved the substitution of a haoophone or near-lxmophone not e'1ding 

in E. Finally, there were several unusual spellings which did not fit 

into any category. The main change fran third to fourth grade was a 

movement toward spellings which were unconventional only in dropping 

final E or rearranging letters, and away fran spellings which were less 

reasonable both visually and phonetically. 

Tl'e most ccmnon overgeneralizations of final E involved eitl'er 

appending an E to a spelling, or dropping a final letter which followed 

E in a word. Moe;t of the latter involved dropping inflectional final 0 

or S. O1ly one of those where E was added involved incorrectly choosing 

an E-narker spelling of a tense vowel <~train ). An interesting 

pattern that emerged was the existence of 25 spellings which were 

four-letter words fitting the pattern CVCE. Many of these were 

logically related to tl'e conventional spelling <TAKEVtook) but others 

were not <au-m/captain) • (There were also an additional 32 spellings 

which fit into other categories but followed this pattern as well.) 

'Ibis spelling pattern is such a camron and sinple one that it may often 

l:e produced as a type of default spelling. 'lWo other categories 

involved phonetic relationships: final E appeared in a hanophone used 

for the intended word or in place of a final Y which is pronounced like 

the letter nane E. 'l\t.u other categories were more visual in nature: 

reversals of the caruoon endings -ED and -ER, and pennutations where a 
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final E migrated fran elsewhere in a \11Ord. 'lhere were also sane 

uncategorizable, roostly unusual, spellings. 'HE only major changes fran 

third to fourth grade were an increase in the proportion of spellings 

appending a final E (which may be due to an increasing awareness that 

many \11Ords end with an E which is not pronounced) and a decrease in 

cases where a letter following E was dropped. 

'!able 31 shows the patterns of use for final Y. Invented 

spellings involving final Y were less frequent than those for final E 

and fell into f~ categories. Wl'En final Y did not appear, it was 

nost likely to be replaced by a final E representing its pronunciation. 

It was on occasion replaced by other vowels which did not usually 

represent pronunciation. '!here were also sane simple anissions and, 

particularly in third grade, unclassifiable unusual spellings. '!be nost 

CCI'IJ"OC)n category where unexpected final Y occurred was, interestingly, 

in pronouns, perhaps through analogy to ''rrri'' and "they." Final Y also 

appeared in \11Ords ending in -ED, when affixes were anitted, and to 

represent Iii. '!bere were also unclassifiable spellings. '!be numbers 

involved are too small to draw any conclusions about changes fran third 

to fourth grade. 

'!here is, therefore, evidence that children both under- and 

OIlergeneralize about E and Y as end markers, saretines failing to 

capitalize on awareness of their frequency, sometimes rrUstakenly 

assuming their presence. 
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Fer.mutations. Many invented spellings are not plausible 

representations of a word's phonology but do have a strong visual 

connection to the conventional spelling; these are cases where the 

wri ter has a strong awareness of what letters are in a word but does 

not proiuce them in the correct order. In nany cases this nay reflect 

an iIrp&fect rrernory of exactly heM the word is spelled, but is 

presunably in other cases due to sinple slips of the pen, as when a 

child reverses the letters of a carmon two-letter word like "of" that 

h: or she usually spells correctly. ~che (1940b) described such 

permutations when h: defined a category of invented spellings (llpartial 

reversals ") which incluled l:x>th phonetically reasonable (auDF/cried) 

and "nonphonetic II (APPAER/appear) changes in letter order. 

In order ~ examine this phenarenon in the present study, all 

invented spellings consisting of exactly the sane letters as the 

conventional spelling were found and listed. 'It1ere were 151 of them, 58 

in third grade and 93 in fourth. This represents 8.0% of all invented 

spellings (6.3% in third grade and 9.5% in fourth), obviously a 

considerable proportion when one considers all the possible other types 

of invented speling. 

'Itese permutations occurred on words ranging fran 2 to 10 

letters in length. Words of two letters had ally one possible 

p:mr1utation, and three-letter words 'A1ere rearranged in only a very few 

\lays; all longer words , ~ver , were analyzed to detennine what 

pi tterns they follC1ft1E!d • 'lhere were three possible al terna ti ves: 

flipping the order of two letters (SHClX>I/school), noving a single 

letter (FARTHE/father) or a IIOre extensive scrambling CRANOUD/around). 
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Flipping, which involves the least deviation fran the conventional 

spelling, was by far the IlDst CCJOlOOll p:lttern. Of the 87 different 

permutations of words longer than three letters, 70 (80%) were "flip'3," 

13 <15%) were "noves," and 4 (5%) were "scramblings." The flip'3 did not 

occur randanlYi 75% of them involved switching either the second and 

third letters of a word (~TEVwrote) or the final two letters 

(AIMOl'S) • 'lhe rest occurred at other points in the word or, in a few 

cases , involved switching non-ad jacent letters (OEREST/desert). 'lhese 

spellings did not follow any other types of patterns as to which 

letters were flipped; switches involving two consonants (BUITL/built), 

two vowels (YAER/year), or one of each (SMOE/sare) were all CCJlIOOll. 

Sane spellings were phonetically plausible CRIED/ride) but nany were 

not (BROCN/bronc) • 'lhe noves and scramblings showed no p:lrticular 

patterns. 

Fer.mutations constitute a surprisingly high proportion of 

children's invented spellings. Treir greater preponderance in frurth 

grade than in third suggests that as children's nenory of p:lrticular 

words expands and deepens, they will be less likely to produce unusual, 

unsophisticated spellings but perhap'3 IlDre likely to produce these 

permutations which are, of course, very close to the conventional 

spelling. A child who produces a spelling like COLTHES/clotres has 

IroVed far beyond the phonetic strategy which would produce a spelling 

like KLOZ (or a roore diffuse strategy which would produce an unusual 

spelling); he or she knows the word well enough to inclooe the usual:y 

silent TH, and to not only incllrle the plural IlDrpheme (for a word 

which has no singular form in current English) but to write it in the 
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appropriate -ES fOIm. All that is lacking is canplete control of the 

letter order. Permutations are likely to persist into adulthood when 

wri ting less familiar words, writing rapidly, or typing. An interesting 

corroboration of this c:ates fran the work of Masters <l927a). Of 221 

invented spellings of ''pneUIOOnia'' wri tten by students ranging fran 

eighth grade through the end of college, 18 were pennutations, with 

flipping of the E and U IIDst c:::arrocm. This is the sane 8% pennutation 

rate that occurred in the present subjects. 

A related phenarenon is that nany of these subjects' invented 

spellings, although not actual peImutations, did inciooe only the 

letters contained in the conventional spellings. An exanple of this was 

decribed in Y. Goodman's study (1984~ using the sane data base as the 

present study). Of 27 invented spellings of the word "people," all but 

2 used only the letters P, E, 0, and L which actually occur in the 

word. Sale were pennutations (POEPLE) and sare were phonetically 

reasonable (PEPLE), but others were unusual (POLEOPL). 'Ibis suggests 

that the sane visual awat'eness that produces pennutations nay also be 

opE'Iating when spellers have nore meager knowledge about the word they 

are writing: they nay at least, in these cases, know enough to avoid 

including unsuitable letters. 

BCllnd t-Xlrphemes 

~ next group of invented spellings examined involved :'hose 

words containing the bound norphernes -ED (indicating past tense) and 

-ING (indicating progressive verbs). Of the two, the past tense affix 

produced both the greater number and the greater variety of invented 
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spellings, which are SUI\'lIBI'ized in '!able 32. 

'!he mst comnon type of spelling where -ED was not inclooed 

appropriately involved total anissicm of the affix. 'lhls coold be due 

to factors such as lack of awareness of the p:lst tense norpherre or, in 

sare cases, consonant cluster reductinn. These were all cases where the 

students used the past tense form when reading their text aloud, so 

that the spellings represent an orthographic rather than a syntactic 

proolern. '!he next roost freqtEnt categories were those where spellings 

ended either with a D not preceded by an E or with a T. These endings 

usually but not always reflected phonology (e.g., ~CHT/Watched but 

also OOLPD/helped). Many of these spellings had invented features other 

than the affix. Next, there were spellings which reversed the -ED to 

-DE, sare unusual spellings with no apparent representation of the 

affix, and spellings where the final consonant of the root ltt'Ord was 

deleted before a.c1-ung the affix. Th:re \Io1ere also a f€!il cases each of 

failing to apply the Y to I or gemination rules and of using Y as an 

end marker. Finally, the "other" category inclooed cases of using 

another ending on the ltt'Ord (MELTIOO/nel ted), no D (TRPE/tripped), or a 

vowel other than E (STARID/started). '!here \Io1ere feM changes fran third 

to fourth grade. 

The overgeneralizations were exandned to determine the kinds of 

\>,Ords where they appeared; many were in irregularly spelled past tense 

verbs (SlED/said) but nearly as many \Io1ere in nouns and a few in other 

p:lIts of speech. '!he verb fonns, which were mre carmon in frurth 

grade, probably represent overgeneralization of the norpherre in cases 

where it is reasonable semantically, while the other cases may involve 



'nlble 32 
Invented Spellings Involving -B> 

Year 1 Year 2 Both Years 
category E)(aDple No. -1... No. -1... No. ~ 

(Failure to Use ARropriately) 
/.1 

Affix ani tted KISS/kissed 20 21.28 23 37.10 43 27.56 
o ooy CALtD/called 19 20.21 14 22.58 33 21.15 
T &xiinq RUST/rushed 15 15.96 5 8.06 20 12.82 
-DE for -m \tiW(I)&/walked 6 6.38 5 8.06 11 7.05 
thJSual WEDa\j\«n'ried 11 11.70 0 0.00 11 7.05 
Ccnsonant ani tted K>FD/moved 5 5.32 4 6.45 9 5.77 
Y to I Problem 'lRnD/tried 5 5.32 2 3.23 7 4.49 
Geminatioo fOPED/powed 2 2.13 5 8.06 7 4.49 
Y &xiing SCAREDY/scared 5 5.32 2 3.23 7 4.49 
Other KILIS/killed 6 6.38 2 3.23 2 1.28 

'lO'mL 94 100.00 62 100.00 156 100.00 

(Unexpected Use) 

Vel'bs HEflIDjheld 4 22.22 13 65.00 17 44.74 
Nouns RaID/road 12 66.67 4 20.00 16 42.11 
Adjecti ve or 1i\R.ED/hard 2 11.11 1 5.00 3 7.89 

Adverb 
Coojmctioos ASFED/after 0 0.00 2 10.00 2 5.26 

'1O'mL 18 100.00 20 100.00 38 100.00 

.... 
CD .. 
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its use in words which are similar only phonetically to -ED verb foImS 

or as a generalized end marker. At any rate, -ED overgeneralization was 

quite rare. 

The categories for invented spelling' of the -ING affix are 

presented in 'lable 33. In roost cases the - ING affix was itself spelled 

correctly (unless it was anitted). Problems in using it often involved 

rules related to heM it combines wi th root roorphenes. Tb: two nost 

cammon types of invented spelling for the -ING affix involved failing 

to drop a final E or to double a final consonant before adding the 

suffix. These accounted for just over half of the invented spellings; 

the rerrainder either had sare other problem (adding, deleting, or 

changing a letter) at the juncture of root and affix, or involved a 

larger change such as an unusual spelling, use of another tense, or 

affix deletion. The greatest change fran third to fourth grade was a 

decrease in unusual spellings and an increase in those involving 

failure to nake ooligatory changes in the root word. There were only a 

few spellings where - ING appeared unexpectedly. 'lWo of these were other 

tenses of verbs; the rerrainder involved either permutation 

(ANGING/again) or phonetic similarity (THING/think). 

In sunmary, invented spellings involving the -ED affix were 

primarily a matter of limited knowledge of the affix itself, knowledge 

as to whether it is present at all and knowledge about how it is 

spelled, with the phonetic spellings -D and -T used on occasion. With 

-ING, the affix itself was usually present and conventionally spelled, 

rut the root roorpherres were not always correctly altered. '!his was, in 

fact, m::>re of a problem in fourth grade than in third; the rule about 



Table 33 
Invented Spellings In~J1ving -ING 

Ye:ir 1 Year 2 
category EXample l\b. % NO. % 

(Failure to Use Appropriately) 

Final E Not (lJofEING/caning 5 22.73 15 44.12 
Dropped 

Gemination CLAPING/c1apping 1 4.55 9 26.47 
Unusual HEIND/hiding 6 27.27 1 2.94 
other 'Iense RAN/running 2 9.09 3 8.82 
Inappropriate Y SKYING/skiing 4 18.18 0 0.00 
Letter Dropped 'IRING/trying 2 9.,09 1 2.94 
Letter Mded ~IING/scaring 1 4.,55 2 5.88 
No Affix EAT/eating 1 4 .. 55 2 5.88 
Root Change fRING/brighting 0 0 .. 00 1 2.94 

'1UlAL 22 100,.00 34 100.00 

(Unexpected Use) 

other 'Iense MELTING/Ire1 ted 1 16.67 1 33.33 
other AING/again 5 83.33 2 66.67 

'IO'1AL 6 100.00 3 100.00 

Both Years 
NO. % 

20 35.71 

10 17.86 
7 12.50 
5 8.93 
4 7.14 
3 5.36 
3 5.36 
3 5.36 
1 1. 79 

56 100.00 

2 22.22 
7 77.78 

9 100.00 

.... 
CD 
0\ 
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dropping final E was followed 74% of the ti.ne in third grade but only 

29% in fourth. 'Ibis nay be a case of overgeneralization of a regular 

fom, such as is often seen in oral language developnent; a spelling 

like ''naking'' may first be peroei ved as a whole but the word later 

analyzed and spelled as root plus affix, or WU<EING. Presumably a 

similar process takes place as children abstract out the nore difficult 

-ED affix. 

H:Jnophone and other Logographic Issues 

'lbere are two main types of spelli ngs considered in this 

section: those involving the punctuational features of the apostrophe 

and spaces between words (special types of hanophones ), as 'Well as 

those where a real word (incluling hanophones) is substituted for the 

intended word. 'lbese have been labeled here as logographic since 

invented spelling in such cases involves either a non-t::ilonetic norpheme 

(apostrophe or space) or the use of one word for another; both require 

knowledge which goes beyond the alphabetic for their resolution. None 

of the features considered in this section showed any meaningful 

changes (in tenns of types of spellings proouced) fran third to fourth 

grade. 

Punctuation. Of all the spelling features examined , 

apostrophes were the roost difficult for the subjects. The apostrophe is 

a purely visual and semantic feature. 'lbere is no way to tell frro 

listening to a word whether it contains one or not; one must either 

know the word or, roore prcducti vely , know sarething about how 

apostrophes function. Apostrophes a~pear both in contractions and in 
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possessive forms; the subjects used both types of ~"O:t'ds and used 

apostrophes lIDI'e conventionally in the fonner. They also inserted 

apostrophes inappropriately in mmy cases. (It should be noted that the 

O'cxiham language uses an apostrophe to represent a glottal '3top, but 

the subjects were unlikely to have been aware of this other than 

through visual knCMledge of a few proper names occurring in carmon 

legends.) The findings are sunmarized in Table 34. 

'nE most carmon type of invented spelling for both possessives 

and contractions involved deleting the apostrophe but retaining the 

letter (s) that followed it; saoo of these spellings were unconventional 

in other ways as \Ell (cx)NT/couldn 't). 'lhere were also SOlIe spellings, 

particularly for possessi ves, which ani tted both the affix and the 

follCMing letter, in effect eliminating the possessive morpl'lene (or one 

morpl'lene of the contraction: IT/i tiS) • 'lhere were also four 

oontractions where an apostrophe appeared but a letter was added 

CWASEN'T/wasn't) or anitted (00 I T/oon 't) or anothf>..r change mde 

(cx)N'OE/couldn 't). Of the 47 cases where apostrop~s ~:&e used in words 

where they do not belong (representing nearly half of all apostrophe 

use) , 23 involTed placing one before the S in a plural. Of the 9 

apostrophes inc1med in verb forms, 4 preceded an inflectional S, 3 

used IDN I T for ''\ant (ed ) , .. and 2 lriere unusual (WE()N I TED/wanted , 

W' ERE/were ) • 'lhere were also 6 uses in possessi ves , five of them 

IT I S/i ts and the sixth the child language fom MINE I Sjmine. 'It1e 

remaining 9 spellings inc1 med 7 uses of BU I T or Bur I -by a single child 

and one each of CAlm'S/oousin and liT/it. These subjects lriere clearly 

aware of the presence of apostrophes in written English and placed them 



'!able 34 
Invented Spellings Involving Apostrophes 

Year 1 Year 2 Both Years 
category EXample f.b. % f.b. % l'b. ~ 

(Failure to Use) 

Possessives 
No Apostrophe BFARS,lrear 's 9 52.94 25 55.56 34 54.84 
No Ap::>st. or S FRINCE/prince's 5 29.41 11 24.44 16 25.81 
Conventional 3 17.65 9 20.00 12 19.35 

'lO'mL 17 100.00 45 100.00 62 100.00 

Coo tractions 
No Ap::>strophe O\Nl'/c:an't 9 30.00 8 25.00 17 27.42 
No Ap::>st. or IT/it's 2 6.67 1 3.13 3 4.84 

Final letter 
Ch3.nge in Fonn DIO'T/didn't 4 13.33 0 0.00 4 6.45 
Ccnventiona1 15 50.00 23 71.88 38 61.29 

'lO'll\L 30 100.00 32 100.00 62 100.00 

(Unexpected Use) 

Plurals BIRD'S/birds 9 45.00 14 51.85 23 48.94 
Verbs STAND'S/stands 4 20.00 5 18.52 9 19.15 
Possessives IT'S/its 3 15.00 3 11.11 6 12.77 
other BU'T/blt 4 20.00 5 18.52 9 19.15 

'lO'mL 20 100.00 27 100.00 47 100.00 
..... 
co 
I.D 
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nest of tb3 tine in orthographically appropriate spots (directly before 

a final SorT) • 'lhe visual knCMledge that this reflects ~ld 

preswrably later be CCIlplernented by a fuller awareness of exactly which 

\\lOrds contain apostrq>hes and why. Special cases like tb3 possessive 

fom of plurals (where the apostrophe occurs after tb3 S) and "its," 

which is a possessive without an apostrophe, are likely to remain 

difficult even after the general rule is understood. In fact, the 

subjects wrote "its" and "it's" 12 tines altogetlEr but conventionally, 

wi thout inserting or ani tting an apostrq>he, only once. '1bese forms 

must be especially difficult and confusing since flipping a coin to 

determine whether to use an apostrophe \\lOuld have proouced better 

results. 

Another area of spelling involving punctuation is spacing 

between \\lOrds, or \\lOrd boundaries. By third and fourth grade, children 

are almost always aware of appropri.ate \\lOrd ooundaries; the few 

exceptions provide insights into how segmentation is conceptualized • 

bre were two types of unconventional \\lOrd lx>undaries: wri ting two 

\\lOrds in the place of one or one in the place of two. These occurred on 

a very lind ted numter of types of \\lOrds, which are SUIlIlBIized in Table 

35. 

'!base invented spellings involved, in nost cases, ei tIEr the 

spli tting or the creation of a CXJ'IlpOUl1d, if a canpound is defined as a 

single written \\lOrd containing two or IIOre canponent wrds, each 

preserving its own neaning (e.g. , "dollhouse ") • '!be proolen with 

writing cxnpounds arises because this set of written language canpounds 

is smaller than the set of oral canpounds, which are defined by stress 



'!able 35 
Invented Spellings Involving WOrd Boundaries 

Year 1 Year 2 Both Years 
category EXanple fb. % fb. % ro. % 

('lWo words for O'le) 

Conpound Noons BASE BALL 3 14.29 19 37.25 22 30.56 
Conpound Pronouns SCME THING 5 23.81 12 23.53 17 23.61 
Conpound Adverbs <XJT SIDE 3 14.29 5 9.80 8 11.11 
other COnpounds IN 'ID 1 4.76 2 3.92 3 4.17 
"Prefixes" A SLEEP . 8 38.10 12 23.53 20 27.78 
Unusual PIJ\N.l\ TEREUM 1 4.76 1 1.96 2 2.78 

'I0'mL 21 100.00 51 100.00 72 100.00 

(One word for 'lWo) 

Canpounds ROO~UEEN 6 50.00 5 50.00 11 50.00 
Noon Form:; IASTNIGffI' 1 8.33 4 40.00 5 22.73 
Verb Fonns WAKEUP 4 33.33 0 0.00 4 18.18 
Idians THANKYOU 1 8.33 1 10.00 2 9.09 

'ID'mL 12 100.00 10 100.00 22 100.00 

f-I 

~ 
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p:ltterns and other rules and inclooe cases which are written as two 

~rds (e.g., "pound cake" is a canpound although "round cake" is not). 

Sears (1972, p. 39) camented that "spelling offers little or no help 

in the identification and classification of 0CIl'p0UIlds. .. Conversely, 

stress p:ltterns offer only limited help in the spelling of carpounds, 

for even an intui ti ve SeI)se of whether a ~rd is a canpound cannot 

predict definitively whether it is written as one word or two. 

Oxlsequ!:mtly, it is not surprising that nost (65%) of the subjects I 

unconventional word boundaries involved canpounds. When two or rrore 

~rds were written for one, these were IOOst freqtEntly carpound nouns 

(inclooing two that are usually written as a hyphenated canpound) • 

'Ib:re were also canpound pronouns, both definite (MY SELF) and 

indefinite (EVERY roOY) which were written as two words, as well as 

certain one-word canpound adverbs which were spli t and three 

miscellaneous COIll?OUI1ds. (In addition to these cases where a one-word 

canpound was written as two words, there were also two instances where 

a one-word canpound was hyphenated: SON-MAN/snowrra.n and CUP-cru<ES.) The 

process also took place in the other directic)n: half of the cases where 

one \olOrd was used for two were two-word caTapounds. 

Most of the remaining word-boundary invented spellings also 

seared logical in one way or another. There were 20 spellings where the 

initial syllable "a," "be," "to," or ''un'' was written as a separate 

~rd. Although only :Iun" is usually a true prefix (i.e, detaching ''un'' 

fran "unconscious" leaves a \olOrd b:hind while detaching "l:E " fran 

''l::elieve'' doesn It), they nay all b: seen by children as detachable 

since the others are, in other contexts, separate \olOrds. '!here were 
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only two unusual word divisions, ~ TEREUM (which rrarks a syllabic 

ooundary) anD mUER K/darker, which nay have !Jeen due to a handwriting 

ananaly rather than to conceptualizing the presence of two words. '!he 

remaining cases of writing one word for two all involved adjective or 

article plus noun (EVERYTIME, AIJ:Jr), a cx:mplex verb of sane tyt:e 

(YOl5TBE/used to be), or an idianatic expression (OBOY). '!bare was only 

one case which was anti -syntactic (as defined by Ek:1elsky, 1983) , 

involving components fram the different constituents verb phrase and 

noun phrase (DRUPl'jd::opped a). 

'lb:!se findings illustrate, therefore, that in the few cases 

where the subjects altered word ooundaries, it was usually because 

there are no rules for determining fram the pronunciation of a canpound 

whether it is written as one word or two. (Historically, canpounds 

often begin by being written as two words and then evolve throogh a 

hyphenated into a one-w:::>rd fom: Sears, 1972.) Edelsky (1983) described 

the developmental evolution of segmentation in writing beginning with 

the sanewhat less segrrented writing of yoonger children; by the tine 

children have reached the age of the preser.t subjects, the word 

ooundary problems that rerain can be seen as "fine tuning, II involving a 

few cases of compounds and even fewer involving prefixes or other 

phenCIIena. At earlier stages of develOptent. learning to segrrent 

appropriately involves learning how the stream of speech is divided up 

into separate words for wri ting prrposes, and learning that the 

division is based primarily on rreaning units rather than, for instance, 

syllables. A spelling like BE LEVE/believe indicates that this process 

is not necessarily complete by fcarth grade; the more prevalent word 
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toundary proolems involving canpounds will, however, disappear because 

of visual rather than sanantic knCMledge, since one- and twO-\to1Ord 

oompounds differ only visually. 

Real-ward SUbsti tution • ()le type of real-word substi tution 

involves hanophones. '!be only way to know how to spell hanophones 

oorrectly is to associate spelling to neaning, since hancphone pairs 

are pronounced alike. It is because of the variety of orthographic 

rules in E1l;1lish that it is possible to have words that are haoophonous 

but spelled diffe!"ently. The subjects wrote words belonging to 30 

hanophone pairs. (In sate cases, only one word of a pair was ever 

used.) Of those, 26 were differentiated through alternative spellings 

of vowel phonemes: lax (son/sun) , tense (neat/neet ) , rounded 

(blue/blew), or rhotacized (for/four). 'Iwo pairs were differentiated by 

the use of silent consonants (knew/new) and one pair each by 

alternative spellings of consonant clusters (missed/mist) and a 

canbination of two patterns (know/oo). Of the 1549 spellings of these 

hanophonous words, only 80, or 5.1%, were hanophone substitutions. 

'Ibese occurred most often on a few words; 59 r or 73.7%, of them were, 

in decreasing order of frequ:ncy, the five spellings 'IO/too, 

THERE/their, ARF/our, WOCD/Would, and IDLE/whole. (Cf. Fisher and 

Studier, 1977, who ooserved that half of hanophone substitutions by 

children in the middle grades occurred on the pairs their/there, 

to/too, and know/oo. ) In all cases, substi tution occurred 

overwhelmingly in the direction indicated; only rarely did the reverse 

substi tution occur. Fbr three of the fi ve pairs, this could be 

attributed to relative frequency; the word which was usually 
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substituted for the other occurred at least twice (and often nany 

tines) as often in the subjects I writing. '!his freqlEncy effect did not 

apply for w:x:D/would and IDLF/whole; since the lIDI'e freqlEnUy 

substi tt1.ted word occurred less often than its C-OO,iitet-pari::, its rrore 

regular spelling presunably accounted for its predaninance. 

About half of all the invented spellings of words which have 

haoophones were hcm::>phone substitutions and half were other invented 

spellings. For cooparison plI'poses, the relevant figures in Plessas 

(1963) were tabulated. His study consisted of giving a test on 

hanophone words; when those words which \101ere written by third and 

fourth graders and which also occurred in the present subjects I writing 

were examined, it was found that 5.1% of all spellings by his subjects 

were hanophone substitutions and 4.8% other invented spellings (as 

opposed to 5.1% and 5.7% in the present study). Although those findings 

are not strictly cooparable since they derive fran test data, the 

similari ty is interesting. 

Ole further iI11?ortant point about invented spelling of 

hanophones is their relative rarity. H:Inophones, often the focus of 

instruction, were spelled nore oonventionally than other words (89.1% 

as canpared to 86.3% for all words). For the 8 hanophone words which 

occurred 25 or m:>re tines in a yP..aI' , there were only 2 hanophone 

substi tutions (THEIR/there and THAN/then). MJst hanophone substitutions 

occurred on less frequently written words; if the 30 CBseS of ro/too 

are eliminated, this involved only 48 spellings in all: 2.5% of all 

invented spellings and 0.3% of all words written. H:Inophone 

substi tution seems to be, therefore, a relatively small part of these 
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children I s invented spellings, and one which nay not need much 

instructional attention. 

Real;ord substitutions other than haoophones also occurred in 

the subjects I writing; a surprising numl:er of their invented spellings 

\Ere real \te1Ords: 613, or 32.2%. 'lhis proportion was alJoost identical 

for third and fourth grade, although it is presunably higher than \te1Ould 

be found in younger children. 'lhis suggests that there is a strong 

t:.elXlency, particularly as writers bec::are mre proficient, to pra:luce 

spellings that look "right II or familiar, that will not jar the eye the 

\\By a nore ananalous spelling \te1Ould. Infonnal ooservation of the data 

suggested that the mst cc:moon real-\r,1Ord invented spellings involved 

using another fonn of the sane \te1Ord. This could involve another tense 

or part of speech (TAKE/took, SO\RY/scared), division of one word into 

two (A SLEEP/asleep), or affix or apostrophe addition or deletion 

(BAT/bats, BIRD I S/birds ) • other real word substi tutions fell into a 

variety of categories. Hanophones are, of course, included, as are sare 

near haTY-phones (TOLl/told). Sane of the pmnutations discussed earlier 

in this chapter pra:luced real \te1Ords (IX>SF/does). 'lbere were other cases 

where an unrelated word was created when a single letter was dropped 

(SING/swing), or, less frequ:mtly, changed (BM.K/l::ack) or added 

(POOND/pond). In sare cases where the change invol 'Jed rrore than one 

letter, the word written was the original word with a single phonane 

added (SClVN/so) or, qui te frequently, changed (RUST/rushed;. Finally, 

there were residual cases which fit none of these categories, spellings 

which \Ere semantically unrelated to the intended word and which 

differed fran it by two or mre phoIl€lIes and letters. It is difficult 
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to detennine the process by which these spellings (such as OU<E'/chase, 

WINF/woke, and IDID/how) are created. 'lrey my be the result of using 

cx:mron spelling patterns or attempting to create a visually acceptable 

~rd; the letter sequences used nay be prcduced below the level of 

conscious awareness while the writer is focusing on natters other than 

spelling. 'lbey nay frequently be slips of the pen for words that the 

writer could spell conventionally if desired; adults often experience a 

similar phenarenon where a ~rd other than the intended one is prcduced 

(often while one's conscious attention is distracted) through sane type 

of integrated movenent sequence. 'lbese sequences, first described by 

Iashley (1951), play an inpartant role for nature spellers who can 

spell nany ~rds by rote; presunably substitutions of one for anotrer 

occur fran tiIIE to tiIIE. 

Summary of Spelling and Linguistic Knowledge 

'lbese findings illustrate in detail the extent to which six 

third and fourth grade spellers used nany types of linguistic knowledge 

about the orthographic system of English. This knowledge was of various 

types: 

1. Rote Knowledge: 

near-a:llplete control of the spelling of high-frequ:ncy 

words; 

2. Phonics (phoneme/graphelre correspoooences): 

alloost universally conventional spelling of initial 

letters; 

considerable control of the complex ways in which English 
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vowels are spelled; 

knowledge of heM to use varioos consonant digraphs; 

3. Orthographic: 

successful use of the orthographic constraints gOverning C 

and G; 

~oration of the orthographic rules involving consonant 

gemination; 

4. Graphic/visual: 

awareness about how E and Y work as final letters; 

knCMledge of which letters appear in words even in nany 

cases where letter order is not fully controlled; 

5. lobrphemic: 

increasing abstraction of inflectional affixes, coupled 

wi th continuing exploration of how they are used; 

6. Semantic: 

sate awareness of the semantic function of apostrophes; 

control of spacing to nark word boundaries except in a few 

logically plausible cases; 

discrimination of hanophones in m:>St cases; and 

prooucing real words in nany cases of invented spelling. 

'Iba English spelling system is canplex, but children are able 

to explore, to experinent with, and eventually to largely control that 

canplexi ty. 'lhird and fourth graders are at a point where nany of those 

features of English which are highly regular (such as consonant 

spellings, even IOOI'e difficult ones like C and G) are for the IOOSt part 

understood. other features, such as roonded vowel spellings and 
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oonsonant gemination, are JrOre carplex and tIE subject of hypotlEsis 

testing and rule refinenent. In other cases, such as apostroplEs, the 

subjects were aware of sema aspects of a feature (such as where it 

appears in a word) but less so of others (such as its semantic 

function), and were as a result less successful in using it. 

Although alJrOst every feature was spelled JrOre conventionally 

in fourth grade than in third, tlEre were no dramatic changes in the 

types of invented spellings that were used. Perhaps tIE IOOSt noticeable 

general change, which affected the spelling of mny features, was a 

decreasing number of unusual and indeterminate spellings and an 

increasing sense that spellings reflected a wide range of orthographic 

knowledge, even if that knowledge was not always perfect. For instance, 

Elaine IS third-grade spelling PUl'I/picked is clearly less sophisticated 

than her fourth grade spelling DMaING/dancing (although she continued 

to prcduce sema unusual spellings throughout fourth grade). 

When looking at any single spelling, one cannot know for 

certain which types of linguistic knowledge a child was using while 

wri ting it or how consciously that knowledge was applied. IDJever, one 

can look at how that spelling fits into tIE context of patterns seen at 

those various knowledge levels and formulate hunches as to what was 

going on. '1\t.1o spellings can be used to illustrate this; the first is 

EAT/ate, prcduced independently by three different children; the second 

is WEREY/worry, prcduced by Gordon. 

'!he word "ate II is a relati vely camon one in tIE subjects I 

wri ting, appearing 27 tines during the two years, but is not one of the 

very high frequ:mcy ones which are presurrably spelled by rote IOOSt of 
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the t:i.ne. (!Ixieed, it was spelled unconventionally about half of the 

t:i.ne • ) Its consonant phonene is easy to spell, but its vowel. phonene 

lei is a nmerately difficult tense one. The spelling El\T involves the 

use of a digraph spelling for the \~'el rather tha ... '1 the appropriate 

silent final E spelling. Analogy may be involved; this digraph is used 

in a few other words to represe.."lt lei before It I (e.g., "great"). 

(Another spelling often used by the subjects, AET/ate, used a vowel 

digraph which is uncatn\Oll but reflects the cc:mron pattern of the first 

vowel in a digraph's respresenting the associated letter name.) 

Graphically, EAT reflects a failure to preserve the final E marker, but 

is a permutation which contains all the letters of "ate" (as is AET). 

Finally, EAT is not only a real word but one which is another fonn of 

the intended word. 

The spelling WEREY/Worry also reflects more than one level of 

knowledge. The vowel phonene ICfY is one of the least regularly spelled 

of all vowels. The spelling CR for this phonene is a relatively 

unccmnon one and occurs in "\toOrry" in order to avoid the confusing 

graphic sequ:nce WO. Gordon's spelling ER(E) is SCJ'IEwhat more canmon 

and is found in words such as "her" and, of coorse, ''\r,ere.'' Gemination 

of the R in rhotacized vo'Wels appears to be for the p.rrpose of 

distinguishing subtle vowel differences (which do not exist in all 

dialects) like those between "jury" and "hurry"; since its plIpose is 

far fran oovious, it is not surprising that double R did not occur in 

this case. Gordon did preserve the final marker Y (even though E would 

also have been plausible), although his visual sense of tIE \toOrd was 

not strong enoogh to avoid inc100ing two inappropriate E's. Finally, 
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this spelling contains the real word ''\t.1ere"; it is conceivable that it 

leS produced not phonene by phonate but by writing this real;ord 

lDoophone for the first syllable of '~rry II and then adding the end 

narker. 

Many invented spellings are overdeterm1.ned, in that there are 

various possible causes for the choices that are nade. A VCMe1. phonene 

nay be spelled a certain way through rote, knowledge of vowel spelling 

rules, visual awareness of acceptable letter canbinations, or analogy 

to other words. (This is, of course, also true when spelling is 

conventional. ) TlEre are also, harJever, spellings, particularly unusual 

ones, which are less easily explainable. A spelling such as Elaine '5 

DILFI'SCI'/breakfast cannot easily be broken down for phonene/grapherne 

analysis, violates orthographic constraints (such as those concerning 

acceptable lengths and IBtterns for consonant strings), looks unusual, 

incluies nany unexpected letters, does not camrunicate any sense of the 

norphernes it contains, and does not bear any resemblance to real words. 

Sp:llings such as these must be discussed in tenns of the rcore general 

spelling strategies to be considered under Question 10. 



CHAP1'ER 5 

Ol'HER ASPECl'S OF CRTHOORAPHY 

This chapter discusses the findings relating to all other 

aspects of the subjects I spelling and pmctuation. It does so by 

answering the remaining research questions, as follows: 

5. What differences were there between children in their 

spelling strategies? 

6. 'lb what exten~: did the subjects control English pmctuation 

and capitalization? 

7. was there grCMth fran one year to the next in that control? 

8. What patterns did the subjects I unconventional pmctuation 

and capitalization follow? 

9. What differences were there between children in their use 

of punctuation and capitalization? 

10. . What does infonnation about the personal, classroan, 

social, and instructional context of wri ting tell us about orthographic 

developn:nt? 

202 
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Differences Between Spellers 

'Ibis section will address itself to ~stion 5: ''What 

differences \to1eI'e there between children in tmir spelling strategies?" 

'!be question was approached through looking at a randan sarcple of 

spellings fran three different subjects who \to1eI'e chosen to represent a 

range of spelling ability. Elaine was tm least successful speller of 

the six subjects, with an overall rate of 79.4% conventional spelling 

over the two year pericrl. D:Ina was the nest successful speller, with 

95.0% conventional spelling. All other subjects ranged fran 84% to 86% 

conventional spelling; Gordon, wi th 85.5 %, was chosen for this 

comparison. He sh~ the greatest improvement in spelling of any 

child, fran 79.4% conventional (the lowest of all tm subjects) in 

third grade, to 89.1% (second highest) in fourth. In order to canpare 

the kinds of invented spellings prcrluced by these three subjects, a 

random sa..'1'ple of 20 spollings per child per year was selected using a 

table of randan numbers. 'lhls represented about 10% each of Gordon's 

and Elaine's invented spellings and about 30 % of nma 's. A listing of 

these spelJ ings coded for the features analyzed appears in Appendix B. 

In order to characterize Inol the subjects differed as to the 

types of invented spellings they proouced, each spelling was examined 

to determine what types of processes ~re going on or what gaps in the 

speller's knt:Mledge were revealed. Eight categories energed fran this 

analysis; these categories provided a near-exhaustive explanation of 

all 120 spellings. '!be categories can be perhaps best used and 

understocrl if placed in the form of questions. '!bey are arranged here 

in an order which is intended to reflect, at least roughly, 
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increasingly sophisticated spelling strategies, so that a ":yes n answer 

to a question with a high number tends to indicate a Dm'e high-level 

spelling than a ''}Ies II answer to a question with a lower nllIriler. 

1. Is the spelling an unusual one? 

This is the JOOSt subjective of the eight questions. A positive 

answer means that the spelling is one which, at least in part, does not 

appear to be an attempt to represent the sequence of phonemes in the 

word, and which cannot be explained away as having been produced by a 

pmnutation or other process. It inclooes very unusual spellings like 

OON WASAEY'/away, but also cases like ~train which are less 

bizarre but still contain inexplicable insertions or anissions. cases 

like CDN'T/oouldn't, which nay reflect dialect pronunciation (saying 

"oouldn't" as a monosyllable with no /d/) , were not inclooed. There was 

no attempt to detennine if words inclooed in this category represented 

phonemes appropriately (i .e., the second and third q.Estio."lS were not 

asked), since phoneme/grapheIre correspondences could not be clearly 

enough established. 

2. Were there difficulties in spelling consonants? 

A posi ti ve answer was defined as invel ving one or Irore of four 

specific subtypes: proolems with digraphs (RUOOLPD/Rulolph), gemination 

CATACKED/attacked), or consonant clusters (AN/and), or with using the 

appropriate initial letter (NIFE/knife). 

3. Were there difficulties in spelling vowels? 

Trese incluled difficulties with both stressed (BFALD/held) and 

unstressed (POISEN/poison) vowels. Sane of these ~e hanophone 

substi tutions (TO/too). 
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4 • ~e there problems with affixation? 

'Ibis inclooed both failure to abstract an affix norphane 

(IANDA/landed) and failure to appropriately use rules governing how 

affixation takes placed ('lRYED/tried). 

5. Is the invented spelling a pennutation of the intended 

word? 

These were considered to be relatively high-level spellings 

becau~e the writer had enough visual awareness of the word to inclooe 

all the appropriate letters. 

6. Does the invented spelling differ fran the conventional 

spelling by only a single letter? 

These incltxied cases where a letter was added (OUl'HER/other), 

dropped (EVER/every), or changed (RASCOE/rescue) • This is also a 

high-level category reflecting visual awareness. 

7. Is the invented spelling a real word? 

'Ibis category inclooes hanophones (~/Would), related words 

(ONE/once), and others (QUITE/quit). 

8. Does pmctuation differentiate the invented and 

conventional spelling? 

This inclooes spellings involving apostrophes (IllillS/rad 's) , 

word boundaries (OVER TIME/overtime), and abbreviations (MIs/Ms. ) • 

These are high-level invented spellings since the conventional form 

could be achieved only through visual or semantic knowledge. 

Some spellings received positive answers for nore than a single 

question. For instance, WHERF./were involves a problem in digraph 

spelling and adcli tion of a single letter, and is a real word. C<Xlings 
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for each ~rd can be found in AR;lendix B. 

'll'E results of applying these eight questions to the randan 

samples taken fran the three subjects are illustrated in 'Dible 36. 

Mmerals indicate the number of spellings receiving a positive answer 

to each question. It is inportant to remember that this carparison is 

not able to illuminate the relative success of the subjects in spelling 

various features. For instance, nearly half of Dma • s invented 

spellings in fourth grade involved pmctuation (primarily apostrophes), 

rut this does not nean he found apostrophes nore difficult than did 

Gordon and Elaine. 'l'hey stand out only in the context of his invented 

spellings as a whole, since he had fewer prcblems in other areas and 

fewer invented spellings as a whole. A canparison of relative nastery 

of apostrophes would require examining all instances of each child I s 

conventional and unconventional use of them, which is beyond the scope 

of this question. 

l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 

Unusual? 
Coosonants? 
VOtlels? 
Affixation? 
Ferrnutation? 
Single letter? 
Real Word? 
Punctuation? 

'!able 36 
Conparison of Three Spellers 

ElAINE G:mX:>N mNr1 
Year 1 Year 2 Year 1 Year 2 Year I Year 2 

12 3 2 1 0 0 
1 4 5 7 0 2 
3 12 8 8 12 6 
3 3 5 3 2 1 
2 2 1 1 1 1 
2 8 7 12 10 8 
2 3 5 3 11 12 
2 2 3 2 6 9 

Note: ~s indicate heM nany words (fran a sanple of 20 per 
child per year) received a "yes" answer to each qtEstion. 

'll'Ese three subjects proo.uced invented spellings which were 
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similar in sare ways but also showed individual variations. Elaine was 

the least proficient speller not only in terms of proportionate 

oonventionali ty but in terms of sophistication. In third grade, the 

mjori ty of her invented spellings in the randall sanple examined were 

unusual ones, and she showed only occasional evidence of other kinds of 

orthographic exploration. In fourth grade, harJever, she was producing 

far fewer unusual spellings; the JOOSt ccmnon patterns cbserved were 

exploration of vowel spellings and the production of spellings which 

differed fran the intended word by only a single letter. In 

quantitative terms, Elaine did not inprove as a speller fran third to 

fourth grade. (In fact, the proportion of her spellings which were 

oonventional decreased slightly.) 1i:Wever, this qualitative data 

indicates Cif this randan sanple is representative) that she did becare 

a better speller in terms of the processes that she was using. Gordon's 

invented spellings, on the other hand, showed little quali tati ve change 

fran third to fourth grade. In both years, his JOOSt caruoon spelling 

patterns were those involving vowel difficulties and single-letter 

changes. '!here were also a variety of other types, including 

exploration of consonant spellings and affixation. Gordon's growth fran 

third to fourth grade was roore quantitative than qualitative: he went 

fran using invented spellings for 20% of words to a rate of only 10%, 

rut the invented spellings he did proo.uce were very similar in both 

grades. Dana, finally, was clearly the JOOSt sophisticated of these 

three spellers. In both years, about half of his invented spellings in 

the sanple were real words, and about half differed fran the intended 

word by only one letter. Although he did do sare exploration of vowel 
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p:ltterns, his lIDSt carmon single invented spelling pattern involved 

apostrophe insertion or deletion. Ha proouced no unusual spellings and 

had almost no trooble with consonant representation. Jlma proouced so 

few invented spellings (ooly 1 rut of every 20 words), and they were of 

such high guali ty , that he had very li ttle roan for improvement; his 

profiles for third and fourth grade are therefore very similar. 

'ne set of eight questions that was established as a tool for 

looking at these subjects I spellings nay perhaps be useful as a 

l'Euristic device for looking at other children IS writing. 'Ihese 

questions provide a way of i.nposing san: order on what nay often appear 

to be hopelessly varied collections of invented spellings. They provide 

a reasonable way of taking into account all the levels of knowledge 

that influence invented spelling and suggest at least a general 

hierarchy of spelling sophistication. 

Punctuation and capitalization 

This section addresses itself to the following four research 

questions: 

6. '10 what extent did the subjects control English punctuation 

and capitalization? 

7. Was there growth fran one year to the next in that control? 

8. What patterns did tl'E subjects' unconventional punctuation 

and capitalization follow? 

9. What differences were there between child,ren in tl'Eir use 

of punctuation and capitalization? 
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CcDventionali ty and Change 

'!his section consists of a brief discussion of the extent to 

which pmctuation and capitalization were controlled by the subjects 

taken as a whole, and of their grCMth fran third to fourth grade. Since 

there was so much variation between subjects, the bulk of the 

discussion of pmctuation consists of individual profiles, which will 

be found in a later section. 

Punctuation. A sunmary of heM the six subjects used pmctuation 

aver the two-year periro appears in '!able 37. Punctuation use was 

tabulated by looking at points in the text where pmctuation should 

have occurred and did (conventional use ) , should have occurred but 

didn It (anissions), and should not have occurred but did (insertions). 

'ltere ~re also a snell number of cases where one punctuation mark was 

substi tuted for another. ("Should have occurred" is used to refer to a 

reasonable standard of conventional punctuation. M:>st cases ~re 

clear-cut. In the case of lengthy run-on sentences, peri 00 s were 

assUITEd necessary at periroic intervals. In borderline cases, subjects 

~e given the benefit of the doubt. An example of this was a story, 

quoted later, where Elaine twice began new sentences with "and." lobst 

adult writers would have treated these as independent clauses rather 

than pmctuating th:m as new sentences, but Elaine I s choice was 

considered to be wi thin the acceptable range of writers I options and 

was thus counted as conventionally p.mctuated. Dependent clauses 

pmctuated as separate sentences were not, however.) 

Since this is a carplex table, an exanple will be given to aid 

in understanding it. '1he figures for expected use of periros indicate 
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'!able 37 
Ccnventionali ty of Punctuation Usag:e 

Cooventiona1 Rxl-C CGU & SUB) 'lbta1 
No. % li:>. % li:>. 

EXPECTED 

Periods 

Yr1 396 58.15 285 41.85 681 
Yr2 691 77.82 197 22.18 888 
Both 1087 69.28 482 30.72 1569 

CcnlIIas 

Yr1 21 19.09 89 80.91 110 
Yr2 52 26.94 141 73.06 193 
Both 73 24.09 230 75.91 303 

Quotes 

Yr1 13 10.32 113 89.68 126 
Yr2 34 20.00 136 80.00 170 
Both 47 15.88 249 84.12 296 

Ql,estion Mark 

Yr1 8 38.10 13 61.90 21 
Yr2 26 60.47 17 39.53 43 
Both 34 53.13 30 46.88 64 

other 

Yr1 4 28.57 10 71.43 14 
Yr2 9 100.00 0 0.00 9 
Both 13 56.52 10 43.48 23 

'lbtal 

Yr1 442 46.43 510 53.57 952 
Yr2 812 62.32 491 37.68 1303 
Both 1254 55.61 1001 44.39 2255 
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'!able 37 - ContintEd 

Conventional Non-C C(Itfi & SUB) Total 
No. % No. % No. 

(BSERVED 

Periods 

Yrl 396 85.90 65 14.10 461 
Yr2 691 92.26 58 7.74 749 
Both 1087 89.83 123 10.17 1210 

camas 

Yr1 21 95.45 1 4.55 22 
Yr2 52 88.14 7 11.86 59 
Both 73 90.12 8 9.88 81 

Qootes 

Yrl 13 92.86 1 7.14 14 
Yr2 34 68.00 16 32.00 50 
Both 47 73.44 17 26.56 64 

Qt,Estion Mark 

Yr1 8 80.00 2 20.00 10 
Yr2 26 96.30 1 3.70 27 
Both 34 91.89 3 8.11 37 

Other 

Yr1 4 100.00 0 0.00 4 
Yr2 9 100.00 0 0.00 9 
Both 13 100.00 0 0.00 13 

Total 

Yr1 442 86.50 69 13.50 511 
Yr2 812 90.83 82 9.17 894 
Both 1254 89.25 151 10.75 1405 
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that over the two-year period, there were 1,569 places in the subjects' 

texts where a period could reasonably be expected to occur. In 1,087 of 

those cases, a period was used; in the remaining 482, either there was 

00 punctuation, or another mark, such as a camra., was substituted. The 

figures for observed use shCM that of the 1,210 periods used, 1,087 

were the conventional uses already nentioned and 123 W3re places where 

periods were either inserted where they did not belong (i.e., between 

~ases ) or used where only another pmctuation mark would be 

acceptable. 

A nmnber of conclusions can be drawn fran this data. First of 

all, punctuation was appreciably IIm'e difficult than spelling for these 

subjects. 'lb:re were 2,255 points in the text where punctuation narks 

should have occurred, but they appeared conventionally at only 1254 

(55.6%) of those points. '!he 1,001 unconventional cases were primarily 

anissions, al though 38 of them \tt1ere substi tutions • EXtraneous 

punctuation was rarer (113 totally superfluous marks, such as qootation 

rrarks for an indirect quotation, and 38 substitutions), but still 

accounted for 10.7% of all pmctuation marks the subjects prcxluced. 

Second, sane punctuation narks were easier for the subjects to 

use appropriately than others. Pericxls, which consti tuted the majori ty 

of pmctuation narks, were supplied when necessary 69.3% of the tine; 

the qrestion mark was suppliE!Ci when needed only about half of the tine, 

while cammas and especially quotation marks \tt1ere appreciably more 

difficult and usually anitted. (The "other" category incllrled 

successful uses of the exclanation point, which is usually q>tional, 

and the colon, as \tt1ell as anissions of ooligatory p:iren1:b=ses and 
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oolons.) The subjects used punctuation other than the perioo relatively 

rarely; of all punctuation narks cbserved, 86.1% were perioos (although 

ally 69.6% of all punctuation shc:uld have been. ) ~t extraneous 

punctuation uarks (81.5%) tt.ere perioos. (These figures tt.ere derived 

fran calculations wi thin the relevant C01UImS of Table 37.) 

'Ite third conclusion that can be drawn fran this data is the 

dranatic improvement fran third to fourth grade, particularly the 

decline in the proportion of ani tted punctuation. The subjects improved 

fran supplying only 46.4% of ooligatory punctuation in third grade to 

62.3% in fourth, a proportionate increase of 34% which is significant 

tt.e11 beyond the .001 level. '!he frec:;rtency of inserted punctuation, 

although it \tas never as great a prcb1ern, also declined; the prq;x>rtion 

of punctuation narks used which tt.ere conventional increased fran 86.5% 

in third grade to 90.8% in fourth, which is significant at the. 05 

level. Each individual type of pmctuation nark appeared when expected 

nore often in fourth grade than in third; the change was significant 

for quotation marks (at the .05 level) and pedoos (well beyond the 

.001 level). The decrease in extraneous pedoos \taS significant at the 

.001 level; all other extraneous punctuation marks occurred too rarely 

for changes fran third to fourth grade to be nea.ningfu1. 

capitalization. capitalization \tas tabulated b¥ counting 

whether \lOrds tt.ere capitalized in places where it is ooligatory. The 

vast majority of occasions for capitals fell into four categories. 

Sentence toundary capitals are those at the beginning of a sentence. 

Chly cases where the writer had indicated a sentence toundary with 

pmctuation (or the first sentence of a text) and then failed to 
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capi talize were considered to be anissions. cases of run-m sentences 

were considered to be problems in establishing sentence boundaries 

rather than in capitalization. Proper nanes and the pronoon "I" are 

self-explanatory. Headings incluied prinarily story titles, salutations 

and closings of letters, and "The Ern." An "other" category, which was 

very snaIl and therefore not included in the following discussion of 

the findings, incluied a fewexanples of words such as "O.K." When two 

categories overlapped, such as a sentence beginning with "I," an 

arbitrary decision was mde to count the ward involved according to the 

relevant syntactic category (sentence boUl1daJ.."'1' or baading) rather than 

the word-level one (III" or proper Dam:!). Ca'lVentional usage as a 

proportion of capi tals used (observed use) traS also tabulated • 

Inserted, or extraneous, capitalization was not subcategorized since it 

encanpassed such a mixed bag of idiosyncratic occurrences. The findings 

are presented in Table 38. 

capitalization was relatively easy for these subjects. Words 

~e capi tali zed when they should have been 86.3% of tOO tizre, and 

89.9% of all capitals used by the subjects ~re appropriate. 'Ibis is 

cc::tnparable to their rate of conventional spelling. There was sene 

variation in difficulty between the various types of capi tals: in 

increasing order of 

sentence boundaries 

difficulty, they were: "I" (92.4% conventional), 

(89.8%), proper nanes (81.6%), and headings 

(77 .9%). EXcept for III," whose capitalization follows a sinple rule, 

the conventionality of each type reflected its frequ:mcy. 

capitalization became more conventional in fourth grade than in 

third. Since it was always used relatively successfully, the change was 
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~le 38 
Calventionality of ca12italization usage 

Calventiana1 Non-cbnvent. 'lbtal 
No. % No. % ~ 

EXPECI'ED 

Sentence Boondary 

Yr1 435 87.17 64 12.83 499 
Yr2 698 91.48 65 8.52 763 
Both 1133 89.78 129 10.22 1262 

Proper NaIres 

Yr1 192 80.67 46 19.33 238 
Yr2 322 82.14 70 17.86 392 
Both 514 81.59 116 18.41 630 

"I" 

Yr1 89 87.25 13 12.75 102 
Yr2 142 95.95 6 4.05 148 
Both 231 92.40 19 7.60 250 

Headings 

Yrl 63 74.12 22 25.88 85 
Yr2 155 79.49 40 20.51 195 
Both 218 77 .86 62 22.14 280 

Other 

Yr1 5 45.45 6 54.55 11 
Yr2 3 50.00 3 50.00 6 
Both 8 47.06 9 52.94 17 

Total 

Yr1 784 83.85 151 16.15 935 
Yr2 1320 87.77 184 12.23 1504 
Both 2104 86.26 335 13.74 2439 

CESERVED 

All cases 

Yr1 784 80.99 184 19.01 968 
Yr2 1320 96.14 53 3.86 1373 
Both 2104 89.88 237 10.12 2341 
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oot dramatic, but it was neaningful, oanparable to the extent of 

improvement in spelling. Inprovement in the expected used of capitals 

(fran 83.8% to 87.8%) was significant at the .01 level. '!he 

oonventionali ty of those CBpi tals that were used changed IOOre 

dramatically: extraneous CBpitals drq>ped fran 19.0% to 3.9% of the 

total, which was significant \OJell beyond the .001 level. 

Individual Profiles 

Although the surrmary Clata alx>ut punctuation and capitalization 

gives a general picture of how successfully the subjects used them, it 

also nasks the great variability between subjects. Each indi vidual 

child's profile is different fran the averall profile, in ways that 

reflect not only quantitative differences in how \OJell they punctuated 

and capitalized but quali tati ve differences in what their particular 

strengths and weaknesses \OJere. Wi thin each section, subjects will be 

discussed in order of increasing control of the system involved. 

Punctuation. 'lab' e 39 illustrates the extent to which each 

subject used punctuation conventionally. Tba "change" colmm indicates 

proportional improvement: for exanple, the 124 % increase for Vincent 

(expected use) sh~ that his proportion of conventional punctuation 

IlDre than doubled from third to fourth grade. 

'Ib:re is an astonishing variety, ranging fran 33.5% to 84 .6% 

oonventional punctuation (expected use). '.Ibere were also differences in 

row much the subjects improved fran third to fourth grade, ranging fran 

Rachel, who showed a slight decrease, to Vincent, whose proportion of 

appropriate punctuation IOOre than doubled. The arrount of change was not 
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'lBb1e 39 
Cmventionali ty of Punctuation Use -

Indi vidual SUbjects 

Conventional Non-convent. 'IOta1 
No. % No. % No. --

EKPEC'I'ED 

Elaine 

Yr1 37 24.03 117 ' 75.97 154 
Yr2 85 40.48 125 59.52 210 
Both 122 33.52 242 66.48 364 +68% 

Rachel 

Yr1 58 46.40 67 53.60 125 
Yr2 95 43.98 121 56.02 216 
Both 153 44.87 188 55.13 341 -5% 

Gordon 

Yr1 39 37.86 64 62.14 103 
Yr2 107 49.31 110 50.69 217 
Both 146 45.63 174 54.38 320 +30% 

Vincent 

Yr1 40 28.99 98 71.01 138 
Yr2 98 64.90 53 35.10 151 
Both 138 47.75 151 52.25 289 +124% 

Anna 

Yrl 112 49.56 114 50.44 226 
Yr2 172 75.11 57 24.89 229 
Both 284 62.42 171 37.58 455 +52% 

Dana 

Yr1 156 75.73 50 24.27 206 
lr2 255 91.07 25 8.93 280 
Both 411 84.57 75 15.43 486 +20% 

Total 

Yr1 442 46.43 510 53.57 952 
Yr2 812 62.32 491 37.68 1303 
Both 1254 55.61 1001 44.39 2255 +34% 
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'!able 39 - Cl:lntinued 

Conventional Nal-ct1lvent. ~ 
No. % l«>. % l«>. 

OOSERVED 
Elaine 

Yr1 37 46.84 42 53.16 79 
Yr2 85 71.43 34 28.57 119 
Both 122 61.62 76 38.38 198 +52% 

Rachel 
Yr1 58 86.57 9 13.43 67 
Yr2 95 96.94 3 3.06 98 
Both 153 92.73 12 7.27 165 +12% 

Gordon 
Yr1 39 100.00 0 0.00 39 
Yr2 107 91.45 10 8.55 117 
Both 146 93.59 10 6.41 156 -9% 

Vincent 
Yr1 40 95.24 2 4.76 42 
Yr2 98 93.33 7 6.67 105 
Both 138 93.88 9 6.12 147 -2% 

Anna f 

Yr1 112 92.56 9 7.44 U1 
Yr2 172 96.63 6 3.37 178 
Both 284 94.98 15 5.02 299 +4% 

Dana 
Yr1 156 95.71 7 4.29 163 
Yr2 255 92.06 22 7.94 277 
Both 411 93.4l 29 6.59 440 -4% 

'Iota1 
Yrl 442 86.50 69 13.50 511 
Yr2 812 90.83 82 9.17 894 
Both 1254 89.25 151 10.75 1405 +5% 
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significant in the case of Rachel and Gordon, but was significant 

beyond the .001 level for the others. ~ secom part of the table 

shows that Elaine was the only subject who used extraneous pmctuation 

wi th any real frequency. 

l:laine. EXcept for a single extraneous coma in third grade, 

Elaine never used a punctuation mark other than a pericxi, although 

there \toIere occasions when she should have used camas, quotation marks, 

and question marks. 'lable 40 ,shows that pericxis \toIere zoore likely than 

not to be anitted in her writing, and that extraneous pericxis \toIere also 

CXIlIlIOll • 

Yr! 
Yr2 
Both 

Yrl 
Yr2 
Both 

'!able 40 
Use of Periods - Elaine 

Conventional Non-Convent. 
No. % No. % 

EXPECTED 

37 27.21 99 72.79 
85 59.86 57 40.14 

122 43.88 156 56.12 

(BSERVED 

37 47.44 41 52.56 
85 71.43 34 28.57 

122 6l.93 75 38.07 

'lbtal 
No. 

136 
142 
278 

78 
119 
197 

~ following partial text is an example of how Elaine's 

stories \toIere frequently pmctuated. (Spelling has been conventionalized 

but line ell visions are as in the original.) 



cne day I went to a christuas 
pu-ty we ISd to. bring sare. 
gifts. to the pu-ty I took 
cakes we drank sate punch. it was 
ti.Ire to open the gifts. I got 
sare gum and a doll it was 
ti.Ire for Ire to go hare tlEn ll'!Y. 
nan cane hare 
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Periods were not inclooed in six cbligatory sp:>ts in the text 

(inclOOing the final sentence). Of the six periods used, only two were 

appropriate. Of the other four, two were at the ends of lines, one 

tEfore a prepositional phrase, and one (after ''to") idiosyncractic. 

Although Elaine's use of periods seems bizarre (IIBnY of her extraneous 

ones were unusually placed), they were not random but reflected 

incomplete understanding and internalization of a variety of knowledge 

about punctuation, incllXiing rules for its use, which will tE described 

in anecdotal mterial about Elaine later in this chapter. This state of 

affairs did not remain static, however. About a mnth after the above 

story had been written, in January of fourth grade, Elaine cane to 

understand how sentence boundary punctuation \t,1Orks. 'Ibere was a 

dramatic change in her use of pericrls, wi th anissions henceforth 

occurring only rarely and extraneous pericrls occurring at reasonable 

syntactic ooundaries such as between clauses or in place of qtEstion 

narks • A typical example read as follows (wi th spelling 

conventionalized): 

CD:! day the sun cane up. Me and leDnica were going to town. '!hen 
the sun was up. And it was br ighting in our eyes. Then we 
couldn It see and we alIOC>st 'Io1ent off the road. '!hen we started 
to cry. But 'Io1e crashed. ihen the p:>lice cane. And the 
arnl::ulance • And 'Io1e got in the hospi tal so that I S how it all 
happened. 
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Although Table 40 shows appreciable growth fran third to foorth 

grade, it understates the dranatic nature of the change. Table 41 

di vides Elaine's use of periods into those before and after her new 

understanding. 

Tc:lble 41 
Discontinuity in the Use of Periods - ELaine 

Conventional 
No. % 

before 1/83 60 
1/83 & after 62 
Both 122 

before 1/83 60 
1/83 % after 62 
Both 122 

28.57 
91.27 
43.88 

41.38 
84.93 
61.93 

EXPECTED 

159 
6 

156 

CJ3SERVED 

64 
11 
75 

71.43 
8.83 

56.12 

51.62 
15.09 
38.07 

'IOtal 
No. 

210 
68 

278 

124 
73 

197 

'!his is a clear-cut exanple of saltatory growth as described by 

Werner (1957/1978): a qualitative change involving a sudden replacement 

of a lower-level process by a higher-level one. 

Rachel. Rachel used a va.r iety of punctuation marks. She used 

reriods appropriately about half of the tine (anitting them the rest of 

the tirre) , and was the nost prolific user of question narks and 

exclanation points of all the subjects (using them 20 and 5 tines 

respectively). FE najor difficulty other than the anission of perioos 

\laS failure to US"" quotation narks and the d::>ligatory canrca that 

precedes them, with the exception of the last piece she wrote in fourth 

grade, where one quotation was punctuated appropriately. 'Ibis was the 

najor cause of her apparently less successful use of punctuation in 
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fourth grade than in third; she used far mre gootations in her writing 

(25 in fourth grade as cpposed to 2 in third), but did not yet know heM 

to punctuate them. Her use of periods, which accounted for the uajority 

of lEr punctuation, did show substantial iIIprovement: the proportion of 

periods appearing when expected \IleJlt fran 42.4% to 61.3% of the total. 

'ltere were also extraneous pericrls, sate of them unusual (e.g., ''Did 

:you know. that his nane used to be • • • n); there were eight of than, 

or 16% of all pericrls, in third grade, but only one in fourth. Like the 

other subjects, therefore, Rachel can be said to have generally 

improved in her use of punctuation. Her apparent setback could be 

perhaps also be attributed to grCMth, since she had newly found a 

function for quotations in her writing; she nerely had not yet care to 

oontrol their fom. 

<:ordon. <:ordon I s use of ;unctuation was confined almost 

entirely to periods and, in the latter part of fourth grade, qootation 

narks. H: sh~ definite improvement in l:x:>th; in third grade he 

anitted about half of all pericrls but in fourth grade less than a 

third. Once he discovered quotation marks, he used them appropriately 

nest of the tine; the occasions when he didn It ~re IOOst likely due to 

forgetfulness. The rule he used for determining the placenent of 

qootation narks was to place the first one after "said n and the second 

one at the end of the gootation; this was usually appropriate, but 

resulted in his mistakenly pmctuating an indirect qootation twice and 

mispunctuating a divided quotation once. other punctuation marks ~re 

rarely used. H: used camas only twice and ani tted 50 of them, 

prinarily (54%) those required before quotations. Gordon had one very 
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unusual invented pmctuation nark; he wrote a date with a reversed and 

oonnal cama enclosing the nuneral ("April t13,") , perhaps with the 

intent of setting it off in a way analogous to qootation narks. when 

asked why he did it, he replied that camas are ''USed that way" in 

wri ting the nane of a DDnth or a state, which perhaps reflected 

imperfect knowledge of the use of quotation marks for highli~hting. 

Vincent. Vincent showed the nost dramatic inprovement in 

p.mctuation of all the subjects between third and fourth grade, going 

fran 29.0% to 64.9% conventional, a proportionate change of 124%. This 

was due primarily to a gradual iIrprovement in his use of perioos, which 

\t.ere virtually the only punctuation Darks he ever used. Ullike Elaine, 

who sh~ a dramatic change in her use of perioos, Vincent changed 

gradually fran anitting Irost perioos to ani tting only a few, 

p:trticularly in fourth grade. Ha also inclooed a few extranecus 

periods, primarily between clauses. Bis only other proolem with 

pmctuation was the anission of a.lIrost all qootation narks, qtEstion 

marks, and camas, in both third and fourth grades. Vincent's attention 

to punctuation was clearly primarily limited to the use of periods; 

presunably in the future, as the use of periods l::ecane nore autanatic, 

he \I>t1Ould have Irore attention available to devote to other types of 

p.mctuation. 

Anna. Anna used perioos appropriately about 85% of the tine 

over the two-year period, with occasional anissions and even rarer 

insertions. Bar use of periods changed only slightly fran third to 

fourth grade; she resically understocrl their use, with occasional 

lapses. Sll:! used other pmctuation narks occasionally f and was rore 
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likely to inclme them in fourth grade than in third. In fourth grade, 

she occasionally used quotation narks in idiosyncractic wayz (e.9. "she 

is saying rain I, I rain go away"; "ny notrer said I I I hope it snows"). 

'!he nain reason that rer proportion of conventional pmctuation was 

only 49.6% in third grade (as cpposed to 75.1% in fourth) is that she 

used 26 quotations, which ~e virtually unpmctuated, in bar 

third-grade wri ting, twice as nany as in fourth grade. If quotations 

~e eliminated, her pmctuation would be 63.8% conventional in third 

grade (and 81.4% in fourth). 

OIDa. o:ma I s use of punctuation was appreciably nore 

conventional than that of any of the other subjects, in both third and 

fourth grades. His use of periods was almost entirely conventional by 

fourth grade (96.1% of expected use and 93.8% of cbserved use). H: was 

unlike the other subjects in that ba was as likely to insert extraneous 

periods as to anit cbligatory ones, although this involved only a few 

cases occurring primarily at clause boundaries. Ie was by far the nost 

successful user of the nore difficult ccmna and quotation narks, which 

ba used conventionally 60.9% and 50.0% of the t.ilte respectively, as 

c:pposed to 24.1% and 15.9% for the subjects as a whole. Although Dana 

had a good understanding of pmctuation in third grade, he was able to 

further refine it in fourth, showing inc=eased control of every type of 

pmctuation nark. 

capitalization. iable 42 illustrates the extent to which each 

subject used capitalization successfully. Since capitals ~e easier 

than pmctuation for the subjects to use, the differences between them 

were not as dramatic, although there was still a range from 74.3% to 
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Table 42 
CCJlVentionality of capitalization Use -

Imi vidual SUbjects 

Cooventiona1 tal-COnvent. Total 
NO. % lib. % ~. 

EXPECTED 

Elaine 

Yr1 89 77.39 26 22.61 li5 
Yr2 139 72.40 53 27.60 192 
Both 228 74.27 79 25.73 307 -6% 

Rachel 
Yr1 101 71.13 41 28.87 142 
Yr2 130 83.33 26 16.67 156 
Both 231 77 .52 67 22.48 298 +17% 

Gordon 

Yr1 110 82.09 24 17.91 134 
Yr2 231 85.56 39 14.44 270 
Both 341 84.41 63 15.59 404 +4% 

Anna 

Yr1 153 83.61 30 16.39 183 
Yr2 267 86.69 41 13.31 308 
Both 420 85.54 71 14.46 491 +4% 

Vincent 

Yr1 93 80.17 23 19.83 116 
Yr2 204 91.07 20 8.93 224 
Both 297 87.35 43 12.65 340 +14% 

Dana 

Yr1 238 97.14 7 2.86 245 
Yr2 349 98.59 5 1.41 354 
Both 587 98.00 12 2.00 599 +1% 

Total 

Yr1 784 83.85 151 16.15 935 
Yr2 1320 87.77 184 12.23 1504 
Both 2104 86.26 335 13.74 2439 +5% 
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'lab1e 42 - Continued 

CCl1ventiona1 N:ln-(bnvent. '1bta1 
No. % No. % No. 

(BSERVED 

Elaine 

Yr1 89 58.55 63 41.45 152 
Yr2 139 87.97 19 12.03 158 
Both 228 73.55 82 26.45 310 +50% 

Rachel 

Yr1 101 74.26 35 25.74 136 
Yr2 130 91.55 12 8.45 142 
Both 231 83.09 47 16.91 278 +23% 

Gordon 

Yr1 110 63.95 62 36.05 172 
Yr2 231 94.67 13 5.33 244 
Both 341 81.97 75 18.03 416 +48% 

Anna 

Yr1 153 94.44 9 5.56 162 
Yr2 267 97.80 6 2.20 273 
Both 420 96.55 15 3.45 435 +4% 

Vincent 

Yr1 93 93.00 7 7.00 100 
Yr2 204 99.51 1 0.49 205 
Both 297 97.38 8 2.62 305 +7% 

Dana 

Yr1 238 96.75 8 3.25 246 
Yr2 349 99.43 2 0.57 351 
Both 587 98.32 10 1.68 597 +3% 

Total 

Yr1 784 80.99 184 19.01 968 
Yr2 1320 96.14 53 3.86 1373 
Both 2104 89.88 237 10.12 2341 +19% 
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98 .0% oonventional (for expected use). ibree of the subjects (Elaine, 

Rachel, and Gardon) also capitalized words inappropriately 15% of the 

tine or nore. All of the subjects except Elaine used capitals when 

needed nore often in fourth grade than in third; the change was 

significant only for Rachel (at the .05 level) and Vincent (at the .01 

level) • ~ three subjects who used inapprcpriate capitals wi th sane 

frequency did so less in fourth grade, to an extent significant at the 

.001 level. 

Elaine. Elaine used capitalization the least conventionally of 

all the subjects (74.3% of expected use and 73.6% of ooserved use). Sn: 

did not ani t nany capitals at sentence boundaries (largely because 

sentence boundaries were often unpunctuated in her writing), but proper 

nanes ~e only capitalized about half of the tiIrE and she was the only 

subject who had nore than occasional proolems in reIreIl'll:ering to 

capitalize "I," particularly in third grade, where she only capitalized 

it 45% of the tine. Tn: extent to which she used ooligatory capitals 

declined sarewhat for every type except III" fran third to fourth 

grade. No irmediate explanation suggests itself, but the decrease is 

small enough to have been due to chance. Elaine also used inappropriate 

capitals nore than any other subject (26.5% of the tiIrE). Tn: 82 cases 

involved did not follow anyone disoernable p:lcterr.. Most occurred at 

the beginnings of words; the few which did not (e .g ., l'mELting") 

presuna.bly reflected handwriting which was less than fully developed 

rather than being evoked by ItEaning or syntax. Sane inappropriate 

capi tals occurred at the beginnings of lines, nany on pronouns or 

non-prcper nouns, and serre 00 words which frequently begin sentences, 
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such as lithe. n Informal ooservation of Elaine suggested that she may 

have chosen \\lOrds to capitalize based on a general sense of the types 

of words which use them ratbar than on a \\ell-developed hypothesis, 

r;articularly since bar use of capitals \tas not consistent. FOr 

instance, a sense that words referring to people are capitalized may 

have led to the capitalization of pronouns, although they were 

capi tali zed only SCllE of the tine. The frequency of extraneous capitals 

in Elaine IS wri ting decreased appreciably fran third to fourth grade 

(fran 41.4% to 12.0% of the total), but they followed similar r;atterns 

in both years. 

Rachel. Rachel supplied capitals when necessary 77 .5% of the 

tine and iIrproved fran third to fourth grade. '!here was no one type of 

capitalized word which was appreciably easier or oore difficult for bar 

than others. She also used a number of inapprcpriate capitals (fewer in 

fourth grade than in third) which followed no r;articular pattcLn. Sane 

were on nouns but the others were on a variety of words (llthey, n 1'I:::e , II 

"rest "). 

Q:lrdon. Q:lrdon supplied capi tals when needed 84.4 % of the 

tine, with SCllE improvenent fran third to fourth grade. '!be pronoun "1" 

\tas always capitalized, with other types of capitals included less 

consistently. In third grade, 36.0% of the capitals he used \\ere 

inappropriate. 'l\r.o-thirds of those occurred in two stories and were not 

associated with any r;articular type of word. Informal cbservation of 

Gordon suggests that they night have been due to his \\aIlting to give 

special emphasis to SCllE words or to inoamplete control of handwriting 

conventions, but he was never qtEstioned direcUy about his rationale. 
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In fourth grade, his inappropriate capitals represented only 5.3% of 

the total. 

Anna, Vincent, and Dma. ihe final three subjects are 

discussed together because they were very similar in their use of 

capitals. All three of them always capitalized "I" and usually used 

capi tals appropriately in other environnents. '!hey all, but especially 

Vincent, shCMed inprovement fran third to fourth grade. Vincent's 

improvenent \tas primarily due to his increased use of capitalization 

for proper naReS and headings. 'lh=se three subjects only rarely Cless 

than 4% of the tine) capitalized words inappropriately. when they did 

so, it usually involved muns or appeared due to handwriting 

developnent (e.g., every instance of the letter B in one story of 

Vincent's was capitalized). Dana's control of capitalization is 

especially remarkable; in two years there were only 22 \lOrds in his 

writing that were inappropriately capitalized or not capitalized (as 

a:xrpa.red to 587 \lOrds appropriately capitalized); this my be a greater 

degree of consistent success than llBDy adults achieve. 

SUrnnary of Punctuation and capitalization 

Sene general conclusions can be drawn about heM these subjects 

pmctuated and capitalized. First of all, pmctuatian was appreciably 

~e difficult than spelling for them, while capitalization was 

CXJJparable to spelling in difficulty. Second, there is sane evidence 

that the subjects first focused their efforts on pericx:ls, and at SCIre 

IX>int began to pay increasing attention to other punctuation as \t.ell , 

wi th quotation na..rks energing last. Elaine and Vincent were at a stage 
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in their developnent where they usually used only periods. Gordon, 

Anna, and Rachel used both perioos and other pmctuation, but were far 

less conventional in their use of the latter. It loBS only o:ma, who had 

virtually ~tered perioos, who used quotation narks oonventionally as 

nuch as half of the tine. Third, unconventional use of capitals (both 

failure to capitalize and inappropriate capitalization) loBS often 

idiosyncratic rather than reflecting imperfect understanding of 

clear-cut rules (such as the rule of capitalizing proper nouns). 'Ibis 

loBS especially true for the less proficient capitalizers. Fourth, and 

perhaps most importantly, both punctuation and capitalization did 

inprove fran third to fourth grade, dramatically in the case of 

pmctuation. This occurred in the face of li ttle if any instruction, 

suggesting that, as Calkins (1980) described, learning to punctuate is 

a function of learning to write. Cordeiro et ale (1983) described heM 

difficult it is to teach explicit rules for p.mctuation, particularly 

perioos; perhaps it can most readily develop through encouraging 

children to use it in their wri ting and gi ving them feedback on an 

indi vidual basis. This data certain inplies that teachers do not have 

to be concerned that children will regress if not given formal 

instruction in punctuation and capitalization; given regular 

opportuni ties to wri te , the subjects all rroved toward greater 

proficiency . 

orthography in Context 

'Ih: final section of this chapter deals with the last research 

question: "What does information about the personal, classroan, social, 
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and instructional context of writing tell us about orthographic 

developnent?" This will be answered through discussion of two subjects, 

Elaine and Gordon. '!be data used to anSwer this glEstion consists 

primarily of field notes collected as the subjects lrtTote. Those field 

notes are supplemented by data fran interviews with the subjects 

themselves and with their teachers and parents. 

EXamining orthography by looking at only the final prcxiuct, the 

actual written text, provides knowledge that, in all its carplexity, is 

still incarplete. Chc3erving children as they write and talking to them 

about orthography my not provide definitive answers to all ranaining 

questions, but they are ways of confinning speculations suggested by 

the wri ting itself and of explaining the IIechanisms as well as the 

content of orthography. Szwed (1981, p. 20) has carm:mted that 

"ethnographic nethods.. • are the only neans for finding out what 

li teracy really is and what can be validly neasured." Although we can 

never have a oonplete picture of what goes on in children I s minds as 

they spell and punctuate, ethnographic data like that which was used 

here at least provides a fuller picture than do the written texts 

themselves. TOO earlier parts of this chapter answered questions about 

what children prcxiuce in the way of spelling and punctuation; this 

section provides at least a partial answer to questions of how a.nCl why. 

~ subjects, Elaine and Gordon, were chosen to illtnninate the 

orthographic process. As described previously, they were very different 

in their orthographic proficiency. Elaine was the least conventional 

speller of the six subjects, and was the only one to spell less 

conventionally in third than in fourth grade. She also, particularly in 
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third grade, proouced nany W'lusual spellings. Bar punctuation as well 

\leS the least conventional of the six subjects ., and was almost 

conpletely limited to the use of perioos. Gordon was an average speller 

when looked at over the two years as a whole, but s~ t~ greatest 

inprovenent, becaning the second-best speller of the six in fourth 

grade. His spellings suggested that ~ used a variety of strategies. 

His use of punctuation was relatively proficie..'1t; his errors were 

llDStly ones of anission, without the unusual patterns shO\o111 by Elaine. 

Elaine and Gordon differed not only in the orthography they proouced 

rut in haw they proouced it, as the forthcaning descriptions reveal; 

al though they shared nany strategies, the overall flavor of their 

approaches to orthography was different. In general, one might say that 

Elaine saw spelling and punctuation almost as natters of etiq1.Ette for 

which she had to learn the generally accepted rules and fOnn5; Gordon 

tended to see them lOOI'e as an intellectual I;Uzzle, whose rules were 

there to be fi'JUI'ed out. 

Elaine and Gordon will first be used to provide evidence that 

children do indeed draw on several levels of linguistic knowledge as 

they spell. Most examples in that section are fran Gordon, since he was 

IIOre talkative and his processes nore visible. Second, Elaine and 

Gordon will be used to illustrate the broad strategies children use as 

they spell, inclooing their conscious conceptualizations about it; 

since these appear to be affected by personality and experience, 

indi vidual differences stand out clearly. Finally, the punctuation 

process will be examined separately for the two subjects. 

Since this type of data is not easily quantifiable, information 
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has been presented in the form of representative vignettes which are 

intended to exenplify rather than to provide an exhaustive picture. 

Using Linguistic Knowledge 

Pronene/Grapheme Correspondences. Elaine was almost never 

ooserved naking direct use of phoneme/grapheIre correspondences. '!be one 

exception was the first story she was ooserved writing in third grade, 

where she said to herself, "Oi-CBrni val, II and then spelled it auALO 

(presumably using a phanene/grapheme correspondence primarily to 

aetermine the ini tial letter). Gordon, however , on several occasi ons 

\laS cbserved "sounding rut II words in order to spell them; that is, 

thinking cxmsciously about sounds in a word and what letters might 

represent them. This was m::>re likely to operate at the syllable than at 

the phonene level. Fbr instance, on one occasion, after writing the 

bpelling TIMEM for "Ti.Irrqy, II he was overheard saying to hirrself, "10-: do 

you spell 'Tilrarri'? Tim-ne-ne-m-e. II He then changed the spelling to 

TIMME. Very rarely, a syllabic approach to pxmene/graphene 

correspondences 

produced the 

led him to use a letter-nane strategy, as when he 

spelling R It jarcade • When phonene/grapheme 

correspondences w:re not easy to determine, h= was saretillEs seen 

roving an to another strategy. Fbr instance, in trying to determine hew 

to spell the schwa sound at the beginning of "ago, II he asked alood if 

it began with 0 or U; unable to settle on an answer, he roved to a 

visual strategy, writing varioos possible spellings of the word. Gordon 

was at a level of sophistication where using phonene/grapherre 

rorrespondences in spelling did not necessarily involve looking for a 
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single one-to-ooe I1Btch between phoneme and graplEre; he was able to go 

further by incorporating knowledge about the possible variant spellings 

of phonenes, as when, attempting to spell "nean," he said nM-E-N-E, 

M-E-N, M-E-A-Nn aloud to himself and then mde the appropriate choice. 

Affixation, Morphemes, and fi:mophones. Elaine on one occ:asion 

revealed SCIre knowledge of affixation, looking up "scare" in the 

dictionary and adding a Y to produce SCAREY'. later in the sane story, 

she spelled "scared" conventionally, looked back at the earlier word, 

and CXl[II[[Ellted, "Just take off the Y and add a D!" This suggested that 

her spelling of "scared" was unlikely to have been based on the 

oonventional rule of dropping the E fran the .coot word before adding 

the affix. Gordon was observed on a few occ:asions writing a root word, 

then pausing and adding an affix without naking obligatory changes in 

the root word. He was thus aware of affixes as separate IOOrphernes but 

!Bd not yet refined rules for their use. (Once, when he had written 

'IRYED/tried, the researcher asked if he knew the special trick for 

words ending in Y; he erased his first spelling and wrote 'IRYDY. ) 

H::Mever, in one story, he wrote RIDEING, then asked the researcher if 

it was correct; she began to talk with him about the relevant rule, at 

which point he realized he knew it and corrected the spelling. This is 

clear evidence that his use of affixat";'on \\EiS gradually becaning IOOre 

sophisticated. Gordon also showed awareness of the separate IOOrphemes 

in catt>OUDd words; after writing "scarecrow" one day, he covered up 

!Blf of the word while c:x::mrenting, "look, here IS r crow I and here r s 

r scare. r" (This occurred just after a frieoo. had suggested that he 

oould spell the word by writing "scare" and then looking up "crow" in 
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the dictionary, which he did.) Elaine once showed a sense of IOOIphernic 

Jmowledge by postulating that semantically related words are spelled 

similarly. SIE wrote THEMY/the!n and asked, Ills that 00w you spell 

I them '? Like I they I "? 

In March and April of fourth grade, the children I s teacher 

conducted scm=! instruction on ha.rophones. Shortly thereafter, Elaine 

used two haoophone substi tutions in a single text (ARE/our and 

ROOE/road). Although it is of course imrossible to draw conclusions 

about cause and effect here, it is conceivable that Elaine absorbed 

enough infOI1'lBtion about lxlrnophone pairs to produce one of the possible 

spellings of a particular phoneme sequence, but not enough to produce 

the spelling appropriate to the word IS nea."'ling. It is also possible 

that seeing homophone pairs together during instruction resulted in 

sare hc:m::>phone confusion. Gordon I s awareness of hancphones was I'OClre 

active. Ckle day, after helping a friend find 'narry" in the dictionary, 

he said, "New I have to find I M:lry '" (for his own story), then said, "I 

think it IS M-A-R-Y." These two words were hanophonous for him; when 

asked, he sh~ awareness that \to1Ords can be pronoonced the sane and 

spelled differently. Another tine, when planning to write "there," 

after writing the first four letters IE stopped and said, "I wonder 

which I there' (' their' )?" and successfully found tIE right spelling in 

the dictionary. When asked how he knew it was the right one, he 

answered, " , cause ! seen it," suggesting he had SCIre intuitive vi sual 

sense of which was which. 'IWo ~ later, while looking for "hospital" 

in the dictionary, he spotted "hanophone" as a guide \to1Ord at the top of 

a page. He exclaiIred, "H::mophones! That I s what we're doing!" and wrote 
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down the page number so he could show his teacher later. 

Visual and Rote I<nowledge. Both children showed signs of using 

visual awareness of ~rds or rote nemory as a source of spelling 

knowledge. Gordon frequently tried writing alternative spellings of a 

~rd to see which one looked right. These spellings did not necessarily 

appear to be shaped by "sounding out 'I~ for instance, he once tried 

SRIPE and SRPE as spellings for "sharp n before giving up and looking in 

the dictionary. Ie also drew on analogies to other words, often as a 

way of confirming a spelling he'd produced: on one occasion he prcrluced 

the spelling HARED/hard, then noticed that it contained the word "are." 

This suggested to him that the spelling was correct since "are" is 

oontained in the pronunciation of "hard." Another tine he asked aloud 

if "house" was spelled H-o-U-S-E and decided that it was because 

"horse" is H-o-R-S-E. Elaine often seem:d to rely on sequences of 

letter nanes as ways of "knowing" ~rds ~ particularly early in third 

grade, she 'Neuld often nake ccmrents like "I know how to spell 'rodeo': 

R-o-D-E-O." She also used visual zremory, however~ on another occasion, 

she spelled "carnival" conventionally, when the previous \leek she had 

spelled it CXRVLFAROV. When asked by the researcher what had brought 

about the change, she replied that she had seen another child write it 

the previous day and had remembered the spelling. 

SUmnary. Although only sorre of the sources of linguistic 

information that children draw on as they spell are visible to an 

onlooker, this brief listing of exanples suggests that the children are 

not "just" sounding out, or using zrorphernic information, or remembering 

'Nerds; they are doing all of these on different occasions. Although 
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En:}lish spelling is canplex and contains information on many levels, 

children are perfectly capable of using knowledge fran those varioos 

levels. 

Spelling Strategies 

Gclrdon and Elaine used a variety of spelling strategies over 

the two years of the study. These can be arranged in a roogh hierarchy, 

as follows: 

1. Placeholder spelling strategy: "I just wrote it any way. II 

2. Hunan resource strategy: "H::M do you spell 'people '?" 

3. 'IeXtual resource strategy: "I need the dictionary. II 

4. Generation, monitoring, and revision strategy: "'Say is 

S-A-Y, huh?" 

5. <k.nership strategy: "I know how to spell 'rodeo.' n 

'!be higher-level strategies reflect an increasing reliance on 

one's own resources as a speller. They do not necessarily proouce more 

a:>nventional spelling - asking one's teacher how to spell every unknown 

\to1Ord is the best strategy if perfection is the goal - but they involve 

greater independence as a speller and provide rrore opportunities for 

internalization of the spelling system. Higher-level also does not 

necessarily inply better; children are capable of different strategies 

at different stages in their develcprent. CUtside resources are a 

vdluable avenue of learning about spelling and, as we shall see, even 

the nost low-level strategy can be growth-enhancing, as it was for 

Elaine. 
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Kasten (1984), in her discussion of resource use and revision 

behavior, provided a detailed tabulation and analysis of .hc:::M these 

subjects used those two strategies for spelling and other purposes. 

(Her categories are carparable to Items 2 and 3 and part of Item 4 

above. ) The present discussion is intended to carpl~t rather than 

duplicate hers, by looking at those sane behaviors in a different 

rontext (that of spelling strategies as a whole). 

Placeholder Spelling. During third grade, Elaine was a 

perfectionistic speller. Sb: felt that it was i.rrp:>rtant to spell words 

ronventionally and often annoyed seatmates by repeatedly ~sking them 

how to spell words. Later she becane less roncerned with correctness 

and was roore willing to use invented spellings. Many of those spellings 

were unusual ones which appeared to bear only a limited relationship to 

J;bonology or IOOIphology. Elaine IS favori te story, a long one about 

Sioux dancers which had been written very rapidly, contained many of 

these, such as DINZD/design, MOOTESNC/moccasins, and 'lOSClw1C/stanach. 

Th:!se unusual spellings often occurred on long words 

(DILFI'SCT/breakfast, OOLDE'IOSC/cartoons, RAKRS/eart~es ) • When 

questioned as to how she produced her unusual spellings, her typical 

response \\Uuld be, "I just wrote it any way," neaning that she was not 

attempting to produce an accurate rendition of the word but nerely to 

get sarething down on paper. 'Ib:!se spellings usually rontained just 

enough infoIlIlation for her to determine what the word was (with the 

help of rontext) when rereading. lni tial and '..:.::ually final consonants 

tended to be accurate, and the general length of the spelling and sare 

nedial ronsonants were often reasonable, if not precise; vowels and 
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letter order were quite erratic. 'lbese can be described as 

"placeholder" spellings, which represent ttolmis in a sarewhat global or 

ideographic rather than fully alphabetic sense. The underlying strategy 

is one of deliberate invented spelling (cf. Goodnan & G:>llasch, 1980): 

choosing to produce a spelling that me knows is not conventional. As a 

spelling strategy i·t is low-level because it is in effect an 

abandollITent of the goal of conventional spelling: however, it is often 

very valuable as a writing strategy because it allows one to 

t A,~~rarily lay spelling aside in order to ccncentrate more fully on 

the expression of ideas. For Elaine, the ability to drop back to this 

low-level spelling strategy was an important step in her grCMth as a 

wri ter. Spelling was difficult enough for her that if she tried to 

1 reduce perfect spelling, she could write only very slowly and wi th 

frequent 11:lp fran others: being able to relinquish her ~fectionism 

about spelling allowed her to write much nnre quickly and to focus more 

on content. 811: appeared, at least: Sate of the time, to prefer 

placeholder spelling to trying to .i.avent nnre accurate spellin~s, which 

~uld have been a slower process. The choice to abandon perfectiortistic 

spelling as her only strategy appeared to be the nain cause of Elaine's 

!X>OI'er spelling ~fonnance in fourth grade as carpared to third, but 

it would be a mistake to see this change as a sign of regression as a 

writer. 

It is also impa.t"tant to realize that in a sense the placeholder 

strategy nasked Elaine's true spelling ability, that of which she was 

capable if she gave spelling her best effort. An example can illustrate 

this: Elaine was finishing a story in which she had spelled IIIOl:it wor6s 
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wi th no outside help and with reasonable success. When she got to the 

final word of the story, "shirt," she asked the researcher how to spell 

it; the latter made the usual response of asking her to try it herself. 

Perhaps out of exasperation and fatigue, Elaine wrote SHOSS, then 

admitted that she "just wrote it any way. II She then decided to revise 

it, changing the spelling to SHRT. This showed that even with her best 

effort, the rhotacized vowel involved was difficult for her, but the 

second spelling gives a far truer picture of her spelling ability than 

does the first one; in other words, Elaine's spelling perfonnance was 

not always a true reflection of her CCiipetence. She presurrably could 

have produced higher-level invented spellings (or conventional 

spellings) in place of nany of her unusual ones if she had chosen to 

take the tine to do so. 

Ht.man Resources. A young writer who does not know the spelling 

of nany words that he or she wishes to wri te and who hopes to prcrluce a 

conventional spelling if possible has two choices: appealing to outsiae 

authori ty or relying upon one's own resources. The fonner is 

pn'ticularly likely if one sets a high priority on prcrlucing 

conventional spelling or a low value on one's abilities. HuIran 

resources are the easiest to use, and Elaine and Gordon both drew on 

them frequently. Other classmates were the IOOSt comnon, al though the 

teacher was also on occasion asked how to spell words. Early in the 

study, the subjects frequ::ntly attempted to ask the researchers for 

spellings (knowing, of course, that an adult's spelling was llDre likely 

than another child's to be accurate) , but soon learned that the 

researchers would respond only with l'What do you think? II Trey still 
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attenpted to use this potentially valuable resource, however; on one 

occasion, Gordon, near the end of a long story, asked the researcher 

lDw to spell a word and, anticipating bar usual refusal, said in a 

IOOCk-pleading voice, "Jm;t spell De it once! II Anetbar tine he found an 

ingenious way to get a spelling fran her indirectly. He said, "JD.,! do 

you spell • pu-rot • "? , then looked over at the researcher I s field notes 

as she wrote dawn what he had just said, which included, of course, 

"p:trrot "! 

Elaine began third grade very dependent on otmrs for spelling. 

Far instance, while writ-..ing one early story (whic~l contained only 28 

different words), she asked a seatnate heM 9 words were spelled. She 

did, however, begin to also use a slightly IOOre independent strategy 

where she would generate a spelling on her awn and only then appecil to 

an out..c;ide resoorce, asking if bar speEing was correct. Even though 

she knew the researchers would not provide spellings, she attempted to 

look to them for confinnation. 01 one occasion, when the researcher 

insisted that 5~ try spelling a word herself, Elaine looked to her for 

confinnation after w:r:iting each letter until the latter refused to play 

along anyzrore. (At that point anotbar child rescued Elaine by offering 

to pro. 'ide the spelling. ) Gordou also used otbar people as sources of 

spelling information. I:1 his case, it was due not so much to an 

unwillingness to invent spellings on his awn as to a desire to 

socialize; indeed, he probably offered other children mlp with their 

spellings even IOOre than m asked for mlp with his awn. '.Ihe process of 

children mlping each otbar with their spelling often had the flavor of 

a real intellectual collaboration, such as the tine when Gordon wrote 
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'mAT/treat, realized it needed changing, and asked for IElp. Cl'1e child 

suggested that IE try writing "tree," anotlEr that IE just add an R to 

what IE already had; Gordon followed tIE latter suggestion. en: final 

J;X>int is that, although tIE use of hUIlBIl resources has conventional 

spelling as its goal, that is not always its outcare, particularly when 

the resource is another child. Elaine on one occasion began to look for 

"p:ople II in the dictionary but stopped when a friend wrote PEPOLE on a 

scrap of p:l.per for her. 

'lextual Resources. Using textual resources - a variety of 

written material - for IElp in producing spellings involves somewhat 

nore independence and ini tiati ve than does asking another person how to 

spell a ~rd, since tIE speller must decide nc;t only where to look but 

whether tIE right word has been found. Rasten (1984) has described in 

detail the extent and manner of textual resource use by the six 

subjects of the study. Both Gordon and Elaine used nany different kinds 

of textual resources in their drive to spell as conventionally as 

J;X>ssible; representative episodes f"-:m each of them illuminate how the 

process tock place. 

Particularly in third grade, Elaine frequently took sp:llings 

fran ~d charts, posters, and other written naterials which had been 

hung on the wall by her teacher. 'l':;;.' 3e charts w:re usually related to 

the thematic units which provided tIE content of Elaine's writing; they 

were therefore likely to contain ~rds which were relevant to the piece 

she was wri ting • Elaine also used wall charts of another type 

occasionally for IElp with letter orientat.ion; she knew she had trouble 

renernbering tIE difference between lower case lib II and lid II and would 
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fran tine to tine decide which one she needed to use by looking at an 

alphabet chart while saying or thinking "A-B-C-D." Elaine also used her 

arm spellings - even unusual o"'les - as resources when the sane word was 

repeated in a text. For i:lstance, in one story the second occurrences 

of "safe II (conventionally spelled) and HSPH'lOOI/hospi tal were copied 

fran appearances earlier in the story. In tre sane story, the spelling 

ENTESC/auntie's was followed by ANETSC/auntie on the next page; the 

latb=>.-r was not, as it would appear to be, a new invention but an 

imperfect oopying. Yet another resource was words in books; for 

instance, she looked for a word in a book of legends when the class was 

writing stories on that therce, and went to look for an aercbic exercise 

nanual (for the spelling of "aerobic") when she wrote about a dance 

routine ~ class was performing. As with hunan resources, use of 

textual resources did not guarantee conventional spelling, in this case 

usually due to inperfect oopying rather than inaccuracy at the source. 

Far instance, in one story Elaine produced the spelling PAIATES/pirates 

00 her own, then looked at a wall chart and began to change it based on 

the oonventional spelling. Sre added an I, said "Ch!" and changed the 

first A to an R, and then stopped, ending up with PIRIATES, a better 

rut not fully conventional spelling. Another tine, wanting to write 

''Irel ted , " she found "zrel ting" 00 a \lall chart and used it instead, 

presunably focusing on the root IICrpherre while ignoring the discrepancy 

in affix. 

Gordon used IOOre resources than any other of the six subjects 

(Kasten, 1984); these inclooed nany different textual resources. He 

freqtEntly looked back at words he'd written earlier in the sane text 
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or at earlier pieces of writing which ~e still in his desk. Like 

Elaine, ba used books and also wall charts, both those which related to 

thematic units and a set in his fourtb-grade classroan which contained 

cx:mron ~rds . in ~phabetical order. Ii:! was also very ingenious in 

seeking out spellings in a variety of unexpected places, such as 

classroan nailboxes for ~ researchers' surnanes and a card fran a 

board gam: for a parrot naned "Draw Two." <De of his unusual spelling 

resources resulted in an invented spelling. He ~nt to a cl.assroan 

calendar to find out how to spell "Saturday. II Tba calendar used the 

abbreviation "Sat. "; Gordon camented, lilt still needs 'day,' II and, 

failing to think about ~ middle syllable, produced tba spelling 

~'lD.Z\y • 

Dictionaries ~e such an inportant resource for tbase two 

children that ~y deserve special discussion. Both Elaine and Gordon 

chose voluntarily to use dictionaries a good deal in fourth grade. 

Elaine in particular was not very adept at using this reference book 

and it often took up a good deal of ti.ne. Three exanples taken fran the 

field notes for one day illustrate the quality of the process for her. 

In looking for ''because," she began with a simple Dr. Seuss dictionary 

and looked through all the ~rds starting with B, but it wasn't there. 

Sba got a sarewhat bigger dictionary and began to look through all the 

B ~rds again. The researcher at this point asked if there was a 

shortcut; Elaine responded ''B-E" and tb:n found the ~rd quickly. After 

writing prrt of it, she pointed out that when the first two letters are 

covered, the rest says llcause, II which presunably h:lped to confinn for 

h:r that she had found the right ~rd. Sha next decided to look up 
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"wmt. n She coold not find the ''W'' section .imrediately and checked an 

alphabet chart to see where W cx:nes in the alphabet. She then began 

reading all the W \to1Ords, stopped to think, said "W-A," and read all the 

WA \to1Ords. ste asked the researcter if the \to1Ord was spelled WAN!' and was 

unable to generate alternative possibilities. Finally, she looked for 

"si stp..r ." She began to read all the S \to1Ords , then switched to a 

scanning strategy, pausing on likely possibili ties ("scissors, " 

"series") and eventually finding it. 

'!hese exanples are typical of her dictionary use, although by 

the end of fourth 'grade ter teacher had suggested she generate the 

first three letters of a spelling before looking in the dictionary, 

which increased ter efficiency sarewhat. Since ter search strategy 

usually involved reading and/or scanning a large number of tt.Urds, she 

saretiIres skipped right over the \to1Ord she was looking fori she also 

failed to make use of picture cues. Her confirmation strategy usually 

involved recognition or a."la1.ysis of the spellingi she said she had 

found the right spelling of ''parent 'I because 'lit has a 'par' and an 

lent I" (although she miscopied it as PARAET). CI'l another occasion she 

clained that BRI~, which she had just found in the dictionary, was the 

correct spelling of the coined tt.Urd ''hrighting II (i .e. , IIshining 

brightly") because iiit has a Ibr' and an 'ing.'" It was only at the 

very end of fourth grade that she used definitions as part of the 

confirrnation process. 

<:ordon was especially fond of using rmlltiple and varied 

dictionaries. Cl1 cne occasion, he looked for "chase II in the dictionary 

but spotted a picture of a jack-o-lantern and left the dictionary open 
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to that page so he could use the word later in his story. A classnate 

gave him a different dictionary; when he couldn't find "chase" in it 

(although it was there), he went off to get still a third dictionary. 

Part of the appeal of dictionaries for him was the serendipitous 

knowledge found there; later during that sane story, while looking for 

"tired," he spotted a picture of the solar system and paused there, 

reading aloud all the planet naReS. CD another occasion, while looking 

for ''bundle,'' he found a picture of a bassoon and ran to show it to his 

teat.:"hP..r since tm class had been studying musical instruIrents. Browsing 

through to.'Ords and pictures often used up a good deal of his tine with 

the dictionary; in a fet~· cases, friends of his would find the word he 

needed in another dictionary "md tell him the spelling while he was 

still discovering completely unrelated words. 

~don was fairly sophisticated at estimating which dictionary 

would be mst likely to contain a particular word. Dlring the coorse of 

a single writing episcxle, he turned first to a Dr. Seuss picture 

dictionary for "round," "chair," and "stick" and a standard elerrentary 

school dictionary for "surrounded" and "gang"; he knew that simple 

concrete to.'Ords could be found easily in the less advanced dictionary, 

but camented that it wouldn't have "gang." l'J1En he could not find a 

\\Ord in one dictionary he \tJOUld often move on to a mre advanced one; 
; 

he thus eventually switched to an adult dictionary for "gang" and used 

all three dictionaries to look for "chains." His search strategy was 

not, however, much IIDre sophisticated than Elaine's, although he was 

faster than she was at scanning through several pages of words. Perhaps 

it was awareness of the tediousness of hunting for words that led him 
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to write down the ~ge number for "gang" in case he needed it again 

later in the story. '!be researcher could not resist teasing him that 

the presence of "gang" in his story IIBde the page number redundant; he 

iImediately saw the hUIOOr in what he'd done. 

Gordon occasionally used the dictionar.l definition to confinn 

that he had found the right t«>rd; this strategy did not always t«>rk 

perfectly, however. Cl'l ooe occasion, looking in the dictionary for 

"scared," he spotted "sacred" and began to write it down. Wl'en the 

researcher asked heM he knew it was the right t«>rd, he at that point 

read the definition, his face lighting up as he said, "See! It says 

right here, ''!hey play scary (sic) music in church!'" 

One might be tempted to conclude fram these descriptions of 

dictionary use by Elaine and Gordon, particularly because of the large 

amounts of tinE it absorbed relative to its payoff in better spelling, 

that they were too young to use dictionaries w:ll, or needed extensive 

instruction, or should have been limited to very sinple dictionaries. 

~ver, perhaps a IIDre productive conclusion, and one which t«>uld help 

expand rather than limi t their horizons, is that there \<ErE many 

strengths q:erating here. Elaine and Gordon were very enthusic, ;tic 

about nictionary use, and were quite skilled in using initial letter 

rues. In Gordon's case, di ctionaries also offered a stimulus to hi s 

wide-ranging intellectual interests. Wha t prOOably t«>uld have been of 

IIDSt use to them instructionally was brief, helpful, contextualized 

suggestions fram their teacher aOOut such natters as the use of guide 

WJrds and Irore efficient search strategies. (This is exactly what the 

teacher prOllided when she suggested that Elaine generate the prcbable 
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first three letters of a spelling before turning to tiE dictionary.) 

Ii:Wever, even without such help, tiE children were undoubtedly 

benefiting fran tlEir self-directed dictionary use, ~ticularly if 

learning to use tiE dictionary is seen as a valuable goal in itself, 

regardless of its immediate payoff for spelling. A relevant finding 

lEre is that of Nisbet Cl941), who discovered that if a writer looks up 

in the dictionary for any purpose a word that she or he can't spell, 

there is a 50 % likelihood of being able to spell it afterward. Thi s 

suggests that the additional word exposure gained by Elaine and Gordon 

even during unsuccessful dictionary searches would have enhanced their 

spelling repertoire. 

G:neration, l-tlnitoring, and Revision. Both Elaine and Gordon 

produced many of their spellings by a process in which they first 

generated a possible spelling, using all the levels of linguistic 

knowledge described earlier, and then in many cases roonitored what they 

produced, revising and correcting if tiEy thought it necessary. This 

strategy is the first of those described so far which involves both an 

attenpt to produce a conventional spelling and a willingness to do it 

on one's own (although the revision stage saretirres involved recourse 

to outside resources). 

Elaine was occasionally <:bserved to generate roore than one 

possible spelling of a word in order to see which one sounded or looked 

right. For instance, trying once to spell "then , " she asked a 

classnate, said both "T-H-E-N" and "T-H-E-R-E" aloud, and then wrote 

both of those spellings before choosing the fonrer one. Since she was 

not a highly proficient speller, her corrections were not always in the 
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direction of greater oonventionali ty, as when she changed the second 0 

to V in ~~OV/carnival. TIE inportant point is that she had 

generated the spelling on her own and then attempted to iDprove it on 

her own. As she becane a better speller her revisions becane nore 

likely to produce at least higher-lever spellings, if not fully 

conventional ones. (SIE also becane oore able to rely on her own 

resources for revision ratlEr than asking others. ) An interesting 

exanple was when she revised sa-rrx,lSioux and 'IMCl'J/town to SooIX and 

'INCl'l respectively; although the new spellings were still not the 

conventional ones, they were permutations of them. Fer ccmrents 

revealed that she often thought of her first spelling of a word that 

she had gone back to revise as the result of a m::xrentary lapse; she 

would say, "I know how to spell [the word] "or "I forgot lIlY E up here." 

On another occasion, when the researcher pointed out that she'd written 

Ol/to earlier in a story, she found it funny, presunably because she 

recognized it as a slip of the pen. Again, the change was not always to 

full conventionality, as when she said she knew how to spell "horse" 

and changed HOES to OORES. She scmetirres also OITercorrected, as when 

she wrote the first four letters of "redeo" oonventionally, erased it, 

asked 10l to spell it, said "R-D-D-E.. ." and realized she'd been 

right in the first place. (Both children also frequently rewrote words 

when they felt their handwriting hadn't been neat enough.) 

Gardon was comfortable with inventing spellings when he could 

not find them in a textual resource, as well as at otlEr tines. When a 

textual resource is unproductive, one can either drop back to greater 

dependency by asking sareone for the spelling or rove to greater 
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independence by inventing it; Gordon did both at different ti.nes. An 

example of tm latter is tm tine when, failing to find "always II on a 

mIl chart, he generated it independently as AI.nVAYS (presunably 

constructing it like a carpound). Gordon also revised many of his 

spellings. Sar.etimes he chose not to, particularly when he wanted to 

get on with his writing. In a sense the revision of a spelling is a 

two-part process: recognizing that the original spelling is not 

satisfactory and then deciding to change it. Q1 one occasion, Gordon 

asked if OOl'M/Cbwn ms spelled right, inplying that it didn I t look 

right to him, but then decided to leave it. later in the sane story, he 

nade one revision of HELLDS/hills (erasing tm D), q1Estioned whether 

it was right yet, but decided not to r-;:mge it further. Another day, he 

wrote GffiES, then said, "Is that how you spell 'grass ' ? ell, 1'm just 

going to leave it "; later, while rereading his text, he suco:ssfully 

oorrected it. These examples illustrate that the correction stage of a 

spelling revision nay follaw the recognition stage iImediately, later, 

or not at all, and nay be followed by a second revision cycle on the 

same word. 

As with Elaine, Gordon I s revisions did not always lead to the 

conventional spelling, as when he changed AMINED/Anerican to AMINAKH, 

or ~/Would to WOLCED. (Note the possible overgeneralized past tense 

rorpbEm: spelling on the latter.) Sane unconventional spellings w:re 

inproved even if not perfected on revision, such as changing 

IRNEING/burning and GOTS/ghost to BRUNING and <n:iT respectively. An 

interesting revision involved the use of a textual resource; he had 

written "Hawaii" as ~WALL (in manuscript printing) because he saw it 
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written entirely in upper case letters on the CXJVeI of a book and 

assuned that the double I (which is very unusual in English) \\as a 

double L. Wh:n he carre across the word later in the text and realized 

his mistake, he dotted the LiS, turning them into tall lower-case I 's. 

On one occasion, ~don spent a good deal of time revising a 

single word. Trying to spell the word "because, II he looked (wi thout 

finding it) at three textual resources, said "I think I know how to 

spell it, II and wrote BCESU. Unsatisfied with tiat, he erased the last 

two letters and walked around the roan, asking three people heM to 

spell it, and finally got a satisfactory answer. His need to socialize 

temporarily slaked, he returned to his seat and changed the spelling to 

BECUASE. Still feeling it didn't look right, he said aloud, '''Because I 

doesn't have an 0 in it, does it?" and got four or five classmates 

involved in a debate over that issue before naking his final revision 

to BECAU5E. This was a case where the basic process of generation, 

noni toring , and revision was supplercented by recourse to hunan and 

textual resources. 

Ormership. 'Ihe ultimate spelling strategy is ownership: 

knowing how to spell a word and knowing that one knOltr'S. This could also 

be referred to as spelling confidence. Elaine I s spelling confidence was 

not very strong early in third grade; if she could not find sareone to 

tell her how to spell a word, she would saretim=s change what she was 

wri ting in order to use a word she could spell. She gradually IOOVed 

toward IlDre independence, deciding to use textual resources and 

realizing it was all right to use invented spo-1lings if she chose 

(although there were still tines when she tried to spell every word 
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conventionally). Although even early on there were \to1Ords that she 

realized she knew hc::M to spell, their nwnber increased, and she would 

saretines even begin to look in the dictionary and then say, "I know 

how to spell that," and close the dictionary, realizing she didn't need 

the textual resource after all. BY the end of fourth grade she was even 

c::bserved volunteering information to other children about how to spell 

words, having zooved fran relying heavily on htman resources to also 

beoaming one herself. 

Gordon also revealed his sense of aomership of spelling on 

several occasions. In an early third""9I'ade story, he wrote a word with 

the help of a textual resource, then looked back at an earlier , 

self-generated spelling of the sane \to1Ord and said, "I was right!" He 

realized that spelling knowledge of particular words can care and go; 

when he was having trouble spelling a word one day, he camented III 

forgot how to spell 'just'! I used to know." Cklly occasionally did he 

consider changing what he wanted to say because of spelling insecurity; 

as when, unsure of how to spell "used to be," he considered abandoning 

'''100 IOOUlltains used to be volcanoes" for "The IOOUlltains were volcanoes 

a long tine ago but t.n=y aren't now." Another day, after an 

unsatisfactory attempt at writing a word, he said III know how to write 

it but I forgot how to spell it." Gordon ",as clearly proud of his 

spelling knowledge; his confidence was reflected in his self-assured 

explanations for Sate features of his spellings (even if they seared 

like non sequiturs to the listener): "didn't II has an apostrophe because 

lIit neans you didn't do it," and he used an apostrophe in BUI" because 

"it's like 'don't,' sort of bad news." 
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Since IrDSt of the oonventionally spelled words prcx1uced by the 

subjects- pirticularly high-frequ:mcy ones like ''the" and "and," ~e 

produced autanatically (i.e., below the level of oonscious awareness), 

it is probably fair to say that beginning at a relatively early age, 

CltlIlership is the mst camron spelling strategy. Perhaps the process of 

becaning an adult speller is one of developing that kirxl of autanatic 

armership of IOOre and mre \tel)rds, with the less efficient strategies 

always available to fall back on. It CErtainly seems true that mst 

adult spellers write mst \tel)rds conventionally and without conscious 

attention to the process, but also, when neCESsary or when they choose 

to do so, they generate and revise spellings, use dictionaries and 

other textual resources, ask saneone, or, in Elaine • s \tel)rds, "jus t 

write it any way." 

Strategies for Punctuation and capitalization 

Since ELaine and Gordon used punctuation and capitalization 

very differently, they will be discussed separately. '!he discussion of 

Elaine will focus on her growth in the use of sentence toundary 

punctuation (~icds and capitals), While Gordon will be di scussed in 

tenns of his explorations of hyphens and qootation narks. EXanples are 

all taken fran fourth grade because it was only then that this 

researcher began to take a special interest in the subjects • use of 

punctuation and to question them about it. 

Elaine. Elaine • s use of periods and accanpanying capi tals can 

be seen as a shift fran attempting to follow several explici t but 

incomplete and mutually contradictory rules to an ability t(, rely on 
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accanpanyingly greater 

highlights presented 

NoITember 2 - 'Ibis was Elaine's first text of the secooo year of 

the stooy because she had spent the beginning of the school year in a 

private, skills-oriented school. Her punctuation in this story was 

quite erratic and the researcher qu:stioned her about it. She said that 

she used periods when there was a capital letter and that she used one 

in the middle of M.S/Ms. because "they always do." A period was used 

oonventionally at the end of a sentence whose final word was ''pie,'' 

which she had splled PILLY. Wh:m asked for her rationale, she said 

there was a perioo after PILLY because "there's a capital in the 

middle" (referring to the lower-case L' s which looked like upper-case 

l's). The seven periods actually occurring in the story were: before a 

capi tali zed word: after the word "I II (two cases); at the ends of lines 

(2 cases); and appropriately at sentence boundaries (2 cases). 'lhus 

although she could articulate only a strategy relating to capital 

letters, she was apparently using at least three strategies (capitals, 

line end, and sentence boundary). When asked about when she knew to use 

capitals, she nentioned only at the beginning of a text, although this 

story contained three other capitals, two of them appropriate. 

No\7ember 9 - 'lhe researcher again qlEstioned Elaine about her 

use of periOOSi she said she had used then either when there was a 

capi tal letter or at the end of the story or a section of it. When 

asked why she had used a perioo after a capitalized ''Rodeo'' in one pll't 

of the story but not another, she replied tJ-J<3.t there was already a 
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pericrl 00 the sane line in the latter case: this had the feel of a post 

00c rationalization rather than the revelation of a previously 

ururentioned strategy. 

D:!cember 2 - After reiterating her capital strategy for period 

placenent but being shown that there were cases in her text which it 

didn It explain, Elaine said that pericrls are needed to break a story up 

and that it natters where they are placed, but that she wasn It sure 

where to place them. 

IS:ember 7 - Elaine reiterated her capital strategy; the 

researcher pointed cut that only sane of her periods \I>o1ere foll~ by 

capi tals. (others were at the ends of sentences and/or lines.) Elaine 

then went back to her text and capitalized any lower-case \\Ords 

following periods. Interestingly, although she had persistently 

naintained that capitals dictate the placement of periods, rather than 

eliminating the presUIIably extraneous periods when shown a discrepancy, 

she created new capitalizations. 'lhis, of course, \\Ould be the 

appropriate response to a converse rule, one that periods dictate the 

placement of capi tals . 

January 20 - Elaine wrote a lengthy story about Sioux dancers 

which was punctuated SCIlEwhat better than usual. 'len periods occurred 

either appropriately at sentence ooundaries or at least at 

syntactically understandable points, such as between clauses. H:1lf of 

the ten were followed by capitals. FOur obligatory periods were 

anitted, and there were five extraneous periods. Four of them were 

before ananalously capi tali zed words (two of those at the ends of 

lines) and the other at the end of a line. In discussion after the 
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story, Elaine stated for the first tine that periods care at the ends 

of sentences. TIE researcher read aloud part of her story and asked her 

to tell where the sentences erxied, which she did quite successfully. 

wren asked to look back at a passage which she had identified as a 

single sentence, she knew iImed.i.ately that the three periods which she 

had used extraneously at phrase boundaries ~e inappropriate. She 

nentioned that you can tell where sentences end because "otherwise when 

saneone reads a story it just runs on and on." She had becane unsure 

about the relationship between capitals and periods; she was still 

willing to state that a period must be followed by a capital but not 

a::mpletely convinced of it. Elaine's use of and ideas about periods and 

capitals had certainly changed fran the last tirce she had been 

<:bserved, several weeks earlier. Elaine's teacher later told the 

researchers that it was around this tirce that she had sat down with 

Elaine and helped fEr get a feel for the natural pauses in a text that 

indicate sentence boundaries. 

January 27 - Elaine's use of periods in this story was 

virtually perfect, with periods occurring at all sentence boundaries 

and the only extraneous one placed between clauses. When asked, she 

said that she had figured out for herself where to put peric.J.s, that 

h=r teacher hadn It taught her. 'Ibis nay reflect not so much a wish to 

claim credi t for her achievanent at the expense of the teacher as an 

unconscious awareness of the real difference between operating fran a 

rule that one has been taught and learning to draw on one I S own 

instinctive knowledge about language. 
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Fran this point on, Elaine used periods quite conventionally, 

with only occasional anissions or plausible insertions; her bizarre 

placements of periods t.ere a thing of the past. Even though she 

continued to occasionally use idiosyncratic capitals, they t.ere not 

accanpanied by extraneous periods. In interviews at the end of fourth 

grade, she stated that a positive feature of her writing was that she 

"put the periods and capitals where they go." 

'ItE JOOst important inplication of this aspect of Elaine's 

developrent is the relatively greater usefulness of gi ving children an 

explanation of punctuation that is ac~ate even if ~ot clearly 

definable, as opposed to a sinple but incorrect rule. Trying to 

Ii tera11y follow a rote rule that "perioos and capitals go together" 

only led Elaine astray. :u:xtrning a less precise but far JOOre correct 

rule ahout sentences (which are not easily definable) ending wi th 

periods, canbined with guided practice in intui ti vely identifying 

sentence boundaries, not only helped Elaine to take JOOre amership of 

the process but nade her a l::etter punctuator. 

Gordon. Gordon for the mst part punctuated sentence 

boundaries effectively; in his case, the punctuation features that 

involved new exploration during tb5s t.i.ne were less carmon ones like 

the hyphen and quotation marks. As with Elaine, exanp1es are all fran 

fourth grade. 

Hyphens. Hyphens are used in English both to divide words at 

the end of a line and in certain canpounds; Gordon did both. On 

NoIrem1:er 2 of fourth grade he was first observed using a hyphen at the 

end of a line. Fe asked the researcher if she knew what it was, 
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explained it oorrectly, and said he had learned it fran watching his 

older sister. A little later, he asked the researcher to write the 

terms "hyphen ," "[arentheses, n and "quotation narks " on a sheet of 

p:l.per for him. The two hyphenated words in this story were broken lOOre 

or less at syllable boundaries: 1RICK-/CR ~TING and rnAS-/EING. 

(Slashes indicate line divisions.) His next story a ~k later; 

l'xMever, contained a non-syllabic hyphenation, JU-/MPED. rater that 

day, he also hyphenated a word non-syllabically eRE-lADY), but then 

erased it and fit it all onto the first line. In the middle of this 

process, the researcher a,C' . if he remembered what the hyphen was 

called, but he didn It, gues:>_ "question nark" and "quotation nark." 

CMlx:h as Gordon enjoyed using hyphens, he had trouble rem:mbering what 

they were called. CD February 10, he said, "I a1m:>st needed - what do 

you call those things - I hythons I "? On April 7 he used a hyphen and 

then asked the researcher what it was called.) CD NO\1ernb:r 16, Gordon IS 

tm>henated words were SCME-/THING and MJNS-/'Im; while writing the 

fomer, he whistled to get the researcher I s attention so she \>.'Ould 

notice he 'd used a hyphen. 

'lhis story also narked his first exploration of alternati ve 

\lays to write conpounds. Fi:! asked, ''Does 'football gane I go together?" 

and decided that the answer was yes. Hat.>ever, he decided that "foot" 

and ''ball'' should have a space between them, but snaller than usual 

because ''they go together." If one considers the nomal space ben-leen 

\>.'Ords to be a written language visual morphelre denoting a \>.'Ord 

toundary, Gordon had just invented a lEW morpheme, a half-space 

denoting a canpound. CD December 2 , Gordon wrote aJP-cru<E wi th a 
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hyphen. (This is a historically earlier spelling of the word.) Wt~n 

asked about it, he said that either a hyphen or a small space can be 

used when two words go together, depending on the wri ter 's preference. 

'Ibis, of oourse, supplemented his invented half-space carpound morpheme 

with one that actually exists in English. 

A final illustration of Gordon's understanding of end-of-line 

hyphens occurred on February 3. He nade the di vision SGm-/THINK 

(something), the division occurring at the ~llable boundary even 

though there would have been roan for a few nnre letters on the line. 

w1'en asked why, he could not give a reason why he had done it that \&sy 

and felt the other way would have been just as geed. His remaining 

hyphenations in that story \Ere SN-/OV, G-/ar, and SIS-/'ImS. He 

clearly had sate sense of the rule about hyphenation occurring at 

syllable breaks, but not enough to articulate it or to follow it 

oonsistentlYi in particular, he did not understand that monosyllables 

cannot be hyphenated. 

Quotation Marks. Gordon began using qootation marks with scm: 

regulari ty in February of fourth grade. On February 3, he used them 

appropriately for three qootations, ani tting them for a qootation whose 

dialogue carrier was "/TlEy/ started to sing" rather than "said." wren 

asked how he knew where to place quotation narks, he said they go after 

"said II and volunteered that "they use lines because when they talk it's 

like lines caIe rut of their IIDUth." Another story with several 

occurrences of qootation narks was written on March 24. It incllrled 

three qootations that \\ere punctuated appropriately (except for the 

obligatory preceding comma, which he had never learned) and one 
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unpunctuated one, which IE had probably just not noticed. 'lbere were 

also two mispunctuated ones, both due to his rule that the first 

quotation nark follows "said." The first of these was an indirect 

quotation: " . . his fatlEr said 'that he can carry the deer with 

him. '" (S~ling has been conventionalized !Ere.) The secooo was a 

divided quotation. Gordon IS intended meaning arld actual punctuation are 

as follows: 

Intended - "Little Knife," said his father, "don 't ~ry.. " 

Actual - Little Knife said "his father don 't worry ••• " 

Gordon IS rule, which seens a useful general one for beginning 

wri ters of quotations, was not sophisticat:ed enough to deal with 

special cases rut would presunably evolve over tine, particularly since 

punctuation was a process of such intellectual interest to him. 

Metalinguistic Knowledge about Orthography 

CD:! furt!Er angle fran which to look at children IS knowledge 

about spelling and punctuation in a larger context is their 

netalinguistic statenents about it: overt conceptualizations about what 

the role of orthography is, how it works, and how they vallE it. For 

Elaine and Gordon, infonnation about this CXlItES primarily fran 

interviews conducted wi th them regularly during third and fourth grade. 

In many cases they were asked directly about orthography, but in sare 

cases they volunteered statements about it in response to other 

qu:stions. 

Elaine. Elaine IS remarks about orthography suggest that she 

thought it was a very inpartan'!: aspect of writing. When asked who she 
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thought leS a good writer in her class and why, she was less likely to 

nention content than superficial natters such as length, neatness, and 

Jmowing haw to "p.lt the periods and capitals where they go, n while bad 

writers were those who "need editing" (i.e., have nany invented 

spellings) • sm saw spelling as inportant largely for school-based 

reasons and to please others; spelling was inportant "so ~ could learn 

the words, II or "because they're going to ask you to spell sanething 

when you go to high school. • • and you're not going to know what it is 

and they're going to get Dad." Even adults need to be good spellers 

because otherwise "everybody's going to think that you don't go to 

school. • • and your nother doesn't care." She felt that good nechanics 

were nore important than interesting content in detennining what was a 

good story. By December of fourth grade she was willing to acknowledge 

that a writer does not need to aim for conventional spelling "when you 

don't want to," unless "your boss tells you to spell the words right," 

indicating that she was still seeing conventional orthography as 

etiquette or prescribed behavior. Hc::Mever, by the end of fourth grade 

she had finally reached a text-based understanding of orthography, 

knowing that it is inportant "because if SClI"".J:xxly tries to read your 

story they're not going to know what it says." (Although she still felt 

conventional spelling could be a matter of personal choice, admitting 

that she SOllEtines used deliberate invented spelling so that she could 

finish mr story and be allowed to go out to recess). 

It was not easy for Elaine to articulate how spelling is 

learned; she saw it in black and white terms, saying that SOl'le children 

are good writers because "they learned all the words in second or third 
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grade, II and that tlEre are sare people ~ children as wall as adults: who 

rever spell ~rds wrong. SiE camented that people learn how to spell 

by trying to "think real hard what they knCM." SiE admitted that she 

couldn't always tell when she had not spelled a ~d conventionally, 

though she acknowledged that she could saretines lock back at a story 

she had written earlier and recognize an invented spelling, because she 

hadn I t )mown how to spell the ~d tlEn but had since learned it. 

'lh= l1DSt interesting change over tine in Elaine I s interview 

responses was in 1Er discussion of what she did when she didn't know 

l'x:M to spell a ~d. In October of third grade, she spake of hunan 

resources: "ask the teacher II or "go talk to ycur group. II In March of 

that year, she nentioned instead a mre self-reliant strategy: "write 

it any way and sound it out." In Na\.7ember of fourth grade, she had just 

returned from a skills-ariented private school and 1Er responses may 

have reflected that environnent: "just spell it any way and tlEn the 

teachers will correct it, II and "they tell us how to spell it. II However, 

when prc:dded, she admi tted that she also used textual resources like 

OOoks and wall charts. Her responses in April of fourth grade indicated 

the widest range of strategies yet: "Go get a dictionary and look it 

up. Ask sareone. • • Try to sound it out. • • Try to get it in your 

mind.. • Write it on a piece of paper. II This expansion in Elaine IS 

overt awareness of spelling strategies paralleled the expansion in her 

use of them. 

Ore final aspect of orthography that was dealt with in Elaine IS 

interviews was pmctuation. In April of fourth grade, she was asked to 

generate, nane, and describe the use of as nany punctuation marks as 
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possible. (This was based an a procedure followed by C'alkins, 1980b.) 

Although she used ally periods in her own writing, for this qlEstion 

she also generated a cama, qlEstion nark, exclanation point, and 

quotation narks. Sl'e could nane all but the last two and gave accurate 

descriptions of the use of all of them Cal though for tl'e cc:mra she ally 

nentioned its use in dates). Sl'e could not produce the general term 

"pmctuation narks" but cl.ai.ned to recognize it when she heard it. 

'lhis, therefore, was a case where explicit knowledge Clltstripped 

functional use. 

Gordon. Gordon's interviews revealed his positive attitude 

toward and varied knowledge about spelling. Except for an occasional 

nention that a good piece of writing is one with no mistakes and that 

his teacher ~uld like a story where he "spelled tl'e letters right, " 

conventional spelling was not iIrportant to him as a neasure of goc:rl 

writing. He did feel it was iIrportant in adult life, ~ver; except 

for brief nentions of getting in trouble at school if the spelling on 

an inportant paper wasn't corrected and of wanting to have a goc:rl 

report card, his answers to qlEstions about why spelling is iIrportant 

referred to specific on-the-job situations: if yoo are ''p)lice ladies 

or nen you have to write nice so they can understand," teachers need 

good spelling, and an artist who nakes signs for a store has to spell 

w:ll l:ecause otherwise the store "might not get hardly any lOOney." He 

realized that there are lOOre options about spelling in SCIre areas of 

adult life than others: there are fonns where all the blanks have to l:e 

filled in accurately, but spelling wouldn't natter in a letter to a 

friend l:ecause "it's ycur writing." CHis knowledge of filling rut forms 
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nay have care fran his father, who sanetines brought hare work of that 

type.) 

Gordon had a realistic knowledge of his C7tm spelling processes. 

In each of his interviews he nentioned several kinds of strategies 

which he used if he didn't know 00w to spell a word. These incltrled 

asking people (inclming those at hare), using the dictionary I looking 

on a piper in his desk, looking on a wall chart, "sounding it out," 

thinking "in rrrt mind" and then writing it, wri ting it "how I think it 

is ," and "figuring it cut. " Trese answers inclme, of course, both 

hunan and textual resources and rore self-reliant strategies as ~ll, 

and are a gocxl reflection of his actual spelling practices. He also 

said that he could tell when a word he had written was not spelled 

conventionally, either because he renernbered that he had written it 

wi th "any kind of letters" or by seeing if it !'sounds right II or "looks 

right." One final opinion of Gordon's about spelling is that he 

believed that even the best spellers, inclming adults, make mistakes. 

As with Elaine, Gordon was asked to generate, identify, and 

describe punctuation narks at the end of fourth grade. He proouced the 

question nark, comna, pericd, hyphen, and quotation narks. All but the 

last, which he first called hyphens but later corrected, ~e 

accurately identified. He gave appropriate explanations for the use of 

all but the ccmra., which he said was used for writing dates and in 

"-Ords like "don't", showing that he did not distinguish between the 

ccmra. and the apostrophe, an understandable confusion. When asked to 

write the current date to show heM the cama is used, he wrote it with 

C'C"1TaS after the date and year and also used reversed cannas before the 
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m:::mth, day, and year, a very idiosyncratic usage that Mn al!=;t) (YX"IJrr~ 

in a slightly different form in one of his stories. The researcher also 

wrote down an exclamation point to see if he was familiar with it; he 

said, ''i'e call it a bat and ball," and also sald that it's used ''when 

you're saying sarething loud. " Gordon was not able to provide the 

general term "pmctuation" (although he claimed to recognize it when 

the researcher said it) or say why it is used, other than because 

writing \\1Ould "sound funny" without it. Gordon's conceptualizations 

about punctuation were a reasonably close reflection of his use of it. 

Surrmary of Orthography in Context 

Although this description of Elaine and Gordon using 

orthography in the classroan is necessarily anecx"iotal and illustrative 

rather than quantitative and systematic, it contributes information 

that could never be known fran their writing alone. It is perhaps a 

truism that process is as inportant as proouct and crucial to its 

understanding; this data helps to illustrate why that is the case. In 

the case of Elaine and Gordon in particular, three important findings 

are: l)the <XITIplexity of orthography in practice as w:!ll as 

theoretically; 2)the inportance of personality and attitude; and 3)the 

\>aYS in which gcxxi and poor spellers are similar. First of all, it is 

clear that the cooplexity of English orthography is reflected in a 

similar cx:mplexity of children's orthographic knowledge as they learn 

the system. Elaine and Gordon shared that they used knowledge at nany 

levels, often in a curious, hypothesis-testing nanner. Second, nany of 

the differences between their approaches to orthography were due to 
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Elaine's being concerned wi th corr~-tness, sarewhat rule-dependent: ann 

insecure about her own abili ties Cal though this becane less so over 

t.i.ne), while Gordon was nore confident and independent. Finally, 

although there were sare differences in the kinds of orthographic 

knowledge and strategies the two children used and the anomt of 

success they had, there were nany, nany similari ties. Very 

idiosyncratic patterns such as Elaine'S ~aceholder spellings are more 

\mderstandable when seen as the result of a strategy choice rather than 

an underlying deviancy in hc:M she conceptualized or practiced spelling. 

Perhaps a IOOre prooucti ve approach than dichotanizing "goOO tr and "poor" 

spellers as so nany studies have done would be to look for canroon 

underlying patterns of strategies used by all spellers and then see how 

rarer or less proficient strategies fit into that framework. 
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CDNCLt5IONS AND IMPLI~TIONS 

OVerall Findings 

'!his study was designed to explore various aspects of the 

spelling and pmctuation developnent of six 'lbhono O· crlham children 

during their third and fourth grade years, with the larger };Urpose of 

learning nore about children • s knowledge of the orthographic system of 

English. 'lb that end, 215 texts containing 13, 793 ~rds Cl ,896 of them 

invented spellings) and 1405 pmctuation narks \Ere examined. The bulk 

of the analysis consisted of an examdnation of various spelling 

features which c:perate at different linguistic levels and an 

examination of 00w pmctuation was used, in both cases also looking at 

changes fran third to fourth grade. This analytical naterial was 

supplerrented by a less formal exploration of orthography in the social 

context for two of the subjects. 

'lhe findings are sumnarized in the following twelve statezrents 

(which are intended to apply ooly to these six subjects, not 

necessarily to all third and fourth graders). 

1. 'lb: subjects spelled most ~rds conventionally. 

Of all ~rds written by the subjects, 86.3%, or 6 rut of 7, 

\Ere spelled conventionally. (Percentages for indi vidual subjects 

ranged fran 79.4% to 95.2%.) Although nost of the stooy concentrated on 
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the invented spellings, it is inpartant to renember that they occurred 

in a context where conventional spelling tas the rule and 

oon-a:mventional the ex~ption. 

2. 'lbe nore frequently a word appeared in the subjects I 

writing, the nore likely it tas to be spelled conventionally. 

'Ite words used by the subjects in their writing were broken 

into three groups: those of high frequency (37 words accounting for 50% 

of all written text), nedimn frequency, and low frequency (occurring 

only on~). Tee three groups tr.ere spelled conventionally 97.6%, 77.0%, 

and 56.4% of the t.i.ma respectively, indicating that the familiarity of 

a word has a strong effect on how conventionally it is spelled. 

3. Selected orthographic features varied widely in how 

conventionally they were spelled, with those which were less 

predictable or nore abstract tending to be nr.>re difficult. 

Sane examples of the differences between features are: lax 

vowels, which are spelled fairly regularly in English, tr.ere spelled 

nore conventionally by the subjects than were the rore arbitrary 

rhotacized V'Otr.els (predictability); and geminate consonants, which are 

detennined by a variety of causes such as orthographic patterning w=re 

nore difficult to spell than consonant digraphs such as SH which occur 

as the result of relatively straightforward phoneme/grapheme 

correspondences (abstraction). 

4. AlJrost every spslling feature examined showed growth fran 

third to fourth grade. 

Of 18 categories examined (incltrling the spelling of all 

words), all but the -INl. ~uffix were spelled conventionally nore often 
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in fourth grade than in third. In thirteen of those cases, the change 

taS statistically significant, beyond the .001 level in ten of them. 

'Ibis was in ciassroans where virtually no formal spelling instruction 

took place. 

S. The invented spellings of particular features teOOed to 

reflect understandable, logical processes. 

Although there were a certain number of ananalcns or 

indetenninate spellings, JOOSt invented spellings involved p:ltterns such 

as alternative spelling of a phoneme (OWT/out), spelling a related word 

(TAKE/took) , spelling phonetically ratter than abstracting a m::>rpherle 

(~CHT/Watched), omitting or inserting a single letter (WIT/with, 

'lEREE/tree) , or lack of knowledge of an orthographic rule 

(crAPING/clapping) • 

6. Invented spellings which were ei tl'Er real words or 

{:enllutations of the intended word were carm:m. 

Tl'ese two p:ltterns, which involved words as a whole rather than 

s{:ecific features, suggested the importance of visual factors in 

spelling. Both involved prcrlucing a spelling that "looked right, 1/ 

either because it was a real word (cru<E/chase) or because it contained 

all the letters found in the conventional spelling (YAER/year). Real 

words accounted for 32.2% of all invented spellings and pennutations 

for 8.0% (with sare overlap between them). 

7. 'ItEre were differences between children not only in l'lcM 

oonventionally they spelled but in the types of invented spellings they 

prc.rluced • 
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A series of questions was asked about a randan sanple of the 

spellings prcx1uced by three children who varied in the prqx:>rtion of 

\to1Ords they spelled conventionally. There was variation in how unusual 

their spellings w&e, what features w&e difficult for them, how close 

their spellings w&e to the conventional ones, and the extent to which 

the spellings w&e real \to1Ords. 

8. Punctuation was more difficult than spelling for the 

subjects, and its use varied greatly between subjects. 

TIE subjects used pericx1s far more than other pmctuation narks 

and anitted nearly half of all ci:>ligatory pmctuation. The subjects 

ranged fran 33.5% to 84.6% conventional pmctuation (expected use). 

()lly sane of the subjects used pmctuation other than the pericd very 

often. 

9. capitalization was canparable to spelling in ~7 

conventionally it was used. 

Cbligatory capitals appeared 86.3% of the tine, and 89.9% of 

all capitals used follCAtw'ed conventional use. NCI one type of capi tal was 

particularly difficult. 

10. Children used a variety of linguistic information and 

spelling strategies as they wrote. 

Cbservational data fran two children sh~ that they could be 

seen using many of the levels of information contained in English 

orthography. nus was set in a context of broader strategies, such as 

using outside resources and relying on one I s own knowledge, which were 

influenced by yet another context, one of individual personality. 
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li. Tll&e was evidence that pmctuation usage was driven (at 

least in sate cases) by conscicus hypotheses about how it works. 

ct:e&"Tdtion of Elaine's use of sentence-boundary pmctuation 

and Gordon's use of hyphens and quotation narks showed that they were 

cperating with fairly explicit rules for treir use, which prcrluced both 

conventional and non-(X)nventional forms. 

12. Children's netalinguistic Jmowledge about orthography nay 

or nay not parallel treir use of it. 

Interviews with two subjects, as well as nany of the remarks 

they made while writing, showed that there were tines when they could 

not articulate why trey had done satething a certain way (such as 

Gordon's inability to explain why he had hyphenated at a syllabic 

rounda."'1') , as well as tines when their explicit knowledge was IIDre 

advanced than their practice (such as Elaine's familiarity with 

pmctuation marks she never used). 

Theoretical Inplications 

This study nakes contributions to four major theoretical areas: 

the nature of orthography, the nature of developteIltal processes, the 

effect of dialect on spelling, and the identification of different 

types of spellers. 

First of all, the findings clearly support previous research 

about the CCI'Iplexi ty of English orthography (e.g., Read, 1983; Venezky, 

1970b). 'lb: subjects' invented spellings were often due to aspects of 

this cx::a.plexi ty, such as, to cite just a few exanples, the variety of 

\lays to spell rounded vowels, the different kinds of words that require 
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geminate consonants, and the existence of hanc:.phones. TiE subjects also 

clearly drew 00 knowledge about nany aspects of orthography, producing 

spellings that incorporated phonetic, IICrphemic, and visual knowledge. 

For instance, KCMED/oanbed spells the root nmplEne fairly 

phonetically, beginning it with the letter whose nane incltXies the 

initial phoneme and anitting the silent B, but spells the affix 

norphemically (i .e. , OI.7erriding phonology to signal the rorpheme 

logographically>. Similarly, RIEO/ride is both phonetically reasonable, 

using another possible spelling of the vowel phoneme, and visually 

similar to the conventional spelling since it is a pennutation of it. 

Tre findings support previous research showing that as children grC1tl 

older, their spelling grows beyond the nerely phonetic. (See Bissex, 

1980; Nolen & ~tin, 1984; 'Ianpleton, 1979b; Thatas, 1982; Zutell, 

1979.) The findings also suggest that punctuation is even rore oomplex 

than spelling. 

Second, al though the actual process of change OI.7er tine in 

spelling can only very generally be inferred fran these findings, since 

the developrental data represents an average of six very different 

children across entire school years, there is clearly a gocxi deal of 

growth in orthography taking place at this age. 'Ire subjects for the 

IOOSt p:rrt controlled the h:tsic relationships retween phonemes and 

grapheIres in English, but were still a long \toay fran being adult 

spellers. Sene of the rore subtle features of English orthography were 

being explored very actively, with sare difficult features like reduced 

and rounded vowels, consonant gemination, and use of the -ED affix 

showing the nest growth, presunably through the explicit and/or tacit 
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revising of schemata. In V}'gotsky' s te:ms (1978), the subjects were 

very actively oontinuing to grCM into the intellectual world of adult 

orthography • 

'!bird, these findings confirm other research that the effects 

of dialect on spelling are minimal by the middle of elerrentary school 

(Groff, 1978; 0' N3al. & Trabasso, 1976). ~ers of all dialects neal 

to IrOve ~yond direct representation of phonetic features (such as 

variations in vowel. articulation) to zmre phonemic and zmrphemic 

spellings. Except for a few occasions, such as the representation of 

sane lax vowels, these subjects' spellings did not appear to evidence 

dialectal features. 

Finally, the findings suggest that, although there are 

rertainly differences between spellers, the dichotanies between goOO 

and poor spellers constructed in earlier research (such as Baron, et 

al., 1980) may represent a real oversinplification and reification. 

First of all, children change over tine: Gordon was the least 

proficient speller of the six in third grade and the second best in 

fourth; \tas he thus a goOO or a poor speller? Elaine spelled slightly 

less conventionally in fourth grade than in third but her spellings 

became less unusual; if one were to categorize her as a poor speller 

both years, it \tas Sl...!.rely in quite a di fferent way each year • Secorrl , 

IlDre and less proficient spellers show rrany similar p:ltterns in their 

spelling: Elaine, Gordon, and Dana all experinented wi th vowel 

representation and affixation, and all three had rrany invented 

spellings which differed fram the conventional spelling by only one 

letter. Except for Elaine IS nany unusual spellings, the (Ii fferences 
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were nore in relative proportions of different prOCEsses than in kind. 

'!bird, and perhaps IOOSt inportant, ooservational data revealed even 

nore about the similari ties bet\to1een spellers and illustrated the extent 

to which differences can be the result of personality and self-selected 

strategies rather than differing nental processes. '!he nost striking 

exanple of this ~s Elaine's unusual spellings, which were of a type 

that earlier research \te1Ould often label as "bizarre" and see as a 

possible indicator of dyslexia. (See M:lats' criticism of such research, 

1983.) Field notes revealed that these spellings were created b¥ 

choice, and that when Elaine chose to attempt conventional spelling, 

her results were much like those of other children. 

Methodological ~lications 

'l\\o important inplications for further research are the value 

of naturalistically collected data, even for detailed linguistic 

analysis, and issues of how to \te1Ork with a large and canplex data base. 

Moch of the analytical research that has been conducted on 

spelling, such as the stooies fran the Uni versi ty of Virginia, has used 

spelling test Cbta. Although it is certainly nore nanageable to \te1Ork 

with than writing sanple data, it is not nearly as rich. If we wish to 

~ore issues in orthography that are important for children's 

writing, we can best do so by locking at the full range of \te1Ords that 

children spell in their own writing. For instance, studies that have 

looked at features like vowel spellings using test data have usually 

limited their cases to nonosyllabic \te1Ords; vowels in multisyllabic 

\te1Ords create different proolems. Also, test-l:ased studies tend to use 
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words that isolate single features as much as possible, while real-life 

spelling often involves dealing with several difficult features at once 

(for instance, the hanophony, difficult vowel spelling, and apostrophe 

in "they' re n) • '!be insufficient carplexi ty of test-based data is 

especially true for pmctuatian i children prcxiuce and need to pmctuate 

syntactic structures that are far nore canplex than any that a 

researcher \\1Ould ever incl1Jie on a test. Also, the inportance of 

corrOOorative ooservational data cannot be overemphasized, p:rrticularly 

when attempting to discuss the strategies children actually use. 

Although test-based spelling research is certainly valuable, it is 

inportant to recognize that it can never be as directly relevant as is 

nore naturalistic research. 

Iblever , naturalistic research does have the pitfall of 

prcxiucing very unwieldy data bases. It is hoped that the present study 

has suggested some specific procedures for analyzing invented spelling 

and pmctuation. In p:rrticular, the process of looking at specific 

features rather than trying to classify spellings as a whole seems to 

be a prcxiucti ve one. In addi tion, it is valuable whenever possible to 

allow analytical categories to energe fran the data as one looks at it 

wi th vision grounded in theoretical knowledge. For instance, tIE eight 

questions used to canpare the spellings of different children evolved 

through looking at the 120 spellings involved and trying to explain 

everything that was going on in all of them. 

Instructional Implications 

These findings have nany implications for instructional 
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practice, inclming teacher education. First of all, a considerable 

anount of grOltlth in orthography occurred in the virtual absence of 

fornal instruction. Manyearlier studies (e.g., Harste & Burke, 1980; 

~olakes, 1975) have questioned the value of tradi tional spelling 

instruction based on word lists and tests; the present findings can 

p:rhaps reassure teachers that children' s orthography will not stagnate 

wi thout instruction. Another implication for instruction is that, 

depending on the generalizabili ty of these findings, teachers nay well 

discover that invented spelling is not a process confined to early 

childhood rut one that is still op:rating very actively in the middle 

years of elenentary school, albeit in roore sophisticated ways. At this 

age, children are not inventing spellings phoneme by phonem: the way 

younger children do, but are oontinuing to invent various features 

wi thin \\1Ords and are increasingly relying on nnre autanatic processes 

(i.e., integrated nnvanent seq1Ences) which, since they are not always 

fully accurate, nany result in patterns such as pennutations. 

'!here are also implications about the kinds of curricular and 

instructional activities which are likely to support orthographic 

grCMth. Tffi ooservational data in particular suggest that inportant 

features in such growth are intellectual curiosity and willingness to 

risk, developrent of schemata about English orthography, and 

developtEnt of a wide range of strategies, including both inner and 

alter resources. Sane possible classroan practices that \\O.lld 

oontrirute to these processes are: encouragem:nt of invented sp:lling, 

including explicit discussion of the process itself; provision of a 

wide range of textual resources, especially a variety of dictionaries; 
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encouragerrent of classroan interaction related to orthography; help in 

learning to m:mitor and revise one's own spelling; encouragement of 

fonning one's own intuitive hypotheses about spelling and p.:mctuation; 

and, nnst inportantly, a wide variety of reading and writing. As 

Hildreth (1947,1948) and others have suggested, by the miadle of 

elenentary school, children can spell ItDSt high-fr~ncy w::>ras ana 

will be JOOSt helped to grow as spellers through exposure to the many 

and variee new w::>rds that they wish to use in their writing. Working 

wi th indi vi au al children at critical narents and small grCllp "mini

lessons" are two appropriate avenues for some of the practices 

describecl, although the classroan atmosphere in general is prcbably the 

IOOst important factor. 

ere final instructional inplication is for evaluation. Previous 

articles have suggested the value of analysis of children'S spellings 

to determine what strategies children are using .(Ganschow, 1981, 1984; 

Marino, 1981; Rowell, 1975). The eight qu:stions usee in the present 

study to explore differences b:tween spellers are perhaps a useful 

heuristic tool for this prrpose, rarticularly since they are posee in 

clearly Clefinable tenns, recognize that nore than one process nay be 

going on in any single spelling, and suggest a rough hierarchy of 

spelling sophistication. Another inportant point is the value of 

evaluating orthography as it is found in natural writing rather than in 

spelling tests. If spelling w:ll when roe writes is the goal of 

spelling instruction, that written language context shoula b: the 

neasure of spelling proficiency. Also, the present fiooings nake clear 

the value of ooserving childl en as they spell ana p.mctuate ana talking 
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to them about their uetalinguistic knowledge of orthography • 

Partic.."Ul.arly for children whose orthography is unusual, such as Elaine, 

the teacher can gain a far deeper understanding of the child's mental 

processes through cbservation and questioning than thrcugh looking at 

the written prcxiuct alone. Teacher education, particularly for language 

arts specialists, could provide instruction and opportunities for both 

spelling analysis and the cbservation and interview process. 

SUggestions for Further Research 

Several areas suggest themselves for further research, with a 

view toward corrcborating and extending the present findings. First of 

all, similar feature analyses could be conducted with other populations 

and other age groups. For instance, it \to1OUl.d be interesting to explore 

the spelling of rcunded, rhotacized, or reduced vowels in the natural 

wri ting of older children, or to follow the learning of affixation 

rules longitudinally. Secorxi, research on pmctuation is virtually 

non-existent; the present research suggests that the developrent of 

children's understanding of this canplex systan is worthy of further 

study. '.Ihi.rd, further cbservational/interview research could provide 

evidence about children's orthographic strategies and 

conceptualizations at other stages of developrent; the present research 

shows the value of such data in prcxiucing a deeper understanding of the 

process. Finally, the categories establisOOd here for ca:np:1I'ing 

different children's spelling could be refined and developed into a 

diagnostic and evaluative tool for teachers. 
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A Final Word 

'lhis study has illustrated the extent to which learning to 

spell and punctuate are carplex intellectual processes. Ib.'ever, the 

breadth and depth of children r s orthographic knc:Mledge - their 

linguistic accarplishrrents, as it \Ere - should not blind us to the 

fact that the entire p.IrpOSe of orthography is to facilitate writing. 

'lhis is analogous to the role of phc.l.vlogical CCJII>etence in 

camrunicating neaning in oral language. Clildren I s interest in 

orthography stems not only fran the intellectual interest of the system 

itself but also fran their interest in expressing themselves in a way 

that others will understand. OJrriculum and instruction DUlSt support 

this by always dealing wi th spelling and punctuation as tools to 

facilitate ccmnunication rather than as ends in themselves. 



APPENDIX A 
smooLS tEED FCR POONEMES 

(Note: These symbols were selected by the author for ease of reading 
and of representation with a standard typewriter keyboard when possible 
and do not therefore follow any one standard system.) 

vowels 

camoon Symbol 
Nama USed EKanple 

Tense vowels - long A lei hate 
long E Iii heed 
long I lail hide 
long 0 101 hope 
long U Ijul huge 

Lax vowels - short A lael had 
short E IF! head 
short I III hid 
short 0 lal hot 
short U 1/\/ hut 

Rounded vowels - sh~rt 00 In/ hocxl I ~I 

long 00 lui hoop 
ou laul hoose 
circumflex 0 lSI hawk 
oi loil hoist 

Rhotacized vowels - IllY l'er 
larl far 
IFrI hair 
IIrl here 
lorl for 

Reduced vowels - schwa fal about (first 
syllable) 

/If'1 other (second 
syllable) 
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CcDsonants 

Represents the beginning 
sound of Clmless 

Symbol otherwise noted): 

fbi my 
Idl die 
If I fee 
Igl guy 
/hi h: 
Ijl ye 
/k/ key 
III lie 
1m! It¥ 
Inl nigh 
Ipl pie 
Irl rye 
lsi sigh 
It I tie 
Ivl vie 
Iwl we 
Izl zoo 

lebl ch:w 
Idhl thy 
Idzhl Joe 
Ieh/ shy 
Ith/ thigh 
Izh/ viSIon 

IDI laDDer 
Irql si~ 



APPENDIX B 

RANIJCM SAMPLES FRCM 'IHREE SPELLERS 

ErAINE 

Year I Year 2 
5Ielhng a:x:te(s) spelhng CCde(s) 

ANCM:lC/animals I 
ANClRD/anothe:r I 
ANETSC/auntie I 
tlCl-J WASM.Y/away 1,8 
DILFl'SCI'/breakfast 1 
OOOKSKEC/broke 1 
rnAN:>VL/c.arni val 3 
CHIEKCSmOO/circus 1 
CDNEM/ c:x::rre 1 
CX>U3WOE/royote 1 
HESTED/had chopped 1,8 
HRY!her 3 
KILLS/killed 4,7 
NFAMD/naned 4,5 
ONE/once 6,7 
PUAL/Paul 5 
ST~started 1,4 
STOOR/store 3 
'lG1ANE,/train 1 
~/woods 2,6 

Key: 1. Unusual? 
2. Consonants? 
3. Vowels? 
4. Affixation? 

* AROUI'/around 2 
* Bl"MT/b:>ttan 2 , 3 
* CON'T/couldn't 3 
* DFALL lDUSE/dollhouse 3 
* mINCES/dress I 
* ENlNG/eating 1,3 
* G\.T/get 3,6 
* HEANS/hands 2,3 
* ~ 3,6,7 
* MIs/MS. 3,6,8 
* PENICES/p:lints 1 
* FOPCONR/popc::orn 5 
* SAD/said 3,6,7 
* STARD/started 4 
* ~/scary 4,6 
* SNAK/snake 3,6 
* SVIMIl'l;/SWinmiilg 2,4,6 
* TO/too 3,6,7 
* 'IN:M/town 5 
* VONS/Vaughan's 3,8 

5. Perrnuation? 
6. Single letter? 
7. Real word? 
8. Punctuation? 
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OOIDON 

Year 1 Year 2 
SIelhng OXle(s} ~lling OXlels} 

AN/and 2,6,7 * ALLWAYS/always 2,6 
OO'T/but 8 * ANBLENC/ambulance 2,3 
ClMEING/ciirnbing 3,4 * ANMAILS/aninals 5 
ClUY/crying 3,4 * ASrRED/answered 1 
OIO'T/didn It 2,6,8 * ARONO/around 3,6 
EVER/every 6,7 * Brl'I:/bats 4,6,7 
OONING/going 6 * BU'Tjt:ut 8 
HUNGRE/hungry 3,6 * CM.Y/carry 2,6 
IANDA/landed 4 * KCMED/canbed 2 
MM,.1ren 3,6,7 * FARTHER/father 6,7 
POEPLE/people 5 * HARID/hard 3,6 
RUDOLPO/RlXiolph 2,6 * NIFE/knife 2,6 
SlOP/ship 2,3 * IADYS/ladies 4 
TEATS/that IS 8 * MMS;n-en 3 
'IOKE/took 3,7 * MICHEL/Michael 3,6 
'lRINGERMR/trainer 1,4 * CX1rHER/other 3,6 
WERTER/water 3 * RESRCERS/researchers 2,3 
WEFJl'H/wi. th 2 * SG1E BrlDY/sarebody 3,6,8 
~/Would 1,4 * 'lRYED/tried 4,6 
~/Would 3,7 * WHERE/were 2,6,7 

Key: 1. Unusual? 5. Permuation? 
2. Consonants? 6. Single letter? 
3. VCArels? 7. Real \to'Ord? 
4. Affixation? 8. Punctuation? 



Year 1 Year 2 
SJ;elling Qrle (s) SJ;elling Qi1e(s) 

BIRD'S/kdrds 7,8 
~PI~oapitol 3,6,7 
<nmING/CXJIIing 4 ,6 
CDUNTINUED/oontimECi 3,6 
~VROlTE/favorite 5 
HALF/have 3,7 
HFALD/held 3,6 
KINGS/king's 7,8 
ID,lknow 3,7 
ME'lROPLIS,hretrcpolis 3,6 

OVER TIME/overtime 
RABBIT' S/rabbi ts 
RASCOE/rescue 
RUSCUED/rescued 
SKINNER/skinnier 
STAND'S/stands 
TBERE/their 
'lO/too 
VILLIANS/villains 
YOtR/you ' re 

Key: 1. Unusual? 
2. Consonants? 
3. VCMels? 
4. Affixation? 

7,8 
7,8 
3,6 
3,6 
4,6,7 
8 
3,7 
3,6,7 
3 
3,6,7,8 

* A'mCKED/attacked 2,6 
* ~/dad's 7,8 
* ESPECCILEY/especially 2,3 
* FAVEROIT/favorite 5 
* FRIEND'S/friends 7,8 
* mRT/hearts 3,7 
* IT' S/i ts 7 ,8 
* LOT'S/lots 7,8 
* MOTHERS/mother' s 7,8 
* PADDLE '10 THE sEAl 7,8 

Paddle-to-the-Sea 
* POISEN/poison 3,6 
* QtATER/quarter 6 
* QUITEVquit 3,6,7 
* RETORNO/returned 4,6 
* SONS/son's 7,8 
* ~/steep 3,6 
* 'lRAVLED/traveled 3,6 
* WHERE,lwere 6,7 
* WILLIAM/William's 7,8 
* WING'S/Wings 7,8 

5. Permuation? 
6. Single letter? 
7. Real word? 
8. Punctuation? 
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